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CHAPTER I 

THE MOTIF OF CHRISTIANITY IN 

BROOKS'S POETRY 

For my people everywhere singing their 
slave songs repeatedly: their dirges 
and their ditties and their blues 
and jubilees, praying their prayers 
nightly to an unknown god, bending 
their knees humbly to an unseen power; 

Margaret Walker, "For My People" 1 

How desperately Bigger Thomas wanted to escape from 

his cold, rat-infested Chicago tenement, not because of the 

cold or the rats, but because his Marna was singing hymns. 

Through Bigger's need to escape, Richard Wright, in Native 

Son, tells us something significant about religion among 

Blacks: many want to cast off a religion yoked about their 

necks by their slave ancestors. But can one tear off the 

collar as easily as Bigger ran down flights of rotting 

steps into the blinding snow of the streets? Or must one 

even in the storm submit to humming, "Whiter than snow, 

Lord , whiter than snow, wash me and make me, whiter than 

snow? " 

1 Margaret 1~alker , "For My Pe ople," in The Poetry of 
the egro 1746 - 19 7 0, ed . Langston Hughes and Arna Bonternps 
(New York : Doubleday , 1970), p . 314 . 



The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn Elizabeth 

Brooks grapples with this agonizing religious dilemma as 

her poetry moves chronologically from the forties to the 

seventies. Brooks's eight books of verse A Street in 

Bronzeville (1945), Annie Allen (1949), The Bean Eaters 

(1960), Selected Poems (1963), In the Mecca (1968), Riot 

(1969) 1 Family Pictures (1970), and Beckonings (1975), 

employ rhetorical devices to highlight all four of her 

2 

important themes: political, social, racial, and religious. 

Even though previous scholarship and criticism about 

Brooks's poetry has centered on these four themes, Brooks's 

use of religion, one of her major and significant themes, 

has yet to have adequate attention. Interestingly, Brooks 

e xpla ined her personal religious Weltanschauung in an 

interview with Ida Lewis in 1971 when she stated that in 

the 1940s and 1950s she really believed that "All we had 

to do was keep on appealing to the whites to help us and 

they would. . . Because I relied heavily on Christianity 

[sic]. . . People were really good, I thought; there was 

some good even in people who seemed to be evil."
2 

Later the poet drops the vocabulary of preachers, 

sermons , and Marys and adopts the vocabulary of whirlwinds, 

2 Gwendolyn Brooks , Report from Part One (Detroit: 
Broadside Press , 1972) 1 p . 175. 



riots, and militants. She adopts titles such as "Riders 

to the Blood-red vvrath." Prayers are reserved for the 

white mouths as in Riot where John Cabot prays, "Don't let 

It touch me! the blackness! Lord!" 3 The prayer is un-

answered, and the rioting "nigguhs" blend John Cabot's 

death with "the smoke and fire and broken glass and blood" 

(ll. 28-29). 

Brooks's involvement with the dichotomy of the early 

black religious attitudes and the later disillusionment 

does not necessarily present her personal religious posi-

tion. Rather, her poetry becomes an expression of the 

black society in conflict with subservience and indepen-

dence. One notes, in a close reading of the poetry, a 

shift away from an emphasis on Biblical imagery and allu-

3 

sian which is a typical basis of much black American litera-

ture from roughly the pre-Civil War era to post World War II. 

Instead, her poetry steadily progresses toward a political 

emphasis using secular imagery and allusion more typical 

of contemporary African literature. In time and emphasis, 

this pendulum swing produces a truly Janus poet who leans 

into the headwind of change while reluctantly releasing 

3 Gwendolyn Brooks, "RIOT ," in RIOT (Detroit: 
side Press, 1970) , p . 9. 

Broad-
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4 the hope offered by her early Christian background. Her 

poetry throughout echoes the sociological changes experi-

enced by the urban blacks who have left the cabin of 

"Uncle Tom" and clenched the fist of militant action. · 

Thus, Brooks's poetry shows her to be looking backwards 

and forwards simultaneously. 

To understand this change in black attitudes, black 

literature, and Brooks's poetry in particular, it is 

necessary to review relative aspects of black history. 

Religion was not, of course, a new idea to the Africans 

who carne to America in slavery. Their African tribes had 

indigenous religions of spiritism and animism. Nonethe-

less, these religious practices along with other aspects of 

their cultural heritage were lost in the grip of slavery 

for two important reasons. First, those Africans sold into 

slavery were predominantly vigorous young males captured in 

inter-tribal wars. Modern anthropology indicates that 

since the elderly or the women generally explain and uphold 

4 Janus is the animistic spirit of doorways (januae) 
and archways (jani) in Roman religion. Armies, ceremonies, 
and special parties departing Rome would be certain to 
leave the city through these archways. The most famous 
jani was the Janus Gerninus , depicted with a double-faced 
head, looking two directions at once. Some scholars con
sider Janus as the god of all beginnings . The month, 
January , is named for him. In literary terms Janus is 
symbolic of a writer looking two different directions at 
once . 
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the traditions of a people and are responsible for teaching 

those customs to the next generation, young men are perhaps 

the poorest bearers of the cultural heritage of their 

people. The second major factor in the loss of African 

religious customs was the breaking up of tribal units 

within the "Middle Passage" and on the auction blocks of 

. 5 Amer1ca. 

These male slaves and the females who arrived later 

were cut adrift from family structures, from known lan-

guages, from tribal customs, and from their revered 

elders--the tellers of tales and the tribal historians in 

5 "Middle Passage" refers to the second leg of the 
infamous slave trade triangle. British ships left port 
carrying liquor, firearms, cotton goods, and trinkets to 
be exchanged for slaves from the Atlantic coa~t of Africa. 
The second leg of the triangle was thus the slave trade 
passage . This middle passage proved the traders to be 
callous to all human suffering. The captives were wedged 
horizontally in spoon fashion, with the average space 
allotted being six feet by sixteen inches. Many slaves 
died in this position because they could not stand or turn. 
Twice a day a ration of water was given along with a small 
ration of boiled rice, millet, cornmeal, or yams. Improper 
ventilation , lack of exercise, and lack of sanitary facili
ties , it has been calculated, caused twenty percent of all 
the blacks transported in this way to die of epidemics, 
suicide , "fixed melancholy," and mutiny. The voyage of the 
middle passage could last from three weeks to three months. 
Following the sale of the slaves in America, the British 
ship would then complete the triangle, loaded with molasses 
from the Colonies. Back in England, the mola sse s would be 
distilled into rum and would then be used for the purchase 
of more slaves on the next journey. 
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a predominantly oral tradition. 6 Contemporary poet, Nikki 

Giovanni, relates to that early tradition in Gemini when 

she says, "We sat by the fire and told tales; we tended the 

floc k s and rapped poems. We had a beginning and an end for 

we didn't know what tomorrow would bring." 7 

"What tomorrow would bring" was the breakup of that 

tribal unity, yet W. E. B. DuBois believes that social 

cohes i on among the sla ves was not totally destroyed. In 

one o f h is sociological studies of Negro life, DuBois 

states t hat the Negro church was "the only social institu-

t ion amo ng t he Negroes which started in the African forest 

8 and s u r v i v ed slavery ." The church preser ved the remnants 

o f Af r i c an tribal li f e i n the view of DuBois, made possible 

by the leaders hip o f t h e African priest and the medicine 

9 
man . While slave s may not hav e comp letely assimilated the 

moral idealism o f We s tern Chr istianity once they arrived in 

America , they quic k l y l earned the parts of the Bi bl e , such 

a s the Lord ' s Prayer and the Ten Commandments, which t he 

6 Franklin B. Frazier , The Negro Chur ch in Amer ica 
(New York : Schocken Books , 1963) , p . 1. 

7 Nikki Giovann i , Gemini : An Extended Autobiographi 
cal Statement on My First Twenty - Five Years o f Being a 
Black Poet (New York : The Viklng Press , 1971) , p . 94 . 

8 Frazier , p . 5 . 

9 Frazier , p . 16 . 
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masters selected for their religious instruction. Eventu-

ally the slaves produced their own black preachers who 

replaced the African priests and medicine men. These new 

preachers dramatized Biblical stories in terms of the 

Negro's life and experiences much as their former spiritual 

leaders had dramatized indigenous ones in their homeland. 

For instance, anthropologist Paul Radin sees post-Civil War 

black religious experience as an escape from disintegra-

tion. This clinging to a religion helped to create a fixed 

point of harmony for "both within and outside of himself he 

could see only vacillation and endless shifting."lO Accord-

ing to Radin, the black converted God to himself rather than 

converting himself to God. Brooks epitomizes this experi-

ence in lines from "The Anniad": "We never did learn how I 

to find white in the Bible." 11 

The Bible became for the blacks a new kind of folk 

tale complete with heroes fitting into old concepts of 

religion and storytelling. The slave turned rapidly to 

this new r eligion for understandable reasons. Because 

the slave had lost his family ties, the church offered 

lO George Kent, Blackness and the Adventure of Western 
Culture (Chicago : Third World Press , 1972), p. 113 . 

ll Gwendolyn Brooks, The World of Gwendolyn Brooks 
( ew York : Harper & Row , 1971), p . 95 . 
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fellowship. Because the slave was repressed and beaten, he 

responded when the church stressed the feelings of conver-

sion. And because the slave stood ever close to death, it 

was a comfort that the church offered eternal life.l2 As 

Franklin E. Frazier states in The Negro Church in America, 

"It is no exaggeration to say that the 'invisible institu-

tion' of the Negro church took root among the enslaved 

blacks." 13 

The pre-Civil War slave was most likely to be drawn 

into the "white" religion and religion was the instigation, 

or perhaps the "cover" for many spirituals. As blacks sang 

"Tell ol' Pharaoah, let my people go," or "Joshua fit de 

battle of Jerico," they masked their true feelings and 

pol itical protest. Thus began the historical use of 

religion for political purposes in America's southland. 

A startling example of the yoking of politics and 

r eligion occurred as recently as 1955. Rosa Parks on her 

way home from her job in a department store in Montgomery, 

Alabama , took a seat on the bus and refused to give it up 

for a white passenger. Rosa Parks explained . that although 

she was actually sitting in the "colored" section of that 

bus, she was still expected to yield her seat. Because she 

12 Frazier , p . 8 . 

13 . 16 Frazler , p . . 
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refused to stand, she was arrested and booked at the police 

station. It was the ministers of Montgomery's black 

churches who were the first to be contacted by the man who 

paid h e r bail. Meetings to plan a strategy were held in 

church buildings; and black ministers, led by Rev. Martin 

Luther King, Jr., presided over the successful political 

bus boycott that followed, ending segregated seating on 

14 public transportation in this country. 

Frazier confirms the role of the church when he 

asserts that "The churches became and have remained until 

the past t wenty years or so, the most important agency of 

15 social control among Negroes." He also emphasizes that 

"The most important crisis in the life of the Negro migrant 

was produced by the absence of the church which had been 

the center of his social li f e and a refuge from a hostile 

white world ." 16 

For deeply rooted and historical reasons, Christian-

ity became a magnet attracting blacks . References to 

religion are found in black art forms of expression: the 

music and the painting and the poetry--certainly the poetry 

14 Joseph R. Washington , Jr. Black Religion (Boston : 
Beacon Press , 1964) , pp . 1 - 2 . 

1 5 Frazier , p . 33 . 

1 6 Frazier , p . 48. 
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of Gwendolyn Brooks. In her poetry of the 1940s and 1950s, 

Brooks often treats this attraction as a positive force. 

George Kent points out that even though "Brooks evidences 

a very deep religious consciousness [that] her commitment 

over the years to the idea of Christianity has been neither 

simple nor unquestioning." 17 Yet Christianity is an 

important element in Brooks's poetry. Three noteworthy 

rhetorical conventions employed by Brooks significantly 

show her poetic attitude toward religion. One is her use 

both denotatively and connotatively of religious words, 

phrases, and themes; another, the use of Biblical allusion; 

and a third, orthography, especially her use of majescules. 

The following line count and analysis of Christian . 

phrases in Brooks's poetry traces her Christian emphasis 

in her early work and establishes the significance of 

Chr istian themes and allusions in A Street in Bronzeville, 

Annie Alle n, The Bean Eaters, and Selected Poems. 

Chri s t ian phrase s are charted below with the line number 

of the p o em parenthetica lly included to the right. 18 

1 7 Kent , p . 115. 

18 This chart and t he three that follow have identical 
structures with t he t i tles o f the p oe ms on the left and the 
religiously denotative and/or connota tive phrase (or 
phrases) on the right . Numbers i n pare nthe ses on the right 
refer to line numbe rs . Even though t h e Christian phrases 
are chosen subjective ly , they have b ee n chosen thoughtfully. 
A lifelong Christian background , seminary tra ining , and 
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The first published volume of Brooks's poetry, A 

Street in Bronzeville, contains forty~th~ee poems. Eleven 

of these poems have religious references. Phrases within 

these eleven poems which illustrate the we stern Christian 

tradition are charted below. 

POEM TITLE 

" the soft man" 

" the funeral" 

"hunc h b a c k girl: she 
thinks o f he aven" 

" the ba l lad o f c hoco
late Mabb i e " 

"The preacher : r umi 
nates behind t he 
Sermon " 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"a clean unanxious place I To which 
you creep on Sundays" ( 11. 9-10) 

"bathe . . in prayer (1. 13) 

"vaguely pray" ( 1. 11) 
"tradition of piety" (1. 12) 
"Heaven is Good denied I Rich are 
the men who have died" (11. 13-14) 

"My Father" 
"My Father" 

( 1. 1) 
(1. 6) 

"thought life was heaven" ( 1. 4) 
"The grammar school gates were the 
pearly gates" (1. 5) 

"lone l y t o be God" (1. 1) 
"The bright hosannas" (1. 3) 
"bright dear -Lor ds" (1. 3) 
"brigh t I Dete rmined reverence of 

Sunday eyes " (11. 3-4) 
"Jehovah stridi ng " (1. 5) 
"His impo rtanc e " (1. 6) 

service as a missionary/teacher in Zimbabwe (Rh odesia ), 
Africa , and continued theological study serve as the basis 
for these choices . 



POEM TITLE 

"The preacher: rumi
nates behind the 
Sermon" 

"obituary for a living 
lady" 

"of De Witt Williams 
on his way to 
Lincoln Cemetery" 

"NEGRO HERO to suggest 
Dorrie Miller " 

12 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Appreciation of His merit's glare" 
( 1. 8) 

"But who walks with Him" (1. 9) 
"dares to take His arm" ( 1. 9) 
"To slap Him on the shoulder" 

(1. 10) 
"tweak His ear" (1. 10) 
"Buy Him Coca-Cola or a beer" 

(1. 11) 
"Pooh-pooh His politics" (1. 12) 
"call Him a fool" (1. 12) 
"Perhaps . . He tires of looking 
down " ( 1 . 13 ) 

"Those eyes are never lifted" 
(1. 14) 

"Perhaps . . He tires of being 
great" ( 1. 15) 

"discovered the country of God" 
(1. 15) 

"the first pew center on Sunday" 
(1. 20) 

"Sabbath nights" (1. 21) 

"Swing low swing low sweet sweet 
chariot" ( 1. 5) 

"Swing low swing low sweet sweet 
chariot" (1. 23) 

"in order to save them" (1. 1) 
"It is good I gave glory" (1. 6) 
"am I good enough to die for them" 

(1. 24) 
"is my blood bright enough to be 
spilled" (1. 2 4 ) 

"I helped to save them" (1. 36) 



POEM TITLE 

"when I die" 

"firstly inclined to 
take what it is told" 

"God works in a 
mysterious way" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"And the angels will be watchin" 
( 1. 7) 

"Thee sacrosanct" (1. 1) 
"Thee sweet" (1. 1) 
"Thee crystalline" (1. 1) 
"Thy round command" (1. 5) 

13 

"Thy grand, Thy mystic good" (1. 5) 
"Thee like the classic quality of 

a star" ( 1. 6) 
"I had been brightly ready to 
believe" (1. 9) 

"Greedy to give I Faith (11. 12-13) 
"To a total God" (1. 13) 

"And many an eye that all its age 
had drawn its I Beam from a Book" 
(11. 3-4) 

"Mystery that shrouds" (1. 5) 
"Immortal joy" (1. 6) 
"Out from Thy shadows" (1. 9) 
"from Thy pleasant meadows" (1. 9) 
"Mansions are bright" (1. 11) 
"Step forth in splendor" (1. 13) 
"Or we assume a sovereignty 
ourselves" (1. 14) 

Of the forty -three poems in A Street in Bronzeville, 

eleven have a strong religious motif. The words "God," 

"Father ," "Jehovah ," and c apita lized pronouns "He," "His," 

and "Him ," occur forty - six times in the short space of 

the se eleven poems . The words "pray ," "prayer," and 

"p r a yerbook ," and the phrase " thank God " appear no less 
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than thirteen times. "Sunday" and "Sabbath" are repeated 

four times in the poems. Additional words directly denota-

tive and connotative of religion form a lengthy list: nine 

nouns "Mary," "son," "heaven," 11 sermon," "angels," "faith," 

"splendor," "sovereignty," and "mystery;" three verbs 

"save," "command," and "believe;" and three adjectives 

"sacrosanct," "mystic, 11 and 11 Irnmortal." 

The use of Biblical allusion is strongly evident in 

A Street in Bronzeville. "And calling women Marys" from 

the poem "the soft man" uses the name of Mary with both 

secular and religious connotations. The secular connota-

tion of an ordinary and popular name is heightened by the 

use of the plural form. "Marys" aligns with the plural 

form used for "chicks" and "broads" in line three of the 

poem . The Biblical allusions to the name "Mary" are sig-

19 nificant and numerous, particularly in the Gospels. 

Ma tthew records, "Now after the sabbath, toward the dawn 

of the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene and the other 

Mary went to see the sepulchre" (Matthew 28.2). Mark 

records the same event: "And when the sabbath was past, 

19 The translation of the Bible used in this study is 
the King J ames version beca use that is the Bible which most 
influenced Brooks in her poetry . In a letter I asked 
Gwe ndolyn Brooks if the King Jame s translation were the 
Bible used in her home and in her church during her growing 
years . Her response in par t was " Yes! --the Bible WAS the 
Kin g James version ." 



Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James, and Salome, 

brought spices, so that they might go and anoint him" 

15 

(Mark 16. 2). According to Luke: "Now it was Mary Magda

lene and Joanna and Mary the mother of James and the other 

woman with them who told this to the apostles" (Luke 24.11). 

John mentions Mary Magdalene, "Now on the first day of the 

week Mary Magdalene came to the tomb early, while it was 

still dark, and saw that the stone had been taken away from 

the tomb" (John 20.2). The knowledge that Mary Magdalene 

was a prostitute before she met Christ links significantly 

with "the soft man" "calling women." 

Biblical allusion is strongly evident also in "hunch

back girl: she thinks of heaven" as the poem is a touching 

paraphrase of The Lord's Prayer. The young girl prays, 

"My Father, it [heaven] is surely a blue place I And 

straight" (11. 1-2). Further into the poem is the echo of 

the Twenty-third Psalm, "Even though I walk through the 

valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil" (Psalm 23.4). 

Brooks's young hunchback girl prays with confidence that in 

heaven she will have no "fear" or "shadow" that her twisted 

deformity will be with her in heaven; but rather that she 

will experience "love that runs without crookedness" 

(ll . 2-5). The closing sentence of the poem, "I shall walk 

straightly through most proper halls," (1. 9) echoes the 
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closing line of the Twenty-third Psalm, "and I shall dwell 

in the house of the Lord for ever" (Psalm 23.6). These 

familiar verses of the Psalmist go back to the parts of 

the Scripture that were most commonly known to those blacks 

in the bonds of slavery, and slavery was to the black 

experience a twisted "crookedness" in American history. 

The poem, "the ballad of chocolate Mabbie," a little 

narrative poem in which Mabbie thinks of the gates to the 

school as the "pearly gates" alludes to those of heaven 

referred to in Revelations, "And the twelve gates were 

twelve pearls, each of the gates made of a single pearl, 

and the street of the city was pure gold, transparent as 

glass" (Revelations 21.21). Mabbie's pearly gates, 

actually the "grammar school gates," are slammed in her 

face because her young boyfriend turns his attention to a 

white little girl, "a lemon-hued lynx / with sand-waves 

loving her brow" (11. 18-19). 

Brooks alludes to the Old Testament in the poem "of 

De Witt Williams on his way to Lincoln Cemetery." The 

image is that of the chariot swinging down out of heaven 

to transport Elijah to heaven, as recorded in II Kings. 

And as they still went on and talked, behold, 
a chariot of fire and horses of fire sepa
rated the two of them . And Elijah went up by 
a whirlwind into heaven . And Elisha saw it 



and he cried, "My father, my father! the 
chariots of Israel and its horsemen!" And 
he saw him no more. (II Kings 21.11-12) 

This Scripture provides the source for one of the best-

known Negro Spirituals, "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot." As 

De Witt Williams is on his way to a cemetery symbolically 

named "Lincoln," Brooks repeats the identical phrase in 

lines five and twenty-three: "Swing low sweet sweet 

17 

chariot." Brooks differs from the refrain of the spiritual 

by repeating the word "sweet." Despite a rather unheroic 

review of De Witt's life as that of a "Plain black boy," it 

is nonetheless expected that the "sweet sweet chariot" will 

kindly stop for De Witt just as it could swing low to the 

earth for Elijah. 20 The scriptural allusion in the poem 

thus poignantly heightens hope for a true equality in 

heaven which was not to be found by blacks on earth. 

2 0 A reader of her poetry will observe a similarity 
between Brooks and Dickinson. Interestingly enough Brooks 
admitted in an interview with Herbert Hill in Soon One 
Morning her indebtedness to Dickinson's poetry. One notes 
a similar farewell ride in Dickinson's "Because I Could 
Not Stop for Death." The central figure in Dickinson's 
poem is permi tted to say goodbye to the scenes of her life 
as Death drives the carriage obligingly enough past the 
children at play , and the wheat fields, and the setting 
sun . So too is De Witt permitted to ride in the funeral 
cartage past the "Pool Hall," and the "Show," and his 
corner for hanging out "Underneath the L," as well as his 
favori te "Dance Halls ," where he "picked his women" and 
where he "drank his liquid joy ." 
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Reinforcing this idea is the information in the title that 

De Witt is "on his way to Lincoln Cemetery." Death is the 

true emancipator; for although President Lincoln could sign 

into law the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, he could 

not give the slaves, or their ancestors, true freedom. 

As the Crucifixion is the salvation of Christianity, 

so does Brooks use crucifixion as the main motif of 

"NEGRO HERO." As Christ suffered on the Cross for others 

and yet forgave, so does the black soldier suffer and for-

give . Ultimately, however, the hero questions his forgive-

ness of the white world. The black "Christ" says, "I had 

to kick their law into their teeth in order to save them." 21 

Spared a literal crucifixion, the hero sheds blood in the 

war. "It is good I gave glory, it is good I put gold on 

21 Gwendolyn Brooks, The World of Gwendolyn Brooks 
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), p. 32. It was 
not until near the end of World War II that Negros ·were 
assigned combat duty in the navy, yet several Negores serv
ing in that branch were decorated for their heroism under 
fire. Dorie Miller was a mess attendant aboard the 
U.S.S. Arizona during the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. 
When an antiaircraft gunner was killed Miller took his 
place and knocked out two Japanese planes. He also helped 
carry his fatally-wounded captain from the ship's burning 
bridge and was awarded the Navy Cross for "distinguished 
devotion to duty, extreme courage, and disregard for his 
persona l safety during attack ." Unfortuna tely, later in 
the war , Miller was lost at sea. Two other black mess 
attendants , Leonard Roy Harmon and William Pinckney, also 
won the Navy Cross for courageous action under fire. 
Brooks 's black "Christ," as the poem's title indicates is 
a "NEGRO HERO to suggest Dorie Miller ." 
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their name," says the hero in lines six and seven, "Or 

there would have been spikes in the afterward hands." 

Brooks gives no clue concerning the oddity of the syntax of 

"afterward hands." Perhaps the black hero would have been 

crucified by the white world had he not been able to prove 

h ims e lf a hero, so that after the war there would have been 

s p i k es in his hands. The Negro Hero realizes, after risk-

ing hi s life and spilling his blood in the war, that he 

f ough t for someone else's freedom, not his: 

(In a southern city a white man said 
I ndeed, I'd rather be dead; 
Indeed, I'd rather be shot in the head 
Or ridden to waste on the back of a flood 
Than saved by the drop of a black man's blood) 

(11. 37-41) 

His realizat i on accounts for his frustration, causing him 

to c omp l ain t hat while "the important thing is, I helped 

to save t hem ," there r e ma ins the "possible horror" that 

whites p r efer t he ir r a cia l prejudices to "their democracy," 

"the ir c reed , " and "the ir live s." 22 

Another inf l uen c e o f the i mp lanted Christian religion 

is f ound in the poem wi th which Brook s choose s to close 

this v olume . This poe m's t itle , "God works in a myster ious 

way , " c ome s from an eighteenth- century poem b y Wi ll i am 

22 Brooks , World , p . 34 . 
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Cowper which has been set to a popular Protestant hymn, the 

first verse being: 

God moves in a mysterious way 
His wonders to perform; 
He plants His footsteps in the sea, 
And rides upon the storm.23 

The title is not only sung as a hymn, but it is frequently 

quoted by Christians in an effort to assuage the question-

ing of cruelty or injustice. Because Brooks changes 

Cowper's "God moves" to "God works" it may be the oral tra-

dition which influences the poem. The content of the poem 

asks God not to be so mysterious because of the "impudence I 

of modern glare," challenging: 

If Thou be more than hate or atmosphere 
Step forth in splendor, mortify our wolves. 
Or we assume a sovereignty ourselves.24 

In addition to the use of Christian words, and the 

strong use of Biblical allusion, Brooks's use of capitali-

zation also shows the influence of, and perhaps respect 

for , Christianity . In looking at Brooks's conscious 

artistry concerning the use of capitalization, the reader 

23 William Cowper , "God Move s in a Mysterious Way," in 
The Methodist Hymnal (Nashville : Whitmore & Smith, 1939), 
p . 6 8 . 

24 Brooks , World , p . 56 . 
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discovers that in these early volumes, including A Street 

in Bronzeville, Brooks uses all lower case letters for her 

titles. The exceptions in this set of eleven poems are 

noteworthy. Proper nouns are capitalized as in "Mabbie," 

"De Witt Williams," "Lincoln Cemetary," and "Dorrie Miller." 

The title "NEGRO HERO" is all capital letters and is the 

first Brooks poem to be titled entirely in majescules. 

Also capitalized are "God," "Book," "Mystery," "Thy" 

(three times), and "Thou." 

These significant indications of religious influences 

continue to be evident in Brooks's Pulitzer Prize-winning 

volume of verse, Annie Allen (1949). From a total of 

thirty-seven poems, eight are religious in subject and 

theme. The chart below identifies the words and phrases 

of Christian tradition in this collection of poems. 

POEM 

"Maxie Allen " 

"throwing out the 
flowers " 

"The Anniad" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"To thank her Lord" (1. 3) 
"Veils and God" ( l. 13) 
"Inner voice" (1. 22) 
"bedevilling" (1. 24) 

"The Thanksgiving praying's away" 
( l. 5) 

"Like a nun" (1. 7) 
"Sovereign I heaven the heaven she 
put him in" (11. 8-9) 



POEM 

"The Anniad" 
[continued] 

"Appendix to 'The 
Anniad' 11 

"loose-leaf war diary" 
"2" 

"Appendix to 'The 
Anniad '" 

"The Womanhood" 
"Sonnet 3" 

"The Womanhood " 
" IX" 

"truth" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Which she makes a chapel of" 
(1. 12) 

"Where she genuflects to love" 
( 1. 13) 

"All the prayerbooks in her eyes" 
(1. 14) 

"sacrifice" (1. 15) 
"dove" ( l. 16) 
"candles 11 (1. 17) 
"her set excess believes 
Incorruptibly" (11. 21-22) 

"The Certainty we two shall meet 
by God" ( l . 1) 

"underneath a Light I Of lights" 
(11. 2-3) 

"ointment" ( l. 3) 
"we two are worshipers of life" 

( 1. 4) 
"being masters" (1. 5) 
"We never did learn how I To find 
white in the Bible" (11. 6-7) 

"And shall I prime my children, 
pray, to pray" (1. l) 

"penitents" (1. 2) 
"no devil" (1. 5) 
"me taphysical" (1. 7) 
"Learn Lord will not distort nor 
leave the fray" (1. 8) 

"revise the psalm" (1. 10) 
"sew up belief I If that should 

t ear!' (11. 11-12) 

"And if sun comes" (1. 1) 
"How shall we greet him" ( l. 2) 
"Shall we not dread him" (1. 3) 
"Shall we not fear him" (1. 4) 

22 



POEM 

"The Womanhood" 
"IX" 

"truth" 
[continued] 

"The Womanhood" 
"XI" 

"The Womanhood" 
"XIV" 

23 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Session with shade" (1. 6) 
"Though we have wept for him" 

( 1. 7) 
"Though we have prayed" (1. 8) 

"One wants a Teller in a time like 
this" ( 1. 1) 

"The way back home" (1. 6) 
"one is not certain if or why or 

how I One wants a Teller now" 
(11. 8-9) 

"Here's hell, there's heaven" 
(1. 11)--

"Go to Sunday School" (1. 11) 
"timebrings all good things" 
u-:-12) - ---

"cool I Strong balm" (1. 13) 
"Behold" (1. 14) 
"Love's true, and triumphs; and 
God's actual" (1. 15) 

"You hear man crying up to anyone" 
( 1. 7) 

"Be my reviver" (1. 8) 
"Give me life again" (1. 14) 
"And he will follow many a cloven 
foot" (1. 16) 

Biblical allusions in Annie Allen show Brooks to be 

continuing her strong link with Western Christianity. In 

"Max ie Allen " the woman of the title teaches her 

"stipendiary" little daughter to "thank her Lord" as a 

natural part of raising the child. She not only prepares 
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her daughter a warm breakfast of "Quaker Oats" or "Cream-

of-Wheat," but warms her also with the shelter of belief. 

Line thirteen contains a significant reference to 

"veils and God." Brooks juxtaposes the two words to 

enhance the religious connotation in the word "veils ~ " The 

veil, or screen, is described in the Old Testament as the 

p l ace in the temple that was between the holy place and the 

ho l y of holies. Lev iticus mentions the "veil of the 

sanctuary " and also re f ers to "the veil of the testimony" 

(Leviti c u s 4.6 and 24.3). In the New Testament Matthew's 

acc ount o f the Crucifixion concludes with: "the veil of 

the inner t emple was rent in twain from the top to the 

bottom " (Matthew 27. 51) . Symbolism exists in the veil worn 

by the young Cathol i c g irl taking her first communion and 

in the veil t aken by the Nun as a sign that she is the 

bride of Chris t al t h ough by and large blacks are members of 

Protestant denominations. 25 

"Her mother t hought at he r f u l l well" is reflective of 

a passage in Luke : "And Mary kept all these things, 

25 Bert James Loewenberg and Ru th Bogin, e d s . Black 
Wome n in Nineteenth- Century American Life (Universi t y Pa r k : 
The Pe nnsylvania State University Press , 1 97 6 ), p . 11 . 
Although the religion of the slaves was basic ally Prote s
t a nt and evangelical , Roman Catholicism was the a dop t e d 
f a i th o f blacks in many instances . Particularly in New 
Orleans the bla ck community turned to Catholicism . A 
Ca tholic school was established for poor black o rphans , f o r 
examp le, in 1836, and was called L ' Ecole des Orphelins 
Ind igen ts . 
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pondering them in her heart" (Luke 2.51). Whether miracu-

lous birth, or earthly, perhaps the mother's role is to 

think deeply about future possibilities for her child, but 

not to speak these thoughts aloud. So Maxie Allen listens 

"In [sic] inner voice" either to her own voiceless thoughts 

or voices of meditation and inspiration. Brooks may intend 

this "voice" to be things the mother does not want to tell 

he r "Sweet Annie" until she is older. This poem is con-

sidere d a "light" one in theme as Brooks ends the poem with 

t he humorous revelation that the "bedevilling" is nothing 

mo r e ser i ous than the indiscretion of a child taking food 

to bed at night. 

I n "Th e Anniad," Brooks interchanges terms of religious 

love and phys i cal love. 26 Brooks's "man of tan" is made 

into an image o f wo r s h i p by his lady-love. Although he is 

unfamiliar wi th "ce les t i a l furniture, he "Leads her to a 

lowly room " which s he "makes a chapel o f " and "where she 

26 The inf l uenc e here may come f rom John Donne, 
seventeenth-century metaphysic a l p o e t known as a celebrant 
of secular and sac red l ove in his poetry . "Transfe rring 
his attention from the r elation s h ip be t ween ma n and woma n 
to that between mankind and God , Donne c ontinued t o s ee the 
ironies and frustrations as well as the fulfillment s tha t 
he believed to be inevitable in all human relatio ns hips . 
In the Divine Poems Donne remains an amorist and a wit , 
directly offering his love to God and indirectly o ffer ing 
God 's love to any reader of these poems ," Helen C . White 
et al . , Seventeenth-Century Verse and Prose (New York : The 
Macmillan Company , 1971) , pp . 73 - 74 . 



genuflects to love." Stanza ten, describing her eyes, 

foreshadows the end of the love relationship as: 

All the prayerbooks in her eyes 
Open soft as sacrifice 
Or the dolour of a dove, 
Tender candles ray by ray 
Warm and gratify the gray. 27 

Because these eyes are as soft as "sacrifice," the reader 

26 

has an indication that her divinity will ultimately require 

her destruction and surrender. Eyes reflecting the "dolour 

of a dove" are eyes full of pain and sorrow as well as eyes 

with peaceful dove-like qualities. The dove becomes a per-

feet triangular symbol tightening the religious and secular 

aspects of this idolatrous love; for the turtledove 

s ymbolizes devoted lovers, the mourning dove symbolizes 

loss and death, and in Christian symbology the dove repre-

sents the purity of the Holy Spirit. Her belief is exces-

sive because it believes "incorruptibly" that none of the 

silver luster of their love or passion will ever dim to 

"underg low." But the lover lS taken away by war, a war 

which severs a love so sacred and so mystical that these 

27 Brooks , Annie , p . 21. 
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two belong to "the priesthood of true believers." 28 The 

"man of tan," changed by the war, will not be the same on 

his return. Brooks describes him and the horror of war in 

stanza thirteen: 

Names him. Tames him. Takes him off, 
Throws to columns row on row. 
Where he makes the rifles cough, 
Stutter. Where the reveille 
Is staccato majesty. 
Then to marches. Then to know 
The hundred hells across the sea. 2 9 

Even though critics express surprise that Brooks 

wri tes so little about the war in this volume of poetry, 

published in 1949, what she writes foreshadows in its bit-

terness her later poetry of revolution and militancy. 

Brooks's poetry, filled with raw grief over wasted lives, 

mocks the government's need of black soldiers in war time 

and the government's lack of interest in those soldiers 

after the war . One senses this loss and rejection in "The 

Anniad ": 

28 
White , et al ., In Donne's "A Valediction: 

bidding Mourning ," the priest tells his priestess 
religion of love that "T 'were prophanation of our 
To t ell the layetie our love ," p. 83. 

29 Brooks , World , p . 86. 

For
in the 
joyes I 



With his helmet's final doff 
Soldier lifts his power off. 
Soldier bare and chilly then 
Wants his power back again.30 

A similar frustration over needless human destruction is 

28 

seen in "NEGRO HERO" as that poem from A Street in Bronze-

ville concludes: 

Naturally, the important thing is, I 
helped to save them, I and a part of their 
democracy. . Despite this possible 
horror: that they might prefer the I 
Preservation of their law in all its sick 
dignity and their knives I To the continua
tion of their creed I And their lives.31 

Another poem synthesizing religion, love, and war is 

the second entry in the "Appendix" to "The Anniad" sub-

ti tl e d "leaves from a loose-leaf war diary," which shows a 

c omfortlessness in the religious faith of the speaker. The 

immediate hope is for a warm, sexual, earthly love because 

fu t ure hope of sha ring heaven together is "no ointment 

now ." The speaker does say it is a "Certainty" that the 

lovers s ha ll meet by God, but that is too formal, too final, 

and too much in the future to quell their passions. Even 

a n awesome no t ion that they will finally meet in heaven's 

"wide Parlor," unde rne a th a Light I Of Lights," does not 

30 Brooks , Wo r l d, p . 87. 

31 Brooks , World , p . 34. 
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satisfy these two "worshipers of life." This first refer

ence to light introduces numerous other Scriptural allusions 

to light. The Gospel of John records that "There was a man 

sent from God, whose name was John. He came for testimony, 

t o be a r witness to the light, that all might believe 

throu gh him. He was not the light, but came to bear wit

ness to the light" (John 1.6-8). Further Biblical allu

sions s upport Brook s's use of a heavenly "Light I of 

lights,": "And this is the judgement, that the light has 

come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than 

light , b e cau se their deeds were evil" (John 3.19-20). Also 

at the c l o se of the Be atitudes Christ e x tols the multitude: 

"You are the l i ght of the world . A city set on a hill can

not be hid . Nor do men ligh t a lamp and put it under a 

bushe l , but on a s tand , a nd it g i v e s light to all in the 

hous e . Let your lig h t so shine b e fore men, that they may 

s ee your good wo rks and give glory to your Fathe r who is in 

he a ve n" (Matthew 5. 14 - 16) . The l over s do not anticipate 

be ing together in heaven some day , e v e n though they believ e 

tha t will h appen . The y want warm , we t l ips , " Bee s i n the 

stomach " a nd "swe a t across the b row ." The poem jars to a 

ha lt with the sin g l e word , "Now. " 

The l as t s e c t ion o f Ann ie Allen is fifteen poems 

g r ou ped under the sub ti t le of "The Womanhood . " In " the 
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children of the poor" Brooks actually questions the effi

cacy of teaching children to pray. The opening line 

querries, "And shall I prime my children, pray, to pray?" 32 

Brooks raises the question of whether it is the mother's 

place to give her children something to believe in, even 

if that belief may not be authentic. The mother offers to 

"sew up belief I If that should tear," just as she might 

sew up the children's worn out clothes and mend their 

broken toys. Her challenge to them is to be "metaphysical 

mules," by which the reader can assume she intends for 

them to question their religion and to be as stubborn as 

mules about accepting too quickly what "penitents" might 

say. If the mother's rhetorical argument determines that 

she should do these things in order to "prime" her children 

into prayer and religion, then she will do so. She will 

even hold the blindfold "ready" for their eyes in case they 

see too clearly that religion does not abide by its own 

tenets as far as blacks are concerned. The dilemma seems 

to produce an answer in line eight: "Learn Lord will not 

distort nor leave the fray." That profound statement has 

a ring of faith to it from the mother's point of view. 

Perhaps it is the institutional church to which the mother 

objects . The hypocrisy and "hysterics" and "frugal 

32 Brooks , World, p . 101. 
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vestibules" of the church building are what she dislikes, 

and not the "Lord" because the institutionalized church 

suggests one has to "pay" a devil with one's piety. But 

because the black children's lives are certain to be full 

of battles, the mother ultimately demonstrates her own 

faith, wanting her children to learn that the Lord will not 

desert them, though the white society may. 

Describing a startling awakening, a poem, "IX" titled 

"truth," questions the probable reception of truth's return: 

What if we wake one shimmering morning to 
Hear the fierce hammering 
Of his firm knuckles 
Hard on the door?33 

Alth oug h the persona knocking is called "truth," the mind's 

eye p icture s Christ proclaiming, "Behold, I stand at the 

d oor and knock " (Rev. 3.20). This poem apotheosizes truth 

into Chr ist \vho has said, "And ye shall know the truth and 

the truth shall make you free" (John 8.32). Brooks's 

implied comparison makes her question strike home when she 

repeatedly asks if those who have "prayed" for him [or Him] 

would know how to gree t him. 

Poem "XI " develops a di ffe r en t spiritual quest 

refl e cted in the longing f o r a be lie f in troubled times. 

33 1 Brooks , World , p . 1 4. 
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"One wants a Teller in a time like this," the poet 

asserts. 34 It is just too difficult even for grown men and 

women to "bear enormous business all alone." The poem also 

speaks of finding "the way back home," and Brooks is refer-

ring to a heavenly "home." Christ tells the disciples, "In 

my father's house are many mansions, if it were not so, I 

would have told you" (John 14.2). The Spiritual, "Going 

Home," further illuminates the idea that heaven is "home" 

and promises particularly an image of comfort to those who 

have had trouble and persecution and slavery on earth. 

Doubts about religion crowd in again: "One wonders if one 

ha s a home." 35 The last stanza in the poem is almost en-

tirely in italics and reveals a list of parental platitudes: 

Put on your rubbers, and you won't catch cold. 
Here'S hell, there's he.ave:n: Go to Sunday-&Chool. 
Be pati~ time brings all good things--
Gand cool I Strong balm to calm the burning at 
the brain?)- I Behold, I Love's true, and triumphs; 
and God's actua l.36 

The penultimate line in the poem is the single word 

"Behold," which is significantly Scriptural particularly 

in the account of the birth of Christ as told by Luke: 

3 4 Brooks , World , p. 116. 

35 Brooks , World, p . 116. 

36 Brooks, World , p . 116. 
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"Behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy" (Luke 1.31) 

and "And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for behold, I 

bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all 

people" (Luke 2.10). The poem concludes powerfully with the 

infinite hidden in simplicity, resounding as it so often 

does in Brooks's poetry: "Love's true, and triumphs; and 

God's actual." 37 Other such lines are "Learn Lord will not 

distort nor leave the fray" 38 and "Isn't our Lord the 

greatest to the brim?" 39 Both trust and enthusiasm are 

exemplified by these speakers in these "vivifying" images 

for which Brooks strives. 40 

In poem "XIV," the theme is one of people protesting 

"in sprawling lightless ways." The word "lightless" 

describes a people without religious illumination who will 

cry up to "Any one." The "crying up" may be modern man's 

way of praying , for he asks to be revived, influenced, and 

stimulated. "Any one" is to be "loyal" to the supplicant, 

37 Brooks , World, p. 116. 

38 Brooks , World, p. 101. 

39 Gwendolyn Brooks , In The Mecca (New York: Harper & 
Row Publishers, 1964)' p . 6 . 

4 0 Brooks, Report, p. 146. In an interview with 
Illinois historian Paul M. Angle in the summer of 1967, 
Brooks describes her "Poet's Premise" as one that follows 
Whitman ' s chal l enge to "Vivify the contemporary fact ." "I 
like to vivify the universal fact , when it occurs to me," 
Brooks said . "But the universal wears contemporary cloth
ing very well ." 
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perhaps because so few on earth have the quality of 

loyalty. The supplicant wants to know how to be generous 

and how to win. Line fourteen begs, "Give me my life 

again," alluding to that Biblical paradox "For whoever 

would save his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life 

for my sake will find it" (Matthew 16.25). The people 

sprawling in lightless ways are far too lost to know how 

to give up their lives. They are doomed to follow, 

instead , "many a cloven foot," a reference to the notion 

that Satan's feet are goat-like. 

Orthographic choices throughout this volume of poetry 

follow the precedence established in the first volume. Of 

the eight poems discussed here, all the titles are in 

miniscules, while the first word of every line as well as 

the first word of each sentence begins consistently with 

majescules . In addition, Brooks capitalizes ten proper 

nouns : "Maxie Allen," "Lord'' (twice), "Quaker Oats," 

"Cream-of-Wheat, " "Annie," "God" (three times), and 

"Thanksgiving"; one pronoun , "Any one " 41 seven additional 

nouns: "Certainty 1 " "Parlor," "Light," "Bible I" "Teller" 

(twice) , "Sunday School"; and one adverb: "Sometime." 

41 Brooks, World, p . 122. "Any one" is here listed as 
a p ronoun in the sense that Brooks c apitalizes the word and 
use s it to represent a godhead. 
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Brooks's third volume of poetry, The Bean Eaters 

(1960), which the critics favor, contains thirty-six poems, 

seven of which have religious references. 

POEM TITLE 

"The Chicago Defender 
Sends a Man to Little 
Rock" 

"The Lovers of the 
Poor" 

"A Man of the Middle 
Class" 

"A Lovely Love" 
Lillian's 

"Jack" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"people sing I Sunday hymns 11 

(ll. 8-9) 
11 Sunday pomp and polishing .. (1. 10) 
"testament and tunes" (1. ll) 
"Sunday afternoons" (1. 12) 
"I believe I Come Christmas" 
(ll. 14-15) 

11 To Christmas tree and trifle 11 

(1. 16) 
"On bright madonnas" (1. 54) 
"The loveliest lynchee was our 
Lord " ( l . 6 0 ) 

"Ladies' Betterment League .. (1. l) 
"Served by their love" ( l. 9) 
"To resurrect" (1. 19) 

"Although I've risen!" (1. 8) 
"Not God nor grace 11 

( l. 25) 
11 Prayer book and Mother 11 

( l. 3 9) 
"shot themselves last Sunday .. 

(1. 39) 

"In swaddling clothes" (1. 10) 
"Not like that Other one" ( l. 10) 
"Not lit by any fondl i ng star 
above " ( 1 . ll) 

"Not found by any wise man" ( 1. 12) 

" is not spendthrift o f faith" 
( 1 . 1) 

"He spends a wariness of faith " 
( 1 . 3) 



"Jack" 
[continued] 

"A Penitent Considers 
Another Coming of 
Mary" 
For Reverend 
Richardson 

"In Emanuel's Night
mare: Another Coming 
of Christ" (Speaks, 
Among Spirit Ques
tioners, of Marvelous 
Spiri t Affairs) 

"And come it up his faith bought 
true" ( 1. 5) 

"And comes it up his faith bought 
false" (1. 6) 
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"If Mary came would Mary I Forgive" 
(11. 1-2) 

"And sad and second Saviour" (1. 3) 
"And put her Baby there" (1. 8) 
"Mary would not punish men-
If Mary came again" (11. 9-10) 

"The Judgement day has come" (1. 18) 
"Thought they had but to beat their 
Fellow Man" (1. 22) 

"It wasn't Judgement Day" (1. 24) 
"Out of that heaven a most beautiful 
man came down" ( 1. 2 7) 

"I'd say it was--a Birth" (1. 28) 
"The man was born out of the heaven, 
in truth" ( 1 . 2 9) 

"How He was tall and strong" 
(1. 32) 

"How He was cold-browed" (1. 33) 
"How He mildly smiled" (1. 33) 
"How the voice played on the heavy 
hope of the air" (1. 34) 

"To see my Fellow Man of all the 
world" ( 1. 3 7) 

"He had come down, He said, to clean 
the earth" ( 1. 3 9) 

"Now tell of why His power failed 
Him there" (1. 41) 

"His power did not fail" (1. 42) 
"He found how much the people wanted 
war" · ( 1. 4 3) 

"God's Son went home" (1. 56) 
"He cried the tears of men" (1. 57) 
"We have no need of peace" 

(11. 58-59) 
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The Biblical allusions in The Bean Eaters illustrate 

once again Brooks's grounding in, and knowledge of, the 

Bible . In "The Chicago Defender Sends ~ Man to Little 

Roc k " Brook s compares the Crucifixion to a lynching and 

concludes this understated poem, "The loveliest lynchee was 

ou r Lord " ( l . 59) . The thesis of the poem centers on 

the reporter, sent to Little Rock to cover the news event 

of sch ool desegregation in 1957, who is surprised to find 

t ha t t he p eop le of Little Roc k "are just like people every-

whe r e " (1. 47). The furor in that city was caused by nine 

black c h i l d r en who atte mpted to enter Central High School 

in a c c o r d ance with t h e 195 4 Supreme Court ruling that 

racial s egre ga t i on wa s u nconstitutional. Refusing to 

accept this rul ing, Governor Orval E. Faubus ordered the 

state militia to p r eve n t b lac k s from e n tering the school, 

thus forcing Pre s ident Ei s e nhower to send in federal troops 

to protect the c hildren and maintain some order. 42 

42 The school b o ard o f Little Rock , Arka nsas, in 
September , 195 7 agreed to admit a f ew bla c k students to the 
all -white Central High Schoo l i n compl i a nce with a f e de r a l ly 
approved plan . In an unprecedented move , Governor Or v a l 
Faubus demanded television time and announced the nigh t 
before school began , that he intended t o prevent the enroll 
ment of any black children because " forcible integration" 
would make it impossible for him to maintain o rde r i n hi s 
state . He then c a lled out the Arkansas Nationa l Guard. On 
September 4 , when nine black children attempted to enter 
Cen tral High School , they were met by an angry crowd o f 
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Brooks's reporter-persona observes the madness of the white 

citizens "hurling spittle, rock, I Garbage and fruit," 

white mothers like "bright madonnas" with angry faces like 

a "storm a-writhe," grown men harassing the "brownish 

girls" with their "bows" and "barrettes" and "curls" and 

"braids" and an injured "bleeding brownish boy." In the 

opening lines of the poem, the people of Little Rock are 

presented as being good folk who "sing I Sunday hymns like 

anything," and who, "after testament and tunes," serve 

Sunday afternoon tea . and Lorna Doone biscuits. The tea, 

that British custom of civilized calm in the midst of 

governmenta l collapse and colonializing chaos, also reminds 

the reader that the white citizens of Little Rock are 

likely to have British ancestry. Significant too is the 

literary allusion to the novel, Lorna Doone,by J. D. Black-

more , a novel of feuding families and unreasoning hatred. 

white parents and students, several hundred soldiers, and 
guardsmen blocking the door to the school. In the first 
action since reconstruction where a commander-in-chief 
called in federal troops to protect black civil rights, 
President Eisenhower , after a personal meeting with 
Governor Faubus, ordered a thousand paratroopers of the 
a rmy's lOlst Airborne Division to Little Rock and placed 
ten thousand Arkansas National Guard members on federal 
service , charged with the duty of stopping the mob and 
protecting the black children. Brooks's poem refers to 
September 23, when the nine black students, six girls and 
three boys finally entered the school, while the mob of 
furious whites shouted insults and threats and openly 
attacked several reporters . 
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Like the "bleeding brownish boy," Lorna is injured by 

hatred and shot as she stands at the church altar to be 

married to John Ridd. Chapter thirty-nine of that novel, 

entitled "Blood Upon The Altar," refers to the bride who is 

shot down in her wedding dress and the "flood of blood 

[that] carne out upon the yellow wood of the altar steps." 43 

Despite the racial "fe.uding" and spilled blood, the 

reporter-persona believes that the white citizens of Little 

Roc k will celebrate Christmas without a qualm, cleaving to 

all the tradition connected with that holiest of all days 

in the Christian calendar--the birth of the Prince of Peace. 

The re porter-persona does not dare telegraph his findings 

to the Editor of the Defender. Who will believe his tell-

i ng condemnation that the people of Little Rock "are just 

like p e o p le everywhere"? The vituperative conclusion 

s ta t e s: "The loveliest lynchee was our Lord." Brooks 

late r c hange d her mind about that line, rejecting it 

(though not changing it) because it deflects the focus from 

the r ea l "lynchees," blacks. 44 

43 (Maidenhead: Purnell Books, 1968), p. 174. 

44 Brooks , Report , p . 165. In an interview with editor 
George Stavros, 1 969 , Brooks r e v ea ls tha t many people did 
not like The Bean Ea t ers be cause it was "getting too social." 
"They didn ' t llke . 'The Chicag o De fende r Sends a Man to 
Little Rock : Fall , 1957,' which I don't c are o ve rmuch 
a bout --or at least I ' d like to remo ve t h a t la s t line ('The 
loveliest lynchee was o u r Lo r d ')." 
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Another aspect of Brooks's use of Christianity may be 

observed in "The Lovers of the Poor" which portrays a 

typical attitude of the poor towards "do-gooders." The 

name of their club, "Ladies' Betterment League," parodies 

Christianity because the "Ladies" have come to the ghetto 

"To resurrect," yet they are described as "Sweetly abor-

tive." One word negates the other, for the "do-gooders" 

cannot both bring to life and be abortive. They are afraid 

of the neighborhood, the smells, and the dark halls. They 

wear "pink paint on the innocence of fear" and hold their 

nice clothe s away from the dirt as they "Walk in a gingerly 

manner up the halls." 

Similarly "A Man of the Middle Class" parodies a 

resurrection, as does "Lovers of the Poor." Stanza three 

delineates the middle class blacks' situation: 

--Although I've risen! and my back is bold. 
My tongue is brainy, choosing from among 
Care, rage, surprise, despair, and choosing care. 
I 'm semi-splendid within what I've defended.45 

The membe r of the black "bourgeoisie" has risen in the 

white -dominated world mainly because his tongue was 

"brainy" enough to choose "care" as an attitude rather than 

45 Gwendolyn Brooks , The Bean Eaters (Ne w York: 
Harper & Brothers , Publishers , 1950) , p . 41 . 
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"rage," "surprise," or "despair." Within the system he has 

defended, he is "semi-splendid." The double meaning of 

"--Although I've risen!" is that in the politically denota

tive sense of the word, he has risen educationally and 

monetarily enough to be considered successful even by the 

white community. In the religiously connotative sense of 

the word, it would take nothing less than another miraculous 

resurrection for a black man to be permitted to rise in 

society. The persona realizes that "Not God nor grace nor 

candy balls I Will get me everything different and the 

same! " ( 1. 2 5) . The attainment of one goal negates another, 

as symbolized by his exquisite roses and manicured yard, 

beautiful property which has cost him a loss of community 

with other blacks because "there are no paths remarkable 

for wise I Believable welcomes" (11. 19-20). He has 

mimicked the white executives who gave up "Vicks salve," 

"Prayer books," and "Mothers," in exchange for fabulous 

careers , to discover only that they had nothing left worth 

living f or and "shot themselves last Sunday." It is as if 

the key t o wha t has been missing has to do with the par-

t icular day o f Sunday . Sund ay is not a workday, and perhaps 

t he r e is still s ome mean i ng in thei r work ; but why not feel 

depr e sse d and suicid a l on Satur d a y? Instea d they commit 

s u i cide on a Sunday , missing most keen ly on t h a t holy d a y 
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those discarded comforts and traditions which Brooks delin

eates as "Vicks salve," "Prayer books," and "Mothers." 

Brooks continues her use of Biblical allusions through 

an anaphoric description of ghetto life in "A Lovely Love," 

a son net-ballad written in the Shakespearian sonnet form. 

Ghe tto babes "In swaddling clothes," must be conceived 

hast i ly in "alleys," "halls," or "stairways," by those so 

homele ss as to be "Definitionless." Such a child is "Not 

lik e t ha t Other one," the poet says. No "fondling star" 

l ights the p lace where this child will lie, nor is the 

child fo u nd "by any wise men." Similarities exist, though, 

to the Bi bl ical account o f "that Other one." The lovers 

have to " Run" be c au se "People are corning" just as Mary and 

J o s eph hav e to r un bec a use of the wise men who warn the 

parents o f Herod ' s proc lamation that all newborn Jewish 

male children wou l d be put t o death. Also lik e the ghetto 

lovers , Mary a nd Josep h were homeless during the birth of 

thei r Son . Because o f the necessity of traveling to 

regi s ter with the c ensus , Mary and Joseph too we re "Defini

tionless " in the ove rcrowded ci ty o f Bethlehem. The par

ents in t he Bi ble , like the parents in "A Lovely Love," 

h a ve t o f i nd a make - shift p l a ce to sleep . 

The poem "J a c k " r epeats the word " faith " f our time s 

in alte rna te lines o f a n eight- line poem , sharpening the 
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emphasis of "faith." The poem is comedic because Jack 

intends to guard his faith carefully, as if there were only 

a little faith to be doled out. Because Jack has learned, 

as most blacks understand, that a limited supply exists 

for them of almost everything, the poem's poignancy touches 

the reader. If food is scarce, education is scarce, jobs 

are scarce, and opportunities are scarce, then Jack assumes 

the supply of "faith" must also be scarce. 

Again, Brooks writes of a loving and forgiving Mary in 

her poem written "For Reverend Theodore Richardson" and 

called "A Penitent Considers Another Coming of Mary": 

If Mary came would Mary 
Forgive, as Mothers may, 
And sad and second Saviour 
Furnish us today? 

She would not shake her head and leave 
This military air, 
But ratify a modern hay, 
And put her Baby there. 

Mary would not punish men-
If Mary came again.46 

Her unexpected treatment proposes a second coming of Mary, 

rather than o f Christ, a startling but reverent feminist 

perspective of a second coming . Be cause mothers know how 

46 Brooks , Bean Eaters , p . 52 . 
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to forgive, Mary might give us another Saviour even though 

her first Son was put to death. She could "ratify" the 

"modern hay," giving her approval and sanctity to our 

modern world by placing her Baby there on the hay again. 

Placing trust in a compassionate Mary, the persona feels 

certain that Mary would not punish us if she came again 

to earth. 

In "In Emanuel's Nightmare: Another Coming of Christ," 

her last e xample of a Biblical reference in The Bean Eaters, 

Brooks names "Emanuel," whose name means "God with us," who 

ha s a nightmare. Although this vision is "Another" corning 

of Christ, and not just a "Second Coming," the dream is not 

describ ed as a hopeful portent but rather as a frightening 

nightmare . In this nightmare women scream "The Judgement 

Day has come!" Ironically, even though they believe it to 

be the end of the world, they "knocked each other down" in 

search of safety a nd in the hope of beating out their 

"Fellow Man ." Humor shines through as Emanuel says, "It 

wasn 't Judgement Day. (For we are here.)." Emanuel's 

search for the exact words to describe his dream and tell 

his story shows him to be a good storyteller: "Out of that 

heaven a most beautiful Man I Came down. But now is coming 

quite the word? It wasn 't coming. I'd say it was--a Birth" 

(11 . 26-27) . The Christ figure is , by Emanuel ' s account , 
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"tall" and "strong" and has a voice which "played on the 

heavy hope of the air I And loved our hearts out!" 

(11. 33-34). The hominess of the expression "loved our 

hearts out" is linked dramatically with the sophisticated 

expression of global unity as Emanuel continues: "Why it 

was such a voice as gave me eyes I To see my Fellow Man of 

all the world, I There with me, listening" (11. 35-37). 

The message Christ came back to give was that he would 

clean the earth "Of the dirtiness of war." But war is not 

stopped because "He found how much the people wanted war" 

(1 . 42). Emanuel wants to make it clear that Christ's 

power did not fail Him, rather that. "He had not the heart I 

To take I away their chief sweet delectation" (11. 44-45). 

The poem concludes: 

God's Son went home. Among us 
it is whispered I He cried the tears 
of men. 
Feeling, in fact, 
We have no need of peace. 47 

In the seven poems above Brooks urges the reader to 

consider the reporter-persona who draws a parallel between 

the Crucifixion and a lynching , the white Christian women 

who visit the ghetto to "resurrect" but leave hastily , the 

47 Brooks , Bean Eaters, p . 71. 
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middle-class black man who has given up his "prayer book" 

to be more like his white supervisors, the ghetto lovers 

who bear babes and wrap them in swaddling clothes, Jack who 

imagines that faith is rationed, Mary who comes to earth 

again to ratify the hay with a second Saviour, and Emanuel 

who shares his dream and then interprets it for his 

listeners in good Old Testament tradition. 

The strongly Christian content of these poems is 

enhanced by the orthographic choices Brooks makes as she 

consistently capitalizes terms describing the godhead. 

Beginning each sentence and each line of poetry in majes

cules in The Bean Eaters, Brooks also uses majescules for 

the following: twenty-three proper nouns "Little Rock" 

(seven times) , "Sunday" (three times) , "Lorna Doones," 

"Christmas" (two times) , "Barcarolle," "July," "Open Air 

Concert ," "Beethovan," "Johann," "Lord," "Ladies' Better

ment League," "Aprils," "God," "Vicks," "Monday," "Mary" 

(three times), "Baby ," "Saviour," "Plateau That," "Plateau 

Whichever ," "Great War-Naming Contest" (two times), "The 

Judgement Day" (two times), and "God's Son"; twelve nouns, 

"News ," "Editory" (two times), "Ladies," "Giants" (two 

times) , "Mother," "Mothers," "Bugle Calls," "Fellow Man," 

"Man ," "Doors," "Birth ," and "D iplomats "; five pronouns, 

"I" (ten times) , "He " (four times) , "His ," and "H im;" two 
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adjectives, "Wanted" and "Other"; and two adverbs, "Why" 

and "Where." Of these forty-four words in majescules 

eleven refer to the godhead. 

Brooks's fourth book of poetry, Selected Poems (1963), 

i ncludes some of the best work from the three volumes men-

t ion ed a b ove as well as thirteen important new poems. Of 

t he t hi r teen new poems, four allude to Christianity. The 

l onge s t p o em among the new selections, "Riders To The 

Blood-Red Wrath," make s a vivid point regarding the impor-

tanc e o f religion to blacks , and, of blacks to their religion 

in t he lines: "Democracy and Christianity I Recommence 

with me " (11. 81-82). This instance and fifteen other 

Christian references comprise all to be found in the new 

poems in this f our t h boo k of poetry . 

POEM TITLE 

"Riders to The Bl o o d 
Red Wrath " 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Waiving all witness" (1. 10) 
"Waiving a ll witness" (1. 13) 
" renegade death i mpatie nt at his 
shr i ne " (1. 15) 

"my j ust g e n e sis" (1. 18) 
" rape o f h eaven" (1. 55) 
"my distortion a nd my Ca lva r y " 

(1 . 70 ) 
"And I remark my Matter is not a ll " 

(1 . 7 3) 
"Democracy and Chr i stianity 

Recommence wi th me " (11. 81-82) 
"my continuing Calvary " (1 . 84 ) 



POEM TITLE 

"The Empty Woman" 

"a surrealist and 
Omega" 

"Spaulding and 
Francois" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"and all day I Say 'Oh God!'" 
(11. 14-15) 

"A god, a child" ( 1. 15) 

"there are all of the Things 
Ethereal" (1. 2) 

"There is spiritual laughter" 
( 1. 5) 
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"the happiness I Of angels (11. 6-7) 
"And there are angels' eyes" (1. 7) 
"(moderate Christians rotting in the 
sun ) " ( 1 . 12 ) 

"Riders To The Blood-Red Wrath" condenses black his-

tory into twelve stanzas brilliantly summarizing the 

indigenous black African's plight as slavery commenced, 

through the "dementia" of the middle passage, and the 

" re commenr:ing " of the new life in the new land. The black 

"ancestral seemliness" in Africa and the "just genesis" 

were lost. And it was all lost without witnesses as Brooks 

repeats "Waiving all witness" (11. 12-13). The wrenching 

away of African slaves seems to have been done without any-

one watching because no one testified on behalf of the 

victims . The words "just genesis" not only mean theAfrican's 

rightfu l beginnings , but also recall the first book of the 
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Pentateuch, containing the Biblical account of the creation 

story. This double meaning parallels the beginnings of 

Adam with the beginnings of the African. And what a rich 

Eden-like genesis the African has to remember: 

I remember kings. 
A blossoming place. Silver. Ivory. 
The conventional wealth of stalking Africa. 

48 All bright, all Bestial. Snarling marvelously. 

But into that world of beauty and freedom came the "trade 

as maddens any man," and that too is remembered as 

. The mate and captain fragrantly revived 
The fragrant hold and presently began 
Their retching rampage among their luminous 
Black pudding, among the gutteral chained slime: 
Ha lf fainting from their love affair with fetors [sic] 
That pledged a haughty allegiance for all time.49 

Brooks 's oxymoron "luminous I Black pudding" clarifies that 

these humans were considered only as cargo to be checked on 

even though the odor of the unventilated, inhumane crowding, 

and lack of sanitation make them "retch." One might well 

see in this oxymoron a moving, bubbling blackness looking 

into the dark hold of humanity from the West Coast of 

48 Gwendolyn Brooks , Selected Poems (New York: Harper 
& Row Publishers , 1963), p. 116. 

49 Brooks , Selected Poems , p. 117. 
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Africa, for the slaves were so tightly packed together that 

if one struggled for a new position, several others would 

have to shift at the same time. A· further accuracy in 

Brooks's use of the word "pudding" is that these lives are 

to be consumed--a dessert of sorts--in that they provided 

free labour which led to a life of greater wealth and ease 

for their owners. The alliterative lines describing what 

happened after the auction block also concisely "vivify" 

the years up to 1863: 

I recollect the latter lease and lash 
And labor that defiled the bone, that thinned 
My blood and blood-line. All my climate my 
Foster designers designed and disciplined.50 

La t e r, in the ninth stanza, the persona describes his 

"Calvar y ": "And I remark tha t my Matter is not all" (1. 73). 

Thus t he slave comes to a concept of Christianity, under-

stand ing that he has a soul and that his physical "Matter" 

is n ot the sum and substance of his being. Although that 

physic al be ing is b e aten and mistreated, the slave deter-

mines t hat a highe r p owe r is required and the black "Christ" 

shall begin : 

50 Brooks , Selected Poems , p . 117. 



. I [sic] shall cite, 
Star, and esteem all that which is of women, 
Human and hardly human.Sl 

In order for Democracy to have a new start and for Chris-

tianity to begin again, the slave proclaims: "Democracy 

and Christianity I Recommence with me" (11. 81-82). The 

Biblical allusions are the "Star" which shone in the East 

for that other Saviour, and the birth which is once more 
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"Human and hardly human." As Christ had an earthly mother 

and a heavenly father, this black Christ claims a simi-

larly mystical ontogeny. 

A simplistic parody of prayer occurs in "The Empty 

Woman ." This eighteen-line ballad reveals that it is not 

the "Featherless and waveless" mother of small children who 

is empty. Rather "The Empty Woman" is the visiting aunt 

who hates her own sister for the sister's ability to cope 

with all the dilemmas of caring for a large family. The 

sister notices that the mother wastes her whole day on 

"wordful girl s," and "war-boys," as she says "Oh God!" 

wear ily throughout a typical day of runny noses and "torn 

socks ." Brooks's use of "Oh God" indicates a present day 

way of sighing and complaining, rather than any reliance 

on a divine listener. 

51 Brooks , Selected Poems , p. 118. 
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In "A Catch of Shy Fish," a collection of brief poems 

and observations concluding Selected Poems, only two poems 

have religious references. The first, "a surrealist and 

Omega" uses "Omega" in the title as well as in the first 

line. In the guise of a goddess, "Omega ran to witness 

him; beseeched; I Brought caution and carnality and cash" 

(11. 1-2). In Christian terms, it is God who is the Alpha 

and the Omega; the beginning and the end. In Revelations 

the Lord God says to John, "I am the Alpha and the Omega, 

who is and who was and who is to come, the Almighty" 

(Rev. 1.8). Also in Revelations: "And he said to me, 'It 

is done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and 

the end ' " (Rev. 21. 6) . In secular terms, "Omega" is used 

by Brooks as a goddess of fame. 52 The artist is a sur-

realist; one who attempts to express in art the working of 

the subconscious mind by painting startling arrangements of 

subject matter . The title of the poem, "a surrealist and 

52 John S. P . Tatlock and Percy Mackaye in The Modern 
Reader 's Chaucer (New York : The Macmillan Company, 1969), 
p . 545 concludes : "Thus all the tidings squeezed out of 
holes straight to the goddess, and she named each after 
its nature , and allotted to each its duration, some to wax 
and wane quickly , as does the fair white moon, and let them 
go . " Brooks uses Omega as a goddess of fame and like those 
crowding into Chaucer's The House of Fame, the surrealist 
is willing to be "brimful o f lies," and to "trod hard on 
others' feet" to get the attention of Fame/Omega. 



Omega," couples these two: the artist and the goddess 

Omega. A kind of seduction occurs to sully the purity of 

the artist's intentions because Omega runs to him to see 

what his work is like. She "beseeched" and brought 

"caution," an anathema to the creative process. Omega 

b r ing s "ca rnality" in the sense that the artist gives up 

h i s purity for fame and attention. Finally, Omega brings 
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"cash ." The cash may represent the prostitute's fee or the 

money an art i st can make who will compromise his artistic 

s t yle i n o r d e r to s e ll hi s art. In colloquial terms, the 

artis t has "sold out" to almighty Fame. In line fifteen 

Brooks does not cap i talize "god," in the phrase, "A god, a 

child," so s h e doe s not me an the Christian God but the 

a rtist as a kind o f go d who c reates. 53 

In " Spaulding and Francois ," line two speaks of 

"Thing s Ethe real ." In thi s i n stance "Ethereal refers to 

t h e world of aesthe t ics. and t o the s p irituality of art. In 

thi s " relig ion" of art there is "sp ir i tual laughter," the 

"happiness I o f ange ls ," and "a n ge ls' e yes, soft, I Heavy 

wi th p r e vious compulsion ." What ruin s t his h a ppine ss is 

"moderate Christians " whom Brooks c alls t he "People," wi t h 

a c apita l P . The "Pe o p l e " will not leave t he artist in 

53 Brooks , Se l e c ted Poems , p . 126 . 
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shun I Them." Parenthetically defining "Them" as 
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"(moderate Christians rotting in the sun)," Brooks hypotheti

cally establishes a drama of artist versus Christian. Even 

though this defamation o£ Christians is a foreshadowing 

o f Brook s's abandonment of Christian references in her 

later poetry, still there is a qualifier. Not all 

Christians are "rotting in the sun," but only the "moderate 

Christians. 11 

The capitalization for the thirteen new poems in 

Brooks's Selected Poems continues the practice begun in 

The Bean Eaters of using majescules for poem titles. In 

al l Br ook s's work prior to The Bean Eaters, the poem "NEGRO 

HERO" sta nds alone as the only title entirely in majescules. 

Brook s c ontinues to use majescules for the beginning of each 

sentenc e whe t her it a ppears internally or initially in a 

line of poe t ry . Additional words capitalized are twelve 

prop er nouns , "The National Anthem," "Calvary" (twice), 

"Christianity ," "Chris t ians," "Africa," "China," "India," 

"Is r a e l ," "Arab," "God," "Worcestershire 11
; four nouns, 

"Night ," "Revolution ," "Mat t er ," "People"; and two adjec

tive s , "Bestia l " and "Ether ea l." 

In Brooks ' s A Street i n Bronz e v i lle (1945), Annie 

Al len (1949 ) , The Bean Ea t ers (196 0), and Selec ted Poems 
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(1963), the poet utilizes 161 Christian phrases and employs 

other rhetorical devices in her verses to highlight a 

religious theme. The predominance of Christian themes and 

Biblical phrases and allusions in these first four volumes 

of poetry significantly delineate the changing emphasis for 

Brooks as she shifts to stressing the importance of politi

cal allusions and African imagery in her four subsequent 

volumes. 



CHAPTER II 

EMERGENCE OF POLITICAL AWARENESS 

IN BROOKS'S POETRY 

I can clear a beach or swimming pool 
without touching the water. 

I can make a lunch counter become deserted 
in less than a hour. 

I can make property value drop by being seen 
in a realtor's tower. 

I ALONE can make the word of God have little 
or no meaning to many 
in Sunday morning's prayer hour. 

I have Power, 
BLACK POWER.l 

Haki Madhubuti (Don L. Lee) 

In her autobiography, Brooks admits that her work 

changed after she attended a Black Writers' Conference 

at Fisk University in Nashville , Tennessee, in 1967. She 

met there a new generation of angry young black poets whose 

poetic tools were sharpened for political justice rather 

than honed for the "grant me that I am Human" appeal of an 

earlier Brooks poem. Brooks was inspired by their pride in 

self and by their motto that black poetry is poetry written 

by blacks about blacks to blacks. Through the forties, 

1 "Stere o: hy Haki Madhubuti (Don L. J_,ee) 
s~ce Treasury , ed . Gwendolyn Brooks (Detroit : 
Press , 1971), p . 85 . 

in A Broad
Broadside 
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fifties, and early sixties, Brooks wrote her poetry in an 

"integration-favoring state," which maintained "that if 

blacks were nice enough, quiet enough, took lots of baths," 

they "would be treasured here in America." 2 

Brooks's most recent adult poetry, contained in four 

volumes, includes In the Mecca (1968), Riot (1969), Family 

Pictures (1970), and Beckonings (1975). In the Mecca, 

written the year after the Black Writers' Conference at 

Fisk University, 3 incorporates a synthesis of religious and 

political imagery and allusion, yet the book is pivotal for 

Brooks and the three volumes which follow utilize religious 

phrases and Biblical allusions on a rapidly descending 

scale. 

2 Joan Kufrin, Uncommon Women (Piscataway: New Cen
tury Publishers , Inc., 1981), p. 44. 

3 In an interview with Ida Lewis, editor of Essence 
magazine , Spring, 1971, Lewis asked Brooks, "How did you, a 
Puli tzer pr izewinner, get turned on to the black revolu
tion?" Brooks's response was: "The real turning point 
carne in 1967, when I went to the Second Black Writers' Con
ference at Fisk University. . I found what has stimu
lated my life these last three years: young people, full 
of a new spirit . They seemed stronger and taller, ready to 
take on the challenges . . _ LeRoi Jones, who wasn't known 
yet as Irnamu Arneer Baraka , arrived ... and I said, 'Ah, 
there 's LeRoi Jones,' and everybody just went mad. The 
audience wasn ' t quite aware yet that he was the new 
messiah, but he was very much admired. We walked around 
all that day, lookin g at these new tokens and feeling so 
excited ." Report from Part One, p . 167. 
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In the long verse poem In the Mecca, Brooks illustrates 

her most prolific usage of religious phrases of all the 

eight volumes studied here. In the fifteen separate poems, 

there are eighty-six religious phrases. The "Mecca" of the 

title is a vast, fortress-like apartment complex that was 

built in 1891 on Chicago's South Side. It is also signifi-

cant that Mecca is an Arabian holy city and the birthplace 

of Moha~ed, which attracts large numbers of Muslims who 

seek out the city as a special place of reverence. Also 

it is notable that it was a pilgrimage to Mecca in the 

spring of 1964 which turned Malcolm X away from separatism. 

One year later he was assassinated. Brooks commemorates 

him with a poem at the end of In the Mecca. The title 

thus shows the Janus poet looking toward both the political 

and spiritual significance of Mecca. Below are charted the 

Christian phrases found in this fifth volume of verse. 4 

4 This chart and the three that follow have identical 
structures with the titles of the poems on the left and 
the religiously denotative and/or connotative phrase (or 
phrase s) on the right. Numbers in parentheses on the 
right refer to line numbers. Even though the Christian 
phrase s are chosen subjectively, they have been chosen 
thoughtfully . A lifelong Christian background, seminary 
training, and service as a missionary/teacher in Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia ), Africa , and continued theological study serve 
as the basis for these choices. 



POEM TITLE 

"In the .r-~.ec ca" 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Now the way of the Mecca was on 
this wise" (epigraph) 
·~corrupts" ( 1. 1) 
"retires from grace" (1. 2) 
"A fugitive attar and a district 
hymn " ( 1 . 16 ) 

"St. Julia Jones, who has had 
prayer" (1. 17) 

"rising from amenable knees" 
(1. 18) 

"Isn't He wonderfulwonderful 
[sic]!" (1. 20) 
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"Isn't our Lord the greatest to the 
brim" (1. 21) 

"The light of my life" (1. 22) 
"And I lie late" (1. 22) 
"past the still pastures" (1. 23) 
"He's the comfort" (1. 23) 
"and wine and piccalilli for my 
soul" ( 1 . 2 4) 

"He hunts me up the coffee for my 
cup" (1. 25) 

"Oh how I love that Lord" (1. 26) 
"all innocent of saints and 
signatures" (1. 28) 

"Lord as an incense and a vintage" 
(1. 30) 

"Prophet W i 11 i ams " ( 1 . 31 ) 
"St. Julia" (1. 31) 
"and rich with Bible" (1. 32) 
"lust for his disciple" ( 1. 3 3) 
"Ah , his God " ( 1 . 4 5 ) 
"To create To create" (1. 46) 
"When there were all those gods" 

(1 . 76) 
"what was their one Belief" (1. 81) 
"her Lord ' s annulment of the main 
event " (1. 103) 

"But World (a sheep) I wants to be 
Told" (11. 111-12) 

"bonnets for Easter " (1 . 147) 
"concerned with Other" ( 1. 18 7) 



POEM TITLE 

"In the Mecca " 
[continued] 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"the unacceptable evil" ( l. 191) 
"some salvation of the face" 

(1. 192) 
"What shall their redeemer be" 

(1. 222) 
"The faithless world" (1. 227) 
"betraying yet again I trinities" 

(11. 228-29) 
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"My chaste displeasure" (1. 230) 
"I fear the end of Peace" (1. 266) 
"the martyred halls" (1. 291) 
"The Lord was their shepherd" 

(1. 319) 
"Yet did they want" (1. 320) 
"Joyfully would they have lain in 
jungles or pastures" (1. 321) 

"walked beside waters" (1. 322) 
"souls were not restored" (1. 323) 
"their souls were banished" (1. 323) 
"In the shadow valley" (1. 324) 
"they feared the evil" (1. 325) 
"whether with or without God 11 

(1. 325) 
"They were comforted by no Rod" 

(1. 326) 
"no Staff" (1. 327) 
"The prepared table was the rot 
or curd of the day" (1. 327) 

"Anointings" (1. 3 2 9) 
"Goodness and mercy should follow 
them" ( 1 • 3 2 0) 

"all the days of their death" 
(1. 331) 

"They should dwell in the house 
of the Lord forever" (1. 332) 

"and, dwelling, save a place for 
me" ( l. 3 3 4) 

"Kind neighbor" ( l. 3 8 9) 
"Kind neighbor" (1. 390) 
"and at that moment of the Thousand 
Souls" (1. 437) 

"a Christ-like creature , Doing 
Good" ( 1 . 4 3 8) 



POEM TITLE 

"In the Mecca" 
[continued] 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"small semiheavens" (1. 445) 
"and Scriptural drops and rises" 

(1. 451) 
"new art and anthem" (1. 504) 
11 forever and ever" (1. 520) 
11 And Amos I (not Alfred) prays 11 

(ll. 523-24) 
"for America prays" (1. 524) 
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"Then shall she rise" (1. 541) 
"from the most reverend Prophet of 
all prophets" (1. 573) 

"want Holy Thunderbolts 11 (1. 578) 
"Lifts you I from Sorrow and the 
Shadows" (11. 595-96) 

"stocks no Special Holiday 
Blessings" (1. 601) 

"Columbus Day and Christmas" 
(1. 602) 

"Mad life heralding the blue heat 
of God " ( l . 6 5 0 ) 

"thank your God" ( l. 7 67) 
"Nine years Little Papa I has been 
completely at rest in Lincoln 
Cemetary" (ll. 769-70) 

11 Woman-in-love-with-God" (1. 779) 
"Is not I true-child-of-God" 
(ll. 780-81) 

"wearing Tabu in the name of the 
Lord" ( l --:-785) 

"tries to forget the hand of God" 
(1. 786) 

"builds to a reportage and 
redemption" (1. 796) 

"TO A WI NTER SQUIRRE L" "sarcastic soul" ( l. 5) 

"THE SERMON ON THE " s poke in Single Sermon on the 
warp land " ( l. 2) 

WARPLAND " "re vile the Rive r" (1. 4) 
"S ay tha t the Rive r turns" (1. 5) 



POEM TITLE 

"THE SE RMON ON THE 

WARPLAND" 
[c o n t inued] 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Say that our Something in 
doublepod contains" (1. 6) 

"seeds for the corning hell and 
health together" ( l. 7) 

"Build now your Church, my 
brothers, sisters" (1. 15) 

"Build with lithe love" (1. 17) 

The eighty-six ins t ances above point out that the inhabi-

tants of the Hecca may we l l be seeking a "holy city" in 
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their variou s wa y s, a n d through careful delineation of these 

characters in t his long poe m, the poet gives an unlimited 

omniscient point o f v iew by entering into the thoughts of 

s everal characters. 

Mrs. Sallie Smith is one outstanding character, who is 

coming home to "marvelous res t" a ft e r work ing for a master's 

"Feast . " The word "master " indicate s that she is a slave, 

even though she is paid for he r drudgery. Sallie may once 

have been re ligious , and perhaps Ca t h o l ic, for she is a 

" fugitive from perfumed air and h ymns" (1. 16). The "attar" 

may refer to the incense of Catho lici sm , just a s "hymn" 

r efe rs to an integral par t of a worship servic e. I n the 

poeti c dramatization of the opening of the poem , Mrs . Sa l lie 

Smith is a foil for Old St. Julia Jones , who so enthusiasti -

cally prays and believes : 



Isn't He wonderfulwonderful [sic] 
Isn't our Lord the greatest to the brim? 5 

St. Julia then gives her spirited and folksy rendition of 

the Twenty-third Psalm: 

The light of my life. And I lie late 
Past the still pastures. And meadows. 
He's the comfort I and wine and piccalilli 
for my soul. I He hunts me up the coffee 
for my cup. 
Oh how I love the Lord. 6 

Mr s. Sallie "nods and consents," thus avoiding an involve-

ment either of her energy or of her belief. 

Another character, Prophet Williams, presents a third 

level of religious involvement. Williams is young enough 

to have pimples and to "lust for his disciple." He is 

zealous enough to be nicknamed "Prophet" and to have had a 

wife who "died in self-defense." 
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Alfred represents still another opinion about religion. 

His is not the dim and distant consent of Mrs. Sallie 

Smith , nor the ardent outbursts of Old St. Julia Jones, nor 

the adamantine demands o f Prophet Williams. The "God" 

Alfred worships is the god, or goddess, of creativity. 

5 Gwendolyn Brooks , In the Mecca (New York: Harper & 
Row , 1 9 6 8 ) , p . 6 . 

6 Brooks , Mecca , p . 6. 
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Alfred is different from the others in the Mecca, and his 

Anglo-Sax on king's name indicates that difference. He is 

above or apart from the others because he is educated and 

well r e ad. His god of creativity has deserted him and left 

him "unt alented." Alfred's dis g runtled conunent establishes 

blame for the condition of the world: 

The faithless world! 
betrayi n g yet again 
trinities! 
My c haste disp leasure 
is not e nough; 7 

In lines sixty - e i gh t through seventy, Alfred explains his 

personal trinity . As h e "think s" or "drink s," he "under-

stands" that "Eve r ything is vaguely a part of One thing and 

the One thing I delightful ly a n o nymous." The Christian 

trinitarian doctrine o f God as existing in thr ee Persons 

and yet one Substance is no more demonstrable b y logic than 

is Alfred 's secular trinity o f think i ng , drin king and 

understanding; or h is personal "re ligious" trinity of 

"Everything ," "one Think ," and " anonymous." Al f red sees 

that the world is faithless to Father , Son , a nd Holy Ghost. 

It lS because of this faithlessness that Pepita is "allowed" 

to be murdered in the Mec c a . Too , it is a faithless world 

which will allow the concentration camps o f death at Be l sen 

7 Brooks , Mecca , p . 12 . 
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and Dachau. And it is a grim and bitter parody of the 

Twenty-third Psalm, recited by Loam Norton, which links 

these deaths. This man, named for the soil itself, mourns 

over the earth's peoples and "regrets all old unkindnesses 

and harms." Loam Norton paraphrases his felt agony: 

. The Lord was their shepherd. 
Yet did they want. 
Joyfully would they have lain in jungles 
or pastures, 
walked beside waters. Their gaunt 
souls were not restored, their souls 
were banishe d. I In the shadow valley 
they feared the evil, whether with or without 
God. I They were comforted by no Rod, 
no Staff , but flayed by, 0 besieged by, 
shot a-plenty. 
The p repared table was the rot 

or curd of the day. 
Anointings were of lice. Blood was the 
s pi llage of cups. 
Goodness and mercy should follow them 

all the days of their death. 
They should dwell in the house of the 

Lord forever 
and , dwelling , save a place for me.8 

A compar ison of this poem to the Psalm shows that the poet 

makes signific ant changes he r e. First, the tense is 

changed from , "The Lord is my shepherd," to the past tense 

of , "was their shepherd ." Signif icantly , "Goodness a nd 

mercy should follow them ," and they 11 Should dwel l in the 

house of the Lord forever . " The Scripture uses the more 

8 Brooks , Mecca , pp . 15-16 . 
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affirmative "shall follow" and "shall dwell." Also, unlike 

Moses leading his people to freedom and safety by touching 

hi~ rod to part the Red Sea and unlike the rod and staff of 

a loving shepherd used to protect the flock from harm, in 

the poem the "Rod" and "Staff" are symbols of brutality and 

death. The people are "flayed by," "besieged by," and 

"shot a-plenty" with this "Rod" and "Staff." Brooks gives 

a colloquial meaning to "Rod" by suggesting that people 

were shot with it. 

"In the Mecca" contain s yet another prayer not Biblical 

but satirical as Amos prays for America: 

9 

Bathe her in beautiful blood. 
A long blood bath will wash her pure. 
Her skin needs special care. 
Let this good rage continue out beyond 
her power to believe or to surmise. 
Slap the false sweetness from that face. 
Great-nailed boots 
must kick her prostrate, heel-grind that 

soft breast, 
outrage her saucy pride, 
remove her fair fine mask. 
Let her lie there, panting and wild, her 

pain 
red , running roughly through the illustrious 

ruin- -
with nothing to do but think, think 
of how she was so long grand, 
flogging her dark one with her own hand, 
watching in meek amusement while he bled. 
Then shall she rise , recover . 
Never to forget . 9 

Brooks , Mecca, pp . 22-23. 
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The juxtaposition of religious hypocrisy and political 

violence in this section of the poem bursts out of the char

acter of Amos. In line 517 and again in lines 523-24, 

Brooks writes "Amos (not Alfred) says," and "Amos I (not 

Alfred) prays," distilling the importance of Amos's name. 

He is named for the earliest prophet we have knowledge of 

and one whose speeches are preserved for us in the Bible as 

he lashes out against the rich who take advantage of the 

poor. "They that trample the head of the poor into the 

dust of the earth, and turn aside the way of the afflicted," 

trans gress against Israel (Amos 2.6). Amos the Prophet also 

writes, "Therefore because you trample upon the poor and 

t ake from his exactions of wheat, you have built houses of 

hewn s tone , but you sha ll not dwell in them; you have 

planted p l easant viney ards, but you shall not drink their 

wi ne . For I know how many are your transgressions, and how 

great are your sins--you who afflict the righteous, who 

take a b ribe, and tur n a side the needy in the gate" 

(Amo s 5 . 11-12). Appro p riately then, it is the Mecca's Amos 

who pro phesie s that blood will have to flow before America 

stops " flogging he r da r k one with her own hand." 

Prop het Williams , "The mo s t r e v e rend Prop h e t of all 

p rophets ," c a nn o t f i nd o r save Pepita. Although he has the 

power to "help you hold your Job , solve prob l ems , and . 

call your friends and enemies by name wi t hout a single 
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clue," he is powerless to help Pepita. Nor does he care; 

he yawns and asks, "Pepita who?" Repetitively Brooks 

reinforces her theme of what a "faithless world" will 

"allow" with the question, "How many care, Pepita?" The 

phrase "Kind neighbor," also repeated, carries the search 

along. But no "kind neighbor" lives in the unholy "Mecca. 

The Biblical query, "Who is my neighbor?" goes unanswered 

as Pepita lies murdered under Jamaican Edward's cot. 

She never went to kindergarten. 
She never learned that black is not beloved. 10 

In this fourth volume of poetry, Brooks changes some of her 

earlier choices regarding orthography. She no longer con-

sistently capitalizes the first word in every line of 

poetry , but does when the line begins with a sentence or 

with a proper noun . Brooks uses majescules to delineate 

her character , Great-great Gram, for example, who lives i~ 

the past . Her childhood memories of slavery remain so 

vivid to her that she describes the cabin's dirt floor 

where something "creebled in that dirt." "Pop ," "Out," and 

"Something ," all majescules within the sentence, indicate 

not only Great - great Gram's lack of formal education , but 

also the importance of those particular words in her mind 

and memory . 

10 Brooks , Mecca , p . 13 . 
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"Ain seen er I ain seen er I ain seen er I Ain seen 

er I ain seen er I ain seen er," repeats itself without 

punctuation as a seemingless endless dirge. This unpunc-

tuated dirge sharply contrasts with the lines, all in 

majescules, about the missing Pepita, words which stand out 

suddenly on the page and give a visual shock appropriate to 

the terror of the event: 

SUDDENLY , COUNTING NOSES, MRS. SALLIE 
SEES NO PEPITA. 'WHERE PEPITA BE?'ll 

Later in the poem, Brooks includes a section on Belsen 

and Dachau, where she uses majescules for yet another 

effect for the words "Rod" and "Staff" even though they 

appear in an internal position in the sentence. The words 

"Rod" and "Staff,"connotatively a traditional part of 

Christianity , exchange their pastoral imagery to serve as 

weapons of torture. 

The Janus poet establishes, throughout the poem, an 

intriguing pattern of majescules to designate the police . 

Since only whites enforce the law in the Mecca, they are 

s epa r a t ed from the true understanding and agony of the 

Me cca . The capitalization s ymbo lically sets them apart and 

grants them a certa in authority , but denies them a certain 

humanity . The nouns "Law " (seven times) , "Lawmen " (two 

11 Brooks , Mecca , p . 13 . 
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times), "Officers" (two times), and "Sheriffs" (one time), 

all in majescules within sentences, evince Brooks's con

scious selection and artistry. The police differ from the 

"real 11 people of the Mecca because the real people have 

first names and often nicknames, and fifty of these names 

throughout the poem reinforce the reality of the tightly 

packed humanity living in close proximity in the Mecca. 

Brooks draws a quick sketch and names individually each of 

the following black citizens, here listed as the reader 

encounters them: "Mrs. Sallie Smith," "St. Julia Jones," 

"Prophet Williams, 11 "Hyena ," "Alfred," "Telly Bell," "Sue 

Yvonne ," "Melody Mary," "Cap Casey," "Thomas Earl," 

"Tennessee, 11 "Emmett," "Briggs," "Smithkind," 11 Joe," 

"Buc ky, 11 "Rex," "Pepita, 11 "Great-great Gram," "Loam 

Norton, 11 "Boontsie DeBroe," "John Tom, 11 "Leopold," 

"Ma zola," "Edie Barrow," "Enricao Jason, 11 "Sister Stella," 

"Jama ica n Edwards ," "Aunt Dill," "Staley, 11 "Way-out 

Morgan, 11 "Lara," "Eunie, 11 "Simpson, the peasant king," 

"B ixb y ," "June," 11 three Maries ," "Great-uncle Beer," 

"Queen ie Kin g ," 11 Aunt Tippie ," 11 ZOmbie Bell," "Mr. Kelly," 

"Darkara ," "V.7ez l y n," "Insane Sophie ," "Wallace Williams," 

"Po p s Pinkham ," and "Amos ." Int erspersed among these n a mes 

is the n ame o f Pepi ta Smith twe nty times; this repetition 

build s anx i e t y to find the c hi l d . Thi s vu lnerabl e k ind of 
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everychild with the common last name and the unique and 

diminuitive first name represents the sacrificial lamb. 

This ghetto child is physically crippled, for a reason the 

poet does not tell us, as well as socially crippled by her 

environment. The weakest, the smallest, and the most inno-

cent among all those who live in the Mecca becomes literally 

and symbolically a sacrificial offering. 12 Other names in 

the poem of people who are not among the two thousand who 

live in the Mecca are "Johnny Appleseed" (three times), 

"Pernie May" (three times), "Smiths," "Don Lee" (two 

times) , "Eddie Barrow," "Baudelaire," "Bob Browning," 

"Neruda ," "Marian," "Plutarch," "Laddie Sanford," and 

"Mahler ." 

A major classification of words in majescules, the 

religious category, which Brooks consistently capitalizes, 

follows : "Mecca" (eleven times) , "Lord" (five times), 

"God" (two times) , "He" (three times), "Bible," "Christ-

mas ," "Easter ," "Christ-like," "Scriptural," "Thousand 

12 Despite the harsh lessons of life in the Mecca, 
Pepita h as maintained her inn?cence. Like Stephen 
crane ' s Maggie , Pepita provides beauty and purity amidst 
the dirt of the ghetto. "The girl, Maggie blossomed in 
a mud pudd le. She grew to be a most rare and wonderful 
product ion of a t enement district, a pretty Girl." 
Stephen Crane , Maggie : A Girl of the Streets, in The 
Portable Stephen Crane, Joseph Katz , ed . (New York: 
The Vik ing Press , 1969) , p. 20. 
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"Gentile," and "Prophet 11 (five times). 
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These religious terms are interestingly juxtaposed 

with terms from a superstitious mode, for which Brooks also 

uses majescules. For example "Second Tongue," "Love 

Balls," "Combinations," "Cut-out," "Number," "Forty-three," 

"Lucky Hands," "Special Holiday Blessings," "Drawing and 

Holding Powder," "Attraction Powder," "Black Cat Powder," 

11 Powerful Serum," "Marvelous Potency Number Ninety-one," 

"Pay-check Fluid," "Running-around Elixer," "Policy Number 

Compeller," and "Voodoo Potion" are words and phrases of 

superstitious beliefs. 

Also in majescules are twenty-one proper nouns: 

"China," "Chinese," "English," "Woolworth," "Belsen," 

"Dachua," "Tivoli," "Africa," "Blue Island," "West 

Virginia ," "America," "Columbus Day," "Vogue," "Palm 

Beach ," "Florida," "Atlantic," "Champlain," "Mississippi," 

"Mississippi River," "Tabu," and "A and P." 

Additional nouns which the poet capitalizes are 

"Feast," "Belief," "Thie f ," "World" (two times) , "Gang" 

(three times) , "Trash ," "Lady 's" (two times) , "Woman," 

"Peace ," "Pop,·" "Something ," "Lady," "Female ," "Postulate," 

"Klansmen ," "Gentile," "Colored," "Superintendent," "Love," 

"Mo ther," "Typist ," "Sister ," "World" (two times) , "Job," 

"Mama ," "Person , " "Impression," "Apology," "Ecstasie ," 



"Steeples," "Scar," "Death," "Maxim," "Ruin," "Substance

less," and "Construction." 
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Twelve adjectives from In the Mecca, found in majes

cules internally within the sentences, follow: "Undaunted," 

"My" (three times), "Other," "British," "Out," "Mean," 

"Lifts," "Blackness" (two times) , and "Told." 

The remaining orthographic variance from a traditional 

use of majescules ties together phrases which the poet 

wants heightened. These twenty-six phrases are "Last 

Ladies," "One thing" (two times), "Charming Trash," "The 

Man Who Sells The Peaches Plums Bananas," "Fuller Brush 

Man, " "Bad Old Man," "Negro Race," "South State Street," 

"Black Woman," "President of Senegal," "Sorrow and the 

Shadows ," "My Ocean," "Political Person," "Way the Thing Is 

Supposed To Be Done ," "Not Baudelaire," "Crazy-eyes," "And 

Hail , Until Farewell," "Death-to-the-Hordes-of-the White 

Men ," "Day of Debt," "Day of Demon-diamond," "Forum of 

Justice ," "A Thing," "See her," and "Saw Her," a list of 

phrases which completes the classification of Brooks's 

use of majescules in her longest poem, In the Mecca. 

Volume six , titled RIOT, takes t he name of the first 

poem in the work and contains only two others. The epi-

graph cites Martin Luther King, Jr., "A riot is the language 

of the unheard ." Brooks ' s staccato language in RIOT changes 

sharply from that which she used in earlier poetry , and 
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these poems serve as a bridge for the Janus poet. Brooks's 

shift away from a traditional Christian imagery to a mili-

tant political imagery is really marked by this volume. 

With this publication Brooks also ends her long association 

with Harper's and moves to lend her support to Detroit's 

Broadside Press. 

The following eight phrases, none repeated, clearly 

show Brooks's turn from a religious vocabulary to a bit-

terly satirical one in RIOT, published in 1969, twenty-

four years after her first published volume of poetry, ~ 

Street in Bronzeville. Of the three poems in RIOT, only 

two have sven possible religious connotations. 

POEM TITLE 

"RIOT " 

"THE THIRD SERMON ON 
THE WARPLAND " 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Don't let It [sic] touch me! 
the blackness! Lord! " ( 1. 19) 

"he whispered I to any handy 
angel in the sky" (11. 19-20) 

"Lord ! I Forgive these nigguhs 
that know not what they do" 
(11. 29-30) 

"The earth is a beautiful place" 
( 1. 1) 

"sun themselves in Sin" 
"on Christmas morn ings " 
" the Passion " (1. 82) 
"The Disciples" (1. 83) 

(1. 35) 
(1. 58) 
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"RIOT" is a poem of violence and racial conflict pit-

ting John Cabot against an enemy he cannot possibly under-

stand. Nor can the rioters be expected to understand John 

Cabot. These black descendants of a heritage so different 

from the silver-spoon-ancestry of an aristocratic Cabot 

with Mayflower status have finally exploded like bullets 

over the inequity of these diverse heritages. 

John Cabot went down in the smoke and fire 
and broken glass and blood, and he cried, 
'Lord! I Forgive these nigguhs that know 
not what I they do. •13 

The irony of situation is that the blacks do know what they 

are doing. To refer to Martin Luther King's statement, 

they want to be heard, finally and clearly, by those who 

have enslaved them, ultimately freed them, only to ignore 

them. The verbal irony of the poem stems from John Cabot's 

imagining himself as forgiving as Christ on the cross as 

Christ says, "Father, forgive them; for they k now not what 

they do" (Luke 23.24). Cabot's gall is total, for he is 

unaware of the racism in his dying words, yet he designates 

himself a Christ-figure . 

The second poem in RIOT, titled "THE THIRD SERMON ON 

THE WARPLAND ," opens with "The earth is a beautiful place." 

13 Gwendolyn Brooks , RIOT (Detroit: Broadside Press, 
1970) , p . 10 . 
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This affirmation echoes Biblical passages, particularly the 

Psalmist's "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness 

thereof" (Psalms 24.1). Brooks leaves out "the Lord" in 

this phrase, as though in respon se to black poet Don Lee's 

request included in In the Mecca where Brooks records that 

"Don Lee wants I a new nation I under nothing," rather than 

the familiar words of allegiance, "a new nation, under 

God." 

Wh atever kind of "war" is being fought in Brooks's 

"Warpland," or, as has been suggested, the "warped land," 

it is a war a gainst accepted racist practices in America. 

It is a war whe re fire becomes the symbol of violence and 

riot because fire is oftenthe best weapon of the poor as 

it is free and effective. The poet e xp lains tha t burning 

down the cities is the rioter's way of "lighting candles in 

the I darkness." In so doing the black rioters are 

actually carrying out the instruction s of "A White Philos

opher" who said, "It is better to light one candle than to 

curse the darkness ." And so they burn, not a candle, but a 

city in objection to the "darkness " o f discrimination. 

Orthographically , Brooks takes a new approach in her 

use of majescules . In earlier works her poem titles are in 

miniscules , but she now turns to all majescules for her 

titles : "RIOT , " "THE THIRD SERMON ON THE WARPLAND ," and 
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"AN ASPECT OF LOVE, ALIVE IN THE ICE AND FIRE." Proper 

nouns are in majescules: "John Cabot" (six times) , "Wilma," 

"Wycliffe," "Jaguar," "Lake Bluff," "Grandtully (which is 

The Best Thing That Even Happened To Scotch)," "Richard 

Gray ," "Distelheim," "Max im's Grenadine de Boeuf at Maison 

He n ri," and "(Two Da i nty Negroes in Winnetka)." Three 

nouns additionally in majescules are "Negroes, 11 "World," 

and "Lor d" (t wo time s). The pronoun "It" (two times) and 

t h e adjective "Gr oss" (two times) complete the list. It is 

in t e resting to note that while the poet has John Cabot 

exc la i m hi s att itude towar d Negoes in French, "Que tu es 

grassier !, " s he r eta i ns tradition al orthograp hy, for the 

French "grassie r" is not in ma jescules. 

In "THE THIRD SERMON ON THE WARPLAND," Brook s incor

porates the word "sermon " f o r the f our th time in her title s . 

The first instance i s in A Street in Br on zeville with a 

poem , 11 The preac her r uminates beh i nd t he Se rmon . 11 I n the 

Mecca ends with "THE SERMON ON THE WARPLAND," a p oe m cla ri 

fied in theme by the epigraph c itin g Ron Ke r enga: "The 

fact that we are black is our ultimate reality ." The p o em 

urges the building of a "Church " to be built by "brothers 

and sisters" and to be built , not with granite , but with 

love , "With love like black, our black ." Immediately fol 

lowing that poem is the brief poem , "THE SECOND SERMON ON 
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THE v7ARPLAND," which ends the volume of In the Mecca. The 

"Second Sermon in its entirety is "This is the urgency: 

Live! I and have your blooming in the noise of the whirl

wind." In the fourth use of "Sermon" in the title, there 

is a thinly disguised persona giving advice to young black 

people. Despite the use of "sermon," the imagery of the 

p reacher is replaced with the "Philosopher," and ortho

graphically that designation is capitalized in "Black 

Philosopher," "White Philosopher," "Black Philosopher," and 

"The Black Philosopher." Just as Brooks balances a Black 

Philosopher with a White Philosopher, so does she balance 

a white entertainer with a black entertainer, referring in 

the poem to both "Bing Crosby" and "Melvin Van Peebles." 

Other proper nouns are "Lillie," "Zampoughi," "James 

Brown," "Young- Holt ," "Christmas," "Val Gray Ward's," 

"Mr . Be etley," "Exist Jones," "Junk Smith," "New-baby 

Williams ," "Yancy," "America ," "Sun-Times," "Peanut" (three 

times) , "Richard ," "Panger," "Herald ," "Sengali," "Bop," 

"Geronimo," "Lover," and "Rangermen ." Following the pat

tern established in In the Mecca, Brooks again uses majes

cules for phrases and word combinations she wants to 

er.1phasize , such as "A White Philosopher ," and "The Black 

Philosopher ," "A Death Song For You Before You Die," "West 

Madison Street ," "Jessie ' s Kitchen ," "Jessie 's Pe rfect 
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Own," "The Law," "Motherwoman," "Poem to Peanut," and 
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"These People" (two times). The remaining words in majes-

cules within the sentence are the five nouns "Signature," 

"Span," "Passion," "Disciples," and "Rangermen." When 

Brooks chooses to capitalize "Passion," she elevates the 

word to meaning the agony and sufferings of Jesus during 

the trial and Crucifixion, yet she is actually describing 

those young Rangermen who do not feel the burning fervor to 

"explode" over racial inequities. They prefer to keep it 

"Cooooooo l !?" The "Disciples" are not the early followers 

o f Christ, but rather the Rangers who follow Peanut who 

"is I Richard--a Ranger and a gentleman." The "Rangers" 

are "The Blackstone Rangers ," a large teenage gang in 

Chicago . Oscar Brown worked with them to channe l their 

energies into drama, and Brooks has worked with them on 

poetry . As Brooks tells it in Report from Part One, "Walter 

[Bradford] was a teenage organizer who had been working with 

some of these kids. He got about seven or eight of them to

gether , and we started our class in the First Presbyterian 

Church , where they were rehearsing for their show. Every 

Friday I was downstairs teaching my group the intricacies 

of the sonnet form , and the cast was upstairs. . The 

best thing to come out of our group , I think , is an 



anthology that Dudley Randall will bring out soon called 

Jump Bad." 14 

In her seventh book of poems published by the black-

owned Broadside Press, Brooks continues to reject the 
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imagery and style characteristic of her first five volumes 

of poetry. Family Pictures contains ten poems with notice-

ably fewer connotative religious words and phrases. 

POEM TITLE 

"The Life of Lincoln 
West " 

"Young Heroes--I" 
"To Keorapetse 
Kgositsile" (Willie) 

"Young Heroes --III" 
"Walte r Bradford" 

11 Paul Robeson " 

"Women in Love- - II " 
11 Love You Right Back " 

.. Song : 
The Rev . MuBugwu Dick
inson Ruminates behind 
the Sermon .. 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"Christmases and Easters" (1. 35) 

"suppliant" (1. 3) 
"hellishness" ( 1. 15) 

"the Last Trombones" (1. 6) 

"Voice" ( 1. 5) 
"Voice (1. 6) 
"Rolling River" (1. 7) 

"honey-sermons" (1. 9) 

"'Be good ' is the good I know" 
(1. 10) 

"you sat in Sunday School" (1. 14) 

14 Gwendolyn Books , Report from Part One (Detroit: 
Broadside Press , 1972), p . 168. 
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The first Christian phrase used in Family Pictures 

is found in the strongest poem of this volume, "The Life 

of Lincoln West," and is used in an almost secular sense 

as "Christmases and Easters" mean mainly "sitting at the I 

family feasting table." Because the "little Lincoln" was 

so "Black, ugly, and odd," his own family felt "indignant 

about him" so that "Even Christmases and Easters were 

spoiled." 

In her series of poems to "Young Heroes--I, II, and 

III," Brooks dedicates "Young Heroes--I" to Keorapetse 

Kgositsile (Willie) who "is very busy with his looking. I 

To look, he knows, is to involve I subject and suppliant 11 

(11. 1-3). The word "suppliant,n though connotatively tied 

to a religious petitioner, is, in this case, used to divide 

his needful black people into 11 Subject and suppliant." He 

sees no easy solutions for bringing his people into the 

mainstream of the good life. Instead "A horror here I 

walks toward you in working clothes . I He sees I hellish

ness among the half-men" (11. 12-15). The "hellishness" is 

experienced by the black in this lifetime , in this country 

because of "a scientific thinning of our ranks. I Not 

merely Medgar Malcolm Martin and Black Panthers, I but 

Susie . Cecil Williams . Azzie Jane" (11. 24-26). 

Continuing her series of "Young Heroes" is poem III 

sub-titled "Walter Bradford ." Walter Bradford is the young 
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teenage organizer from Wilson Junior College (now Kennedy-

King College) in Chicago. The poet-persona suggests that 

"Just As You Think You're 'Better Now' I Something Comes To 

The Door" (11. 1-2). Perhaps this refers to the hope that 

things will get better for the black population in America, 

until something comes along to remind Walter (and others) 

that it is a "Wilderness," a "Whirlpool, " and a "Whipper" 

outside that door of family and community. "THEN," the 

poet cautions, "you have to revise the messages" and push 

"through roars of the Last Trombones I of seduction" 

(11. 5-7). The hero who works with the future generation 

is challenged to "revise the messages," and, although the 

poet does not say what the new messages need to teach, it 

can b e established that they are messages of action and 

black pride rather than messages of postponed joy in heaven. 

The "Last Trombones" are described as "seduction"; and 

b e c a use those words are capitalized, the allusion could be 

to the sound of the "Last Trumpet" of Judgement Day . Is 

the "se duction" one implicating the Christian church? As 

Samuel Charters puts it : "from his side of the color line 

it has alway s b een obv i ous to · the Negro that the 'Christi-

ani ty ' o f Amer ican society has n ever been more than a self-

, , II 15 sat1sfied delus1on . Brook s ma y use "Trombones" instead 

15 Samue l Ch ar t ers, The Poetry o f the Blue s (New York: 
Oak Publ i c at ions , 1963) , p . 35 . 
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of "Trumpet" as an allusion to James Weldon Johnson's best 

known work, God's Trombones: Seven Negro Sermons in Verse, 

published in 1927. The book, Negro dialect sermons in 

verse, contains two of the most moving poems in the language 

"The Creation" and "Go Down Death." 

The poem "Paul Robeson" once again veers away from 

Christian imagery and moves toward the idea of community 

among blacks. The concert by Paul Robeson which the poet 

here discusses, was a concert where Robeson did not sing 

the Negro spirituals he was famous for in the 1920s and 

1930s. He did not sing a "tearful tale of bale and barge," 

an allusion to Robeson's world-famous role as Joe in the 

1936 production of Show Boat and Joe's lamenting song, 

"Tote that barge, lift that bale. Get a little drunk and 

you lands in jail." Instead of singing the songs that had 

made him so popular as an entertainer (when the lack of 

opportunity for blacks turned him away from a legal profes-

sion despite his law degree from Columbia University) the 

poet reports that: 

The maj or Voice 
The adult Voice 
forgoing Rolling River , 
forgoing tearful tale of bale and barge 
and other symptoms of an old despond. 
Warning , in music-words 
devout and large , 
that we are each other ' s 
harvest : 



we are each other's 
business: 
we are each other's 
magnitude and bond.l6 

The "old despond" could refer to slavery's vice-like grip 
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or to religion's magnet in the allusion to "Rolling River." 

The volume of poems titled Family Pictures includes 

"Song: The Rev. MuBugwu Dickinson Ruminates behind the 

Sermon," which is a sharp contrast to Brooks's earlier 

poem, "the preacher: ruminates behind the sermon." In the 

earlier poem the preacher's ruminations have to do with 

God's possible loneliness because no one dares to "Buy Him 

a Coca-Cola or a beer." Twenty-four years later Brooks 

writes of another preacher ruminating "behind the sermon," 

his thoughts centering on the feeling of despair that as a 

minister of the Gospel he really has nothing to tell his 

people . It is the time when "Agitation," "Agitation," 

"Agitation" is "general all over America," and should the 

black preacher discourage his people from their fight for 

equality ? The only Christian tenet that he can turn up in 

his mind is the platitude 11 Be Good 11 which he knows will not 

suffice in their lives because they had already learned 

that when "little and ' a fool~' I . . in Sunday School 11 

(11 . 13-14). 

16 Gwendolyn Brooks , Family Pictures (Detroit: Broad
side Press , 1971) , p . 19 . 
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In her eighth volume of poetry, Beckonings, Brooks 

includes only twelve poems, and of these twelve, only four 

have any religious connotation. The ten Christian phrases 

found among them are charted below. 

POEM TITLE 

"ELEGY IN A RAINBO\t.J: 
Moe Belle's double 
love song 11 

"THE BOY DIED IN MY 
ALLEY : to Running 
Boy 

"A BLACK WEDDING SONG: 
First dedicated to 
Charles and La Tanya, 
Allen and Glenda, 
Haki and Safisha " 

11 BOYS . BLACK ." 

CHRISTIAN PHRASE 

"When I was a little girl 
Christmas was exquisite 11 

(11. 1-2) 

"I saw him Crossed" (1. 30) 
"And seeing, I I did not take 

him down" (11, 30-31) 
"He cried not only 'Father!'" 

(1. 32) 
"The cry climbed up" ( 1. 3 6) 
"It hung upon the heaven" (1. 38) 

"I wish you the daily 
forgiveness of each 
other" (1. 15) 

"the re will be the need to 
forgive" (1. 20) 

"Take my Faith " (1. 60) 
"Make of my Faith an engine" 

(1. 61) 

The Biblical allusions, though not explicit i n "A 

Black Wedding Song ," may have Biblical overtones . For 

instance , the Lord ' s Prayer may be recalled when the poet 

encourages the bride and the groom to show one another the 
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"kindness that romps or sorrows along. I Or kneels. I I 

wish you the daily forgiveness of each other" (11. 13-15). 

Just as the Lord's Prayer asks "give us this day our daily 

bread," the "WEDDING SONG" asks the newly-weds to give "the 

daily forgiveness of each other," admitting realistically a 

few lines later that "there will be the need to forgive." 

In the "SONG" no other words or phrases are · found to have 

religious connotation. 

Beckon ings concludes with "BOYS. BLACK.," which is, 

to date, the last adult poem Brooks has published. The 

poem ends with a joyous e xpression of faith and love in 

future generations of young blacks and of young writers 

especially . Brooks, or the poet-persona, offers the 

young s ters her o wn "Faith ." The word in majescules seems 

not to be so mu ch a declared religious faith as it is the 
~. 

poet - person's faith in black youth. The poet urges them to 
,\ 

use her "Faith " as a power to get them somewhere other than 

the limited areas of shouting their anger and f rustr a tion 

in the streets . "Make of my Faith an engine" suggest s that 

b e cause of the poet ' s tremendous faith in them , they wi ll 

be able to move , like an engine , under their own power. 

These young men are also loved and trusted and Brooks 's 

final words command them to enter into a community based on 

mutua l trust and respect and calls upon them to act , to 

move , to be powe rful. 



I tell you 
I love You 
and I trust You. 
Take my Faith. 
Make of my Faith an engine. 
Make of my Faith 
a Black Star. I am Beckoning. 17 
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Brooks emphasizes the theme of faith in this poem by repeat-

ing it three times in the closing seven lines, and ortho-

graphically she uses majescules for that word, but it is no 

longer exclusively a Christian "Faith" she champions. Her 

poetry turns deliberately and methodically away from her 

earlier involvement with the other world as an integral 

frame for much of her work to her people's involvement with 

this world. George E. Kent, commenting on the religious 

framework of Brooks's poetry says, "On the basis of 

Mi ss Brooks's well known [sic] devotion for her fellow man 

and the values informing her poetry, I would say that one 

source of her sensibility is a religious consciousness, 

from which dogma had been ground away. What remains is a 

muscular religious reflex, guided , to paraphrase a line 

from one o f her poems , by eyes which retain the light that 

bites and terrifies." 18 

1 7 Gwendolyn Brooks , Beckonings (Detroit : Broadside 
Press , 19 7 5) , p . 16 . 

18 George Kent , Blackness and the Adve nture of Western 
culture (Chicago : Third World Press , 1972), pp . 112-113. 
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A survey of these eight volumes of poetry has shown 

Brooks's retreat from her religious concerns. In her 

earliest work, A - Street in Bronzeville, eleven religious 

poems are found among a total of forty-three. Annie Allen, 

with thirty-seven poems, contains eight religious ones 

while The Bean Eaters with thirty-six poems possesses seven 

which emphasize religion. Selected Poems, a collection in

cluding thirteen new poems, introduces four religious ones 

among those thirteen. In the Mecca, with fifteen poems, 

contains her longest poem, "In the Mecca," along with three 

others which are religious. Brooks utilizes more religious 

phrases here than in any of her other works. The eighty

six religious phrases isolated demonstrate the significance 

of her indebtedness to and reliance upon Christian subject 

matter up to this point. However, be.tween the publication 

of In the Mecca and RIOT a year later, Brooks rejects her 

religious motif and imagery and embraces militancy. RIOT, 

with three poems , includes only two with questionable 

religious suggestions. Religious references dwindle to 

five instances among the ten poems of Brooks's Family 

Pictures and diminished usage · in the twelve poems in Beckon

ings produces only nine phrases with religious overtones . 

Enough evidence exists to show that the Janus poet 

has the flexibility within her craft to change drastically 
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and deliberately her style, her imagery, and her main motif 

of Christianity and look forward to a more modern experimen-

tation and militancy. If it be true that "Every poet that 

we read alters to some degree our total conception of 

poetry," then the word magic of Gwendolyn Brooks alters as 

well the concept of a poet free enough to change and grow 

d . 19 an exper1ment. 

19 Cleanth Brooks, Modern Poetry & the Tradition 
(Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1939), 
Preface. 



CHAPTER III 

SHADOWS OF NEGRO SPIRITUALS 

IN BROOKS'S POETRY 

Heart of what slave poured out such melody 
As "Steal away to Jesus"? On its strains 
His spirit must have nightly floated free, 
Though still about his hands he felt his chains 
Who heard great "Jordan roll"? Whose starward eye 
Saw chariot "swing low"? And \~7ho was he 
That breathed that comforting, melodic sigh, 
"Nobody know the trouble I see"?l 

James Weldon Johnson 

A review of how blacks maintained their daily uses of 

music and rhythm when they arrived in America will aid in 

u nderstanding Brooks as the Janus poet who looks back to 

t h e bl a c k e xper ience of both before and after slavery but 

who a lso looks forward to the black experience of the future 

as her subject ma tter calls for a new world. Throughout ·the 

vast c o ntinent of Africa, from Capetown to Cairo, children 

l e arn t o s ing and danc e as soon as they are able to walk. 

Dance and song are used to communicate, to educate, and 

t o worshi p . Traditionally co~una l ceremonies animate 

1 Jame s We ldon Johnson , "0 Black And Unknown Bards," 
ln 3000 Year s of Black Poe try , Alan Lomax and Raoul Abdul, 
e ds . ( ~ew York : Dodd , Mead & Company , 197 0), p. 207. 
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virtually every aspect of daily living with singing, drum-

ming, and dancing; and Africans literally are born with 

music, live with music, and die with music. Everyone in 

the village is involved in musical expression, and personal 

variations and spontaneous additions in movement, voice, or 

instrument are expected. Although urbanization has des-

troyed much of the village tradition, black Africans still 

sing over the birth of a child or the "sending off" of the 

dying. They still incorporate songs of praise and songs of 

lament into the high and low points of life. Because of 

this indispensable component of black culture, blacks held 

tenaciously to their musical traditions even though they 

were enslaved and transported to the new world during the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Echoes of Africa 

Beatrice Landeck speculates about the transmission of these 

musical traditions and concludes that regardless of how 

"far African culture may have been disseminated, its roots 

were strong enough to flourish when transplanted in foreign 

soil. " She recognizes that "A musical heritage, developed 

out of centuries of playing, singing, and dancing, carried 

over into the musical life of countries outside Africa--

into all countries , in fact , where ·blacks have lived for 

any length o f time ." 2 

2 Beatrice Landeck , Echoes of Africa in Folk Songs of 
The Ame ricas ( ew York : David McKay Company, Inc ., 1969), 
p . 3 . 
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While white masters allowed singing though they denied 

most other kinds of self expression to the slave, the incen

tive to nurture musical talent thrived, perhaps drawing 

inspiration from a collective unconscious racial memory in 

order to persevere in the new land. In America, blacks 

incorporated music first into their work; then, religion. 

Their work songs evolved from traditional African rhythms 

which suited the movements of their work. When they 

selected tunes, they made certain that the patterns would 

match the repetitious movements of their tasks. Working as 

slaves, rather than as free people, men and women labored 

endlessly in the hot sun or chilling rain, cultivating 

fields of rice, tobacco, cotton, or cane; yet as they 

worked , they sang . These first enslaved Africans inven

tively adapted and adjusted their music until a new form 

developed , thus the first Afro-American music. 

Imamu Amiri Baraka (Le Roi Jones) reminds us that if 

these early slaves sang or shouted at all over their work, 

they "sang or shouted in some pure African dialect (either 

from the Parent Bantu or Sudanic, with maybe even the 

Hemitic as a subbase , which would include Coptic, Berber or 

Cushitic) ." The lyrics to work songs of the West African 

farmer did not apply to the conditions of slavery. In 

the ir own fi e lds , they had sung, for example, "After the 

p lanting , if the gods bring rain, I My family , my ancestors, 
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be rich and beautiful." 3 Baraka cites the beginning of 

these work songs, from which blues develop, as a starting 

point separating the African, who still hoped to return to 

Africa, from the Afro-American who understood that he was 

more than a captive and that his stay in this new land was 

permanent. Baraka speculates that "When some man looked up 

in some anonymous field and shouted, 'Oh, Ahm tired a dis 

mess, I Oh, yes, Ahm so tired a dis mess,' you can be sure 

he was an American." 4 What is known is that African work 

songs or their derivatives continued to be chanted in the 

new land; and although the succeeding generations of slaves 

lost the cultural memory of that first generation, the 

music and the rhythms retained their importance after 

blacks were freed. 

The religious music of the blacks came later than the 

wo r k songs because the African's religious dogmas and 

3 Blues People : The Negro Experience In White America 
And The Music That Developed From It (New York: William 
Mor row and Company , 1963), p . 19. After the publication of 
this book , Le Roi Jones changed his name to Imamu Arniri 
Baraka in protest of the origin of slave names which were 
often the names of the masters given to slaves, or taken by 
them , after 1863 . Baraka , a central figure in contemporary 
black literature , has not been alone in his decision to 
choose an ethnic name . Some other poets who have changed 
their names are Jewel Lattimore who becomes Johari Amini; 
Thomas Dooley , now Ebon ; Leslie Powell, Ladele X; Roland 
Snellings , Askia Muhammad Toure ; and Don L. Lee , Haki 
udhubuti . 

4 Jones [Baraka] , p . xii . 
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and rituals blended slowly with the alien religion of Prot-

estant America. In her nineteenth-century journal (1838-39) , 

Fannie Kemble reports that some slave holders maintained an 

ambivalent attitude towards the conversion of slaves to 

Christianity. She records that "you have heard, of course, 

many and contradictory statements as to the degree of 

religious instruction afforded to the Negroes of the South, 

and their opportunities of worship." She further explains 

that "Until the late abolition movement, the spiritual 

interests of the slaves were about as little regarded as 

their physical necessities." Kemble charges that some of 

the plantation owners "neither allow their Negroes to attend 

worship , or to congregate together for religious purposes." 

However , the opposite condition also existed, and she recog-

niz es that "soP.1e planters and overseers go even further than 

toleration , and encourage these devotional exercises and 

profess ions of religion, having actually discovered that a 

man may become more faithful and trustworthy, even as a 

slave , who acknowledges the higher influence of 

h . . . 115 C rlstlanlty . 

5 Jones [Baraka] , p . 36 . F r ances Ann (" Fanny") Kemble 
was a popular English ac tres s of both comedy and tragedy. 
She also wrote plays , poems , and reminis cences , the latter 
containing enlightening social history of the ninetee nth 
c e ntury . Of special interest to thi s study is her objective 
observations about slavery during the years she was married 
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The lack of interest in the salvation of the slaves 

proved to be a catalyst for the Quakers, Methodists, and 

Baptists. Their concern caused added impetus to the grow-

ing religious revival, a phenomenon called "The Great 

Awakening, 11 and the Quakers, Methodist, and Baptists began 

to convert slaves to Christianity. Unlike the Calvinists 

who believed that only the elect could be chosen for 

eternal life, these Protestants believed that every soul 

could be saved by grace, and "every soul 11 included those 

of all mankind, even those of the slaves. Some religious 

leaders, nonetheless, saw this evangelism as a justifica-

tion for slavery, a position ironically, though naively, 

supported by the "Sable Muse," Phillis Wheatley (c. 1735-

1807) in "On Being Brought from Africa to America." 

'Twas mercy brought me from my pagan land, 
Taught my benighted soul to understand 
That there's a God, that there's a Saviour, too: 
Once I redemption neither sought nor knew. 

Some view our sable race with scornful eye, 
"Their colour is a diabolic die. 11 

Remember , Christians, Negroes, black as Cain, 
May be refin'd , and join th' angelic tra~ 

to a Southern planter . In 1848 she divorced him and 
returned to the English stage . Her valuable first Journal 
appeared in 1835 , when Fanny Kemble was twenty-six; a 
second Journal followed in 1863, when she was fifty-four. 

6 Phillis Wheatley , "On Being Brought from Africa To 
America , " in 3000 Years o f Black Poetry , p . 205. The 
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Methodist and Baptist Conferences began to send minis-

ters charged to convert the slaves to Christianity. The 

emotionalism and evangelism of these missionaries appealed 

much more to the slaves than the quieter, established 

rituals of other denominations. Another plausible reason 

slaves were drawn to the Baptist sect was the total immer-

sion in water during the baptismal rite which most could 

identify with and accept because of their belief in West 

African religious concepts of river spirits. 7 The conver-

sion of slaves to Christianity brought about myriad changes 

in their daily lives and caused them to exchange and modify 

earliest known black American poets were Lucy Terry, 
Jupiter Hammon , and Phyllis Wheatley. Lucy Terry, later 
Mrs . Abijah Prince (1930-1821), wrote a brief narrative poem 
describing an Indian raid : "Bars Fight" c. 1746: 

Eunice Allen see the Indians comeing [sic] 
And hoped to save herself by running, 
And had not her petticoats stopt [sic] her, 
The awful creatures had not cotched [sic] her, 
And tommyhawked her on the head. 

Jupiter Hammon (1720?-1806), a Long Island slave, wrote 
poems primarily of a religious, moral character. He was an 
e arly Methodist whose poems were to be moral guides al
though they were not original in form or content. Phillis 
Wh e atley (1753? -1784) is the most published and best known 
of the three . She was purchased by the Wheatleys when she 
was only six or seven years old , an estimate made because 
h e r front teeth were missing , and raised by them more as a 
d au ghter than as a slave. 

7 Jon e s [Baraka] , p . 27 . 
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their religious practices and to blend them with their new 

religion. 

A main purpose of Christianity in the early days of 

slavery was to "propose a metaphysical resolution for the 

slaves' natural yearnings for freedom, and as such, it 

literally made life easier for him" in the sense that he 

became resigned. The slave gave up his secret African 

chants and songs which expressed his longing to return to 

the land of his birth. He began, by contrast, to sing the 

Christian songs of his desire to "cross Jordan" and "see 

his Lord," and, in this way, Christianity worked to prepare 

the black man to long for "heben" rather than for Africa or 

for freedom . But that very lack of freedom provides an 

analogy for understanding the Old Testament stories of the 

oppression of the Jews and their struggles as they sought 

the "Promised Land. " 8 

Since African tradi tion dictated that every individual 

must take an active part in communal ceremonies, it is not 

surprising that the early slaves continued to participate 

individually in Christian rituals . Although they adopted 

the white man 's relig ion with the rituals of the worship 

virtually unchanged , ex t e rnally the features of a religious 

8 Jones [Baraka] , p . 39 . 



service were personalized. The following description 

records typical behavior in those first services: 

[The pastor] chanted sermons and prayers 
that brought forth spontaneous responses 
from the congregation--cries, shouts, and 

.1· 

long tremulous moans--as counterpoi~r - to / 
his passionate exhortation. When fervor 
was at a high pitch, a solo voice rang out 
answered by other voices in the group, each 
with individual elaborations of rhythm and 
melody. A sonorous accompaniment continued 
under the voices, supplied by feet stamping 
on the strong beats of the music and hands 
clapping on the offbeats. As their impro
visations were affected by the simple, 
familiar hymns the white man was heard to 
sing, a new form of song evolved--the 
spiritual--affording a skeletal framework 

9 for solo improvisations and group responses. 
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The basic Christian doctrine that all men are equal in 

God's sight comes from the Biblical, "God created man in 

his own image 11 (Gen . 1.27), from which derives the imago 

Dei doctrine ; but in the days of slavery, most affirmed the 

inferiority of the Negro race and defended the traditional 

f h
. 10 pattern o w lte supremacy. Yet not all Christians failed 

to see the hypocrisy of converting the slaves to Christi-

anity while disallowing that they were created in the image 

9 Landeck , p . 130 . 

10 She lton Smith , In His Image , But ... : Racism in 
Southern Religion , 1780 - 1910 (Durham : Duke University 
Press , 1972), p . vii . 
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of God and allowing the continuation of slavery. Quaker John 

Woolman (1720-72) boycotted products connected with the 

slave trade, particularly sugar, successfully encouraged 

Quaker communities to go on record against slavery, and per-

suaded many individuals to free their slaves. Samuel Sewall 

(1652-1730) who authored the antislavery leaflet "The Sell-

ing of Joseph" in 1700, engaged in a conversation over 

dinner as to whether black people would be white after the 

Resurrection. As he writes in his Diary entry for April 3, 

1711, "I dine with the Court at Pullin's. Mr. Attorney 

treats us at his house with excellent Pippins, Anchovas, 

Olives, Nut s . . Spake much of Negroes." Sewall records 

that he raised the question about the Negroes, "whether 

[they] should be white after the Resurrection: Mr. Bolt 

took it up as absurd, because the body should be void of 

all Colour , spake as if it should be a Spirit." 11 In 1784 

the Methodist Con ference boldly denounced slavery as an 

evil opposed to the laws of God and contrary to the princi-

ples of the Ameri c an Revolution . The Baptists quickly 

followed the Methodist mandate by directly attacking slavery 

f r om the pulpit , thus winning many black converts to their 

denomination . But the time was not ripe f or such a strong 

11 Samuel Sewall , in The Diary of Samuel Sewall , 
Harvey Wish , ed . ( e w York : Putnam ' s Sons , 1967) , p . 129 . 
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anti-slavery position, and both the Methodists and Baptists 

faced such hostility that they gradually backed away from 

the antislavery position they had once courageously cham

pioned. What survived from their earlier attitude were the 

e x traordinarily beautiful "Negro melodies" (later known as 

"Negro spirituals") born of that unlikely union between 

Christianity and slavery. That these popular songs were 

called "Negro" stands as a tribute to the musical genius of 

the race and, in a stra nge way, may be interpreted as a 

positive recognition on the part of whites. 

Interestingly, because spirituals were original compo

sitions, slaves, when sold, carried particular versions of 

these spirituals from one plantation to another and spread 

them from one state to another and eventually throughout 

the country . As to the genesis of these songs, a few white 

scholars and musicians attempted in 1867 to record the 

process through which spirituals developed. Colonel Thomas 

Wentworth Higginson, a cultured observer who served with the 

Union army , was influential in bringing spirituals to the 

attention of music-lovers . In an attempt to understand the 

composing of spirituals , Higginson wrote, "I always wondered 

whether they had always a conscious and definite origin in 

some leading mind , or whether they grew by gradual accre

tion , in an almost unconscious way." Higginson d escribe s 

being rowed from Beaufort to Ladies ' Island one day when he 
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discovered that he was "on the actual trail of a song." One 

of the oarsmen explained to him that "Some good sperituals 

are start jess out o'curiosity. I been a-raise a sing my-

self once," and Higginson sets down the creative process of 

composition from an informant who reported that "Once we 

boys . . went for tote some rice, and de nigger-driver, 

he keep a-callin' on us; and I say, o, de old nigger-driver! 

Den anudder said, Fust ting my mammy told me was, notin' so 

bad as nigger drivers, Din I made a sing, just puttin' a 

word , and d en anudder word." Higginson concludes, "I saw 

how easily a new 'sing' took root among them." 12 

A similar explanation for the composing of spirituals 

a ppears in an address delivered by J. Miller McKim who 

mimics a black man's response to his question of where the 

spirituals had their origin: "My master call me up, and 

order me a short peck of corn and a hundred lash. My 

friends see it, and is sorry for me. When dey come to de 

praise - meeting dat night dey sing about it." The black man 

admit s that "Some's very good singers and know how; and dey 

work it in--work it in, you know, till they get it right; 

13 
and da t ' s de way. " 

12 William Francis Allen , et al., eds. Slave Songs of 
the United States (New York : A. Si mp son & Co., 1867; rpt . 

ew York : Oak Publications , 1965), p . 13 . 

13 Allen , p . 13 . 
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The influence spirituals have had on the literature of 

America, particularly on black American literature, cannot 

be overemphasized. Certainly a tie as ancient as the genre 

itself binds poetry to music. The Afro-American tradition 

of poetry merely reinforces the melodic and rhythmic heri

tage of a genre originally composed to be read aloud to a 

musical accompaniment. 

The following list catalogues eight ways Gwendolyn 

Brooks has woven threads from the spirituals into the fabric 

of her poetry. First of all, she directly alludes to spiri

tuals; however, she had produced a limited number of poems 

with the Nativity theme, a theme infrequently used in 

spirituals; but her poetry contains many instances of the 

Crucifixion theme,which she extends into an important theme 

of death and dying; a fourth way she utilizes the spiritual 

is by borrowing antiphonal musical form; also, she uses 

anaphora readily found in spirituals; another correspondence 

is her employment of idiomatic expressions similar to 

spirituals , particularly in those three poems which 

Onwuchekwa Jemie calls her "strongest in Afro-American 

idiom "; next, she writes poems that appear transparently 

simple just as spirituals do ; and finally , Brooks writes 

her " songs " for the people just as spirituals were for the 

people . 
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The most extensive allusion Brooks uses from the 

spirituals is found in her poem "of De Witt Williams on his 

way to Lincoln Cemetery." The fifth and twenty-third lines 

of this poem are, "Swing low swing low sweet sweet chariot," 

in exact repetition as are the opening lines of the spiri-

tual "Swing Low, Sweet Chariotn an exact echoing: 

Swing low, sweet chariot, 
Cornin' for to carry me horne. 
Swi ng low, sweet chariot, 
Comin' for to carry me horne. 

The Negr o spiritual is the retelling of a Biblical 

s tory from the Old Testament, or the New Testament, or some-

t i mes both. Howard Thurman explains that spirituals are 

ba s ed on t he Bible, on "the world of nature, and the per-

sonal experiences of rel igion that were the common lot of 

the peop le , eme rgin g f rom their inner life." The Old Testa-

ment p r ofound l y affecte d the slaves as they learned of the 

bondage of the J ewish peop l e who yet could believe that "God 

was at work in al l h i story ." The only equal in history to 

the slave experienc e seems to have been the spiritual experi-

enc e of the J e ws , and t he only analogue to the spirituals 

would t he n be the Psalms. As t h e J ews unde r stood thems elve s 

t o b e childre n of destiny , s o t h e s l ave s waited fo r the 

oses who would "Te ll ole Pharaoh I Let my peo p l e go." 1 4 

14 Deep Ri e r ( e w York : Harper , 1955) , pp . 1 2-15. 
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The New Testament spirituals center upon the Cruci

fixion and death of Christ with only a few recalling the 

Nativity. James Weldon Johnson points out that this omis

sion was because Christmas Day was a day of special license 

but without religious significance to the slaves. Howard 

Thurman, though, speculates that nativity songs were 

limited because Jesus was born of poor parentage and there

fore Christ, unlike the Apostle Paul, was not even a Roman 

citizen with a citizen's right to appeal to Caesar when 

mistreated . This fact aligned Christ's life more closely 

to the lives o f the slaves who were also without the rights 

of an ordina ry citizen, yet despite the fact that these 

pejorative overtones were all "elements of importance to 

the poor and cap tive , ye t [they were] largely not preached 

about to the slaves . " 15 Another odd omission in black 

literature and music is the intriguing story of the black 

king who journeyed with the other wisemen at Christmastide 

to pay respec ts to the Christ Child. There are, however, 

three brilliant nativity spirituals wh i ch are "Go tell it 

on de mountain . . That Jesus Christ is born," "Dere's a 

Star in de East on Christmas morn . . Rise up, shepherd, 

an foller , " and "Sister Mary had-a but one child, I Born in 

15 Thurman , pp . 15 - 16 . 
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Bethlehern." 16 The theme of the Nativity, so rarely found 

i n spirituals, is equally rare in Brooks's poetry; even so 

the theme appears in two poems from The Bean Eaters. "A 

Lovely Love" represents a nativity in the modern surround

i ng s o f a bl a c k ghetto where the courtship, conception, and 

bi r th i ng must a l l t ake place o n stairways, on box es, and in 

dark a lleys. This b abe "In swaddling clothes" is "Not like 

that Other one . I No t lit by any foundling star above. I 

Not found by a ny wis e men, either" (11. 10-12). A second 

Brook s poem wi th the nativity theme is "A Penitent Considers 

Another Coming o f .Ma r y , 11 i n wh ich the "Penitent" contem

p lates what the r esults might b e of a second corning of the 

Mother Mary , who might be wi ll ing to furnish the world with 

a "sad and s e cond Saviour 11 
( 1. 3) . 

Spiritual s reflect that much o f the bl a c k experie nce 

in the days o f slave ry was d ea l ing with d e ath and d y ing. 

The numerous slav e songs with a theme o f the Crucifix ion, 

s1n and death , and ofte n even a l o n ging fo r d e ath, are a 

reminder in modern times of what an e xcruc i ati n g s i tuation 

was t heirs . The d ea th o f Chri s t , rather than the birth o f 

Christ , is the subjec t matter of many s p i rituals b e c a u se it 

was Christ ' s suffering that wa s so close to t he pe rsona l 

experience of the slaves . Thi s pre dominant theme of dying 

16 Thurman , pp . 1 7- 18 . 
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Life 

after death was their reward for the suffering of their 

present world. In the first collection of slave songs pub

lished in book form, Slave Songs of the United States 

(1867), thirty-seven out of 137 are songs about death; two 

are about the Resurrection; and none in this early collec

tion is about the Nativity. The remaining spirituals and 

work songs contain Biblical references and allusions. The 

two Resurrection songs are "Happy Morning," and "The Resur-

rection Morn." The thirty-seven songs with the theme of 

death and dying follow in the order printed: "I Can't Stay 

Behind," "Poor Rosy," "The Graveyard," "Hunting For a 

City ," "Lay This Body Down," "Sail, 0 Believer," "Give Up 

The Wor ld," "Build A House In Paradise," "I Know When I'm 

Gain Home ," "Travel On," "Archangel Open The Door," "Join 

The Angel Band," "Shall I Die?" "When \·ve Do Meet Again," 

"Meet , 0 Lord ," "Early In The Morning ," "No More Raih Fall 

For Wet You , 11 "I Want To Go Home ," "Good-bye Brother," 

"Fare Ye We ll ," "Many Thousand Go," "Brother Moses Gone," 

"The Sin-Sick Soul ," "Good-Bye," "Hold Out To The End," "In 

The Mansions Above ," "Shout On Children," On To Glory," 

"O ' e r The Crossing ," "Roc k O ' My Soul," "I'm Going Home," 

"Brother , Guide Me Home ," "Little Children, Then Won't You 

Be Glad? " " I Want To Join The Band ," "Good News , Member ," 



"I Want To Die Like-A Lazarus Die," and "God Got Plenty 

0 'Room. " 17 
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Si~nificantly, Brooks in thirty-seven poems utilizes 

this established theme of death which remains one of major 

importance in the black experience. Brooks's imagery and 

themes of death are pervasive in the following ten poems 

(all from A Street in Bronzeville) : "the mother," "south-

west corner," "when Mrs. Booker T.," "the funeral," 

"hunchback girl: she thinks of heaven," "of De Witt 

Williams on his way to Lincoln Cemetery," "NEGRO HERO," 

"when I die, " and the "Ballad of Pearl May Lee." The same 

volume contains seven additional poems on death which grew 

out of World War II: "GAY CHAPS AT THE BAR, 11 "my dreams my 

works , must \vai t till after hell," "looking, n "piano after 

war ," "mentors ," "love note I: surely," and "the progress" 

conclude the poems on death in this book. Annie Allen, 

Brooks 's 1949 collection of p oems, she dedicates to "The 

Memory of Edward Bland " with the sub-title, II killed 

in Germany March 20, 1945 ; volunteered for special danger-

ous mission . . wanted to see action. II Five more 

poems follow the o pening one , "Memorial to Ed Bland," with 

the theme of death : "old relatives ," "throwing out the 

17 Allen , o pag . This information may be found in 
"Table of Contents ." 
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flowers," "the sonnet-ballad," "the ballad of the light

eyed little girl," and "the rites for Cousin Vit." Like 

h e r two previous collections, The Bean Eaters ope ns with a 

eulogy "In Honor of David Anderson Brooks, My Father" and 

continues the theme of death with "A Bronzeville Mother 

Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi Mother 

Burns Bacon," "A Man of the Middle Class," "The Contempla

tion of Suicide: The Temptation of Timothy," and "the 

Ballad of Rudolph Reed." In the Mecca, a major poem of 

epi c proportions, reiterates the motif of death which cul

minates in the discovery of the murdered little Pepita. The 

conclusion of In the Mecca consists of poems to "Medgar 

Evers," and "Malcolm X." "RIDERS TO THE BLOOD-RED WRATH" 

cont i nues the theme of death with a new poem in Selected 

Poems , published in 1963. " RIOT " and "THE THIRD SERMON ON 

THE WARPLAND " also deal with the subject of death in the 

book titled Riot ; and "Raymond Melvi n Brooks" and "The Boy 

Di ed In My Alley " are poems on the same subject from 

Beckonings and complete this listing of those poems 

which deal extensively , and at times exclusively, with the 

themes of crucifixion and death . 

The survey of those poems which prima rily emphasize 

death allows this analysis to proceed to another similar

ity , r epetition , which exists between spirituals and 
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Brooks's poetry. When Brooks uses repetition of lines in 

her poetry, she follows a rhetorical pattern partially 

established by oral traditions of both music and poetry. 

Scholars of African music agree that historically Africans 

have had a predilection for antiphonal singing. 18 A "lead" 

singe r would set the line after which the work group could 

repeat the music and words line by line. This practice, 

called "lining out," wa s adopted later by congregations 

who could be taught spirituals and hymns long before books 

were easily accessible either to the black slave or the 

white colon i s t. "Lin ing out" became a characteristic 

and e f f e c t ive way of t e aching the basics of a song which, 

once l ear ned, could be embellished with turns, graces, and 

pitc h va r iety as each singer was fre e to find a comfortable 

pitch . In that i n t erraci a l institution known as the camp 

meeting , a strong part of the rel i gious life of the 

American frontier f rom 17 8 0 to 1830, the thousands of 

worshippers sang around c ampf ire s thr ough the dark nights 

of the revival . Be c ause of the darkne ss, even those who 

owned hyrnnbook s and those who cou l d re a d the m could not see 

them , so all we re compe lled to l earn the s o ngs by "lining 

out " as the blacks h ad always done . Song l eaders embel 

lished songs with choruses and refrains so tha t a ll could 

18 Southern , p . 31 . 
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sing. New songs were introduced with repetitive phrases 

and catchy tunes, and spontaneous songs were created to add 

to the repertoire.l 9 

In "Queen of the Blues," from A Street in Bronzeville, 

Brooks us e s "lining out" to reveal the "Blues" story of her 

song -poem. For example, she sets the mood with the repeti-

tiv e lines : 

Show me a man 
What will lov e me 
Till I die. 
Now show me a man 
What will love me 
Till I die (11. 40 -45) 

The " Queen " l aments further over her lost love: 

I loved my daddy 
But what did my daddy do? 
I loved my daddy . 
But what did my d addy 
Do? (11. 52-57) 

In the eighth verse, Brooks use s another melodic repetition: 

I was good to my daddy . 
Gave him all my dough 
I say , I was good to my daddy . 
I gave him all o f my dough . (11. 61 -64) 

The "M . C. " introduce s the Queen ' s next act by hollering : 

1 9 Southe rn , p . 97 . 



Queen of the blues! 
Folks, this is strictly 
The queen of the blues! (11. 70-72) 

Queen of the blues! 
Queen of the blues! 
Strictly, strictly, 
The queen of the blues! (11. 85-88) 
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Also r epeated five times throughout the poem is the phrase 

"She didn't have any": 

She didn't have any 
Lega l pa . . . (11. 17-18) 

She didn't have any 
Big brother . . . (11. 24-25) 

She didn't have any 
Small brother . 

She didn't have any 

(11. 28-29) 

Baby girl . . . (11. 32-33) 

She d idn 't have any 
Sonny boy . . (11. 36-37) 

Similarly, i n Brooks's the "BALLAD OF PEARL MAY LEE" 

(A Street in Bronzeville ) repetition is analogous to the 

refrain of a song. Her theme , though , is not the typical 

sentimental love story of the kinds of justice blacks can 

expect from a skewed white world as the following r efrain 

from the first verse shows: 

I cut my lungs with my laughter , 
Laughter , 
Laughter , 
I cut my lungs with my laughter . (11. 4-7) 



The refrain of verse two contains Sammy's girlfriend's 

lament: 

Though never was a poor gal lorner, 
Lorner, 
Lorner. 
Though never was a poor gal lorner . 

(11. 11-14) 
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In verse three the taunting white sheriff yells through the 

bars of the black man's cell that Sammy is going to hell: 

'Cause you wanted white arms to enfold you, 
Enfold you 
Enfold you. 
'Cause you wanted white arms to enfold you . 

(11. 18-21) 

In verse four, the anguished black girlfriend punishes Sammy 

by reminding him of his penchant for white women for which 

he now has to pay with his life: 

For your taste of pink and white honey, 
Honey , 
Honey. 
For your taste of pink and white honey . 

Pearl May says to Sammy, 

You had it coming s~rely, 
Surely , 
Surely . 
You had it coming surely . 

(11. 25-28) 

(11. 32 -35) 

Ver s e six alters the pattern to repeat lines thirty-eight 

and fort y , and lines thirty - nine and forty-one are 
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identical, as Pearl accuses Sammy of always looking for 

"the bright little girls": 

Yellow was for to look at, 
Black for the famished to eat. 
Yellow was for to look at, 
Black for the famished to eat • (11. 38-41) 

The seventh verse repeats the pattern established in 

verse six: 

Often and often you cut me cold 
Often I wished you dead. 
Often and often you cut me cold. 
Often I wished you dead ... (11. 44-47) 

The actual beginning of Sammy's tragedy is revealed in the 

eighth verse, for a white woman winks at him and Pearl May 

says , 

And you thought till you couldn't think. 
You thought , 
You thought, 
You thought till you couldn't think . 

(11. 51-54) 

The refrain for ve rse nine is 

The fire within you winding .. 
Winding , 
Winding . 
The fire within you winding . (11. 58- 61) 

Verse ten repeats the identical pattern of verses six and 

seven , the last verse in the ballad to use this pattern : 



In the back of her Buick you drank your fill. 
Then she roused you out of your dream. 
In the back of her Buick you drank your fill. 
Then she roused you out of your dream . 

(11. 64-67) 
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Verse eleven explicates what "dream" Sammy is aroused from, 

as the white woman claims rape: 

[What ] Do you think I'm going to do? 
What the hell, 
What the hell 
Do you think I'm going to do? . (11. 71-74) 

Verse twelve extends the threat of the white woman's power 

over Sammy as she tells him he got her body, but she will 

have his body tomorrow: 

I'll get your body tomorrow. 
Tomorrow. 
Tomorrow. 
I ' ll get your body tomorrow .. (11. 78-81) 

Verse thirteen , certainly an unlucky number for Sammy , has 

the lynch mob steal him out of the jail and wrap him around 

a cottonwood tree: 

And they l aughed when they heard you wail. 
Laughed , 
Laughed . 
They laughed when they heard you wail . . 

(11 . 8 5-88) 

The embittered black woman ends the ballad with 



You got what you wanted for dinner, 
But brother you paid the b i ll. 
Brother, 
Brother, 
Brother you paid the bill . (11. 91-95) 

I n verse fifteen the "pink and white honey" theme is 

repeated: 

For your taste of pink and white honey, 
Honey , 
Honey . 
Fo r your taste of pin k and white honey . 

(11. 91-102) 
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The closing v erse, verse six teen, shows an angrily grieving 

Pearl Mae who "surely" cannot believe that Sammy should pay 

with hi s life f o r his "tas t e of pink and white honey": 

Oh dig me out o f my don 't-despair . 
Oh, pull me out of my p oor - me. 
Oh , get me a garment o f red to wear. 
You had it c oming sure l y. 
Sure ly . 
Surely . 
You had it coming surely . (1 1 . 103-09) 

In Annie Alle n Brooks aga in uses repetitio n in he r 

poem "my own s wee t good , " ending this fif t een-l i n e po em 

with t he same line us e d to close the first two qua t ra ins 

with syntac tical c han ges : 

And your golde n p romis e was gay . ( l . 4 ) 

For promise so golden a nd gay . ( l . 8) 
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For sake of a promise so golden, gay, 
For promise so golden and gay . (11. 14-15) 

A strong use of repeated lines is made in In the Mecca 

as the search for Pepita is made, and the response is the 

form of a dirge, forshadowing Pepita's death: 

Ain seen er I ain seen er I ain seen er 
Ain seen er I ain seen er I ain seen er . 

(11. 267-68) 

In The Bean Eaters appears Brooks's most anthologized 

poem, "We Real Cool: The Pool Players. Seven At The 

Golden Shovel." The only Brooks poem where every sentence 

in the poem begins with the same word is experimented with 

b y placing the We at the end of the line, thus avoiding the 

mono tony of every line beginning with the same word. The 

eye then falls o n the important actions while the voice 

a c centuat es the We. 

We real cool. We 
Lef t school. We 

Lurk late . We 
Strike straight. We 

Sing s i n . We 
Thin gin . We 

Jazz June . We 
Die soon . (11. 1-8) 
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Brooks explains that "The ending WEs in 'We Real Cool' are 

tiny, wispy, weakly argumentative 'Kilroy-is-here' announce-

ments. The boys have no accented sense of themselves, yet 

they are aware of a semi-defined personal importance. Say 

the 'We' softly."20 

Although there is no way to prove that the poetic 

technique of repetition is a derivative of either African 

antiphonal singing or of the later Negro spirituals, the 

trend is for black poets to use this rhetorical figure of 

repetition not unlike poets of the Western tradition. With 

the black cultural use of rhythm as an expression of their 

religion as well as their li fe experience, it seems a 

logical transition to black poetry. In The Heart of a 

Woman Maya Angelou explains the i mportance of repetition: 

" Repe tition was a code which everyone understood and appre-

cia ted . We had a saying: ' Make everything you say two-time 

talk . If you say it once, you better be able to repeat 

i t.'" Ange lou further states that "Black ears were accus-

tamed to the call and response in jazz, in blues, and in 

the prose of black preachers." 21 A brief list of black 

poets who consi stent l y us e r e petition in their work would 

20 Gwendolyn Brooks , Repo r t from Part One (Detroit: 
Broadside Press , 1972) , p . 160 . 

21 The Heart of a Woman (New York : Random House , 
1981) ' p . 173 . 
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include James Weldon Johnson, Jean Toomer, Langston Hughes, 

Margaret Walker, Countee Cullen, Percy E. Johnston, Imamu 

Amiri Baraka, Nikki Giovanni, Maya Angelou, Mari Evans, 

Conrad Kent Rivers, A. B. Spellman, David Henderson, Larry 

Neal, Carolyn Rogers, and Gwendolyn Brooks. 

English Pre-Raphaelite poets Dante Rossetti and 

William Morris use an "echoic refrain" prolifically in 

their work, and in America Walt Whitman exemplifies this 

strong technique of repetition. The iconoclastic Frost is 

well known for his repeated lines "And miles to go before 

I sleep, I And miles to go before I sleep." With her 

strong use of repetition, Brooks, the Janus poet, proves to 

be firmly within Western poetic traditions as well as the 

traditions of the black heritage. 

The fifth correspondence between the spiritual and 

Brooks's poetry is her frequent use of anaphora, an inte

gral par t of h e r other artistic choices which seemingly 

stem from an ove rt influence from "the sorrow songs" or 

s piri tuals . Repetition in the beginning of lines may not 

only be a technique of emphasis and a technique that serves 

as a mnemonic device , but may relate also to repeated pat

terns in drumming and to rhythms dictated b y a work t a sk. 

There is a majo r use o f anaphora in seventy-eight of 

Brooks ' s poems , illustrating the importance the t e chnique 
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plays in her craft. The following three poems are repre-

sentative examples. For instance, in "the mother" Brooks 

writes about abortions that "will not let you forget" [all 

italics have been added for purposes of illustration]: 

I have heard . 
I have contracted. I have eased . (11. 11-12) 

I have said . (1. 14) 

Believe me, I loved you all. 
Belleve me, I knew you, though faintly, and 

I loved, I loved you 
All . ( 11 . 3 1-3 3 ) . 

By using the phrase "I have" four times, the poet empha-

sizes poignantly what "the mother" cannot allow herself to 

have --her motherhood. In spjte of her love for the unborn, 

pov e rty ha s more than once forced her into stealing their 

"name s ." 

Anothe r exampl e of anaphora is found in Brooks's love 

poem "when you have forgotten Sunday: the love story." 

Roman tic lov e is not a common theme in her poetry, but in 

th i s gent l e except ion, she effe ctively uses anaphora to 

give a n i ntimate , conve rs a tiona l tone to the p oem . [All 

italics have been a dde d for p urpose s of illustration.] 

--And when you have f orgotte n the bright 
bedclothes on a Wedne sday and a Saturday, 

And most especially when y ou have f o rgotten Sunday-
When you have forgotten Sunday ha lve s in bed , 



Or me sitting on the front-room radiator 
in the limping afternoon 

Looking off down the long street 
To nowhere, 
Hugged by my plain old wrapper of no-expectation 
And nothing-I-have-to-do and I'm-happy-why? 
And if Monday-never-had-to-come--
When you have forgotten that, I say, 
And how you swore, if somebody beeped the bell, 
And how my heart played hopscotch if the 

telephone rang; 
And how we finally went in to Sunday dinner, 
That is to say, went across the front room 

floor to the ink-spotted table in the 
southwest corner 

To Sunday dinner, which was always chicken 
and noodles 

Or chicken and rice 
And salad and rye bread and tea 
And chocolate chip cookies--
r-5ay, when you have forgotten that, 
Whe n you have forgotten my little presentiment 
That the war would be over before they 

got to you; 
And how we finally undressed and whipped 
---out the light and flowed into bed, 
And lay loose-limbed for a moment in the 

week - end 
Bright bedclothes, 
Then gently folded into each other--
When you have, I say, forgotten all that, 
Then you may tell, 
Then I may believe 
You have f orgotten me well. 22 
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In her eleven-page poem , "The Anniad," Brooks uses anaphora 

in describing the deterioration of the love between Annie 

and her returning soldier-husband [All italics have been 

added for purposes of il lustration .]: 

22 
Gwendolyn Brooks , The World of Gwendolyn Brooks 

(N e w York : Harper & Row , Publishers , 1971), p . 20. 



Whom the higher gods forgot, 
Whom the lower gods berate . 

All her harvest buttoned in, 
All her ornaments untried . . . 

Little as an inch of song 
Little as the aching hand . 

Little as a drop from grand . 

(11. 3-4) 

(11. 16-17) 

(11. 108-09) 

(1. 111) 

Soldier lifts his power off. 
Soldier bare and chilly then . . . (11. 28-29) 

Chases root and vehemence, 
Chases stilts and straps to vie 

Not that woman: (Not that room! 
Not that dusted demi-gloom!) .. ~ 

Minus passing-magistrate, 
Minus passing-lofty light, 
Minus passing-stars for night 

Minus symbol . . . (1. 160) 

Cries " I am bedecked with love!" 

(11. 136-37) 

(11. 141-42) 

(11. 156-58) 

Cries "I am philanthropist !" . . . (11. 191-92) 

Little lady who lost her twill, 
Little lady who lost her fun ... 

Who would hardly ever loll, 
Who would hardly ever smile 

(11. 213-14) 

(11. 263-64) 
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A sixth influence from the spirituals on the poetry of 

Brooks is the use of idiom . Brooks well understands the 

technique of using words which are interestingly colloquial 

and idiomati c ye t which have great strength and power . 

Onwuchekwa Jemie "accuses " Brooks in his chapter on "Black 

Poetry " of having a style tha·t is " for the most part 
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academic and mannered" and of donning "a Greek mask." He 

does not recognize that her poetic power and artisty rests 

in her ability to merge so effectively the Western tradi-

tion with a twentieth-century black woman's perceptions. 

Rather than limiting her poetry to an elite audience, as 

Jemie contends, in actuality she expands that audience to 

one of universal proportions. By joining together the 

modern subject matter of the black experience to the lit-

erature of the ages, the Janus poet creates a bridge of 

understanding that all can cross. Brooks does title an 

important poem "The Anniad," after Virgil's Aeneid, and one 

collection of her poems is The Bean Eaters, alluding to the 

Lotus Eaters, yet Jemie's comment that "in the Afro-

American context [these titles] come off as precious and 

af fe cted" is naive. 23 "The Anniad" seems an appropriate 

title for an epic tale set against the background of war. 

Annie and her "man of tan" are separated by wartime as 

surely as Aen ea s and his wife Creusa are separated while 

fleeing the burning city of Troy after the Greek victory. 

Comparisons c an also be drawn between Dido and Annie's 

husband ' s choice of 

23 Langston Hughes : An Introduction to the Poetry 
(New York : Columbla University Press, 1976) , p. 167. 



Nothing limpid, nothing meek. 
But a gorgeous and gold shriek 
With her tongue tucked in her cheek, 
Hissing gauzes in her gaze, 
Coiling oil upon her eyes . (11. 143-47) 

The "gold shriek" is from Africa, if only indirectly, as 

was Dido, widowed queen of Carthage, and both the "gold 
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shriek" and Dido encourage formerly loyal husbands to for-

get their wives. The analogy between the Trojan War and 

World War II is apt; even so,the poem can also be appreci-

ated without an understanding of the classical allusion. 

Jemie further states that, concerning Brooks's poetry, 

"Much of the time her language is unflavored academic 

English." On the whole much of the work is, according to 

Jemie , "governed b y traditional western rnetrics, with 

regu l ar s tan zas a nd rhyme schemes, archaic diction, and 

invert ed s yn t ax ." He argues that "There is a tension 

between matte r a nd manner which even her superior imagina-

tion and word ma s tery does not quite manage to resolve--a 

tension between her r unning theme of the life of the poor, 

her domestic settings a nd cu l ina r y image s on the one hand, 

and h e r grand literary pose on the othe r." Of Brooks's 

work in general Jemie feels that " she hover s uneasi ly 

' h · · b th "24 between imitation and parody , sornet1me s a c 1e v1ng a os. 

24 Jemie , p . 168 . 
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According to George Kent, who disagrees with Jemie, 

"Miss Brooks revealed in her first book considerable tech-

nical resources, a manipulation of folk forms, a growing 

s e nse of how traditional forms must be dealt with if the 

power of the black voice is to come through with 

integrity." 25 What Kent calls Brooks's "manipulation of 

folk forms" includes the use of idioms and colloquialisms 

with such precision in many of the poems. In "patent 

leather," for e x ample, the characters of this poetic drama 

are a "cool chick" and her "new cat": 

That cool chick down on Calumet 
Has got herself a brand new cat, 
With pretty patent-leather hair. 
And he is man enough for her . (11. 1-4) 

'J.'he title "THE SUNDAYS OF SATIN-LEGS SMITH" illustrates the 

African and Afro~American penchant for nicknames. Just as 

the African tsuro magenga , or "clever r:abbit," likely 

became the "Brer Rabbit " of the Uncle Remus stories, so do 

contemporary nickriames have a colloquial authenticity and 

powe r . "Satin-Legs" is known f or his clothes: 

The innards of this closet . Which is a vault 
Whose glory is not diamonds , not pearls, 
Not silver plate with just enough dull shine . 
But wonder-suits in yellow and in wine, 

25 f George Kent , Blackness and the Adventure o Western 
Culture (Chicago : Third World Press , 1972), p . 109. 



Sarcastic green and zebra-striped cobalt. 
All drapes, with shoulder padding that is wide 
And cocky and determined as his pride; 
Ballooning pants that taper off to ends 
Scheduled to choke precisely. 

Here are hats 
Lik~ bright umbrellas; and hysterical ties 
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Lik e narrow banners for some gathering war • 
(11. 45-56) 

"Hattie Scott" is a five-poem sequence which, with "Queen 

of the Blues" and "Ballad of Pearl May Lee," is considered 

b y Jemie to be Brooks's strongest poems in Afro-American 

. d . 26 l lOrn . The first Hattie Scott poem, "the end of the 

d ay ," uses idiomatic grammar as well as personification: 

"It's usually from the insides of the door I That I takes 

my peek at the sun I Pullin' off his I clothes and callin' 

it a day . 'Cause I'm ge ttin' the dishes done I About that 

time " ( 11 . 1 - 5 ) . In "the da t e" Hattie complains about her 

emp loyer : 

If she don 't hurry u p a nd let me out of here. 
Keeps pilin ' up s t u f f for me to do. 
I ain 't go in ' to finish tha t ironin'. 
She got another t h i n k comin'. Hey you. 
Watc ha mean t alkin ' a bout cle aning' silver? 
It ' s eight o'c l ock now, you fool. 
I ' m leavi n '. Got s o me thin' inte r e stin' 

on my mind . . 27 Don ' t mean night schoo l . 

2 6 J emie , p . 168 . 

27 Brooks , Wo r ld , p . 3 6 . 
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The importance of hairstyles as opposed to "wool" has 

Hattie demanding in "at the hairdresser's": "Girnrne an up-

sweep, Minnie, I With humpteen baby curls. I 'Bout time I 

got some glamour. I I'll show them girls . II (11. 1-4). 

A husband's loyalty is hypothetically questioned and found 

wanting in "when I die": 

No lodge with banners flappin' 
Will follow after me. 
But one lone little short man 
Dressed all shabbily. 
He'll have his buck-a-dozen, 
He'll lay them on with care. 
And the angels will be watchin', 
And kiss him sweetly there. 
Then off he'll take his mournin' black, 
And wipe his tears away. 
And the girls, they will be waitin'. 
There's nothin' more to say.28 

The last of the five poems in the series, "the battle," 

shows Hattie's disdain for a woman who allows her husband 

to "whip" her: 

2 8 

Moe Belle Jackson's husband 
Whipped her good last night. 
Her landlady told my rna they had 
A knock-down-drag -out fight. 
I like to think 
Of how I'd of took a knife 
And slashed all of the quickenin ' 
Out of his lowly life. 
But if I know Moe Belle, 

Brooks , World, p. 38 . 



Most like, she shed a tear, 
And this mornin' it was probably, 
"More grits, dear?"29 
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Jemie sees the infusion of a "black sensibility" as lacking 

in American literature. He looks for literature that will 

accommodate black themes, forms, idiom, and style while 

gaining independence from black stereotypes. Jemie credits 

Langston Hughes with making the largest contribution to 

this "black sensibility," yet Brooks also works toward this 

end in her craft. 30 While acknowledging her debt to 

Hughes, she takes similar risks. During the reign of the 

influential New Critics, from the 1920s to the early 1960s, 

Brooks was more interested in mirroring black life than in 

writing the conspicuously difficult poetry which was the 

hallmark of what the New Critics were praising. In his 

introduction to Modern Black Poets Donald Gibson applauds 

the black poets for being frank and explicit. He asserts 

that black poetry "is a poetry of statement, which may 

engage in puns of an uncomplicated sort, but which inten-

tionally avoids understatement, irony, or complex verbal 

expression of any subtlety." . He further reasons that "by 

b e ing open and explicit, black poetry avoids highly symbolic 

29 Brooks , World , p. 39 . 

30 Jemie, p . 167 . 
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or complex metaphoric expression, though simple symbols and 

metaphors may appear." Gibson concludes that "the apparent 

'poetic' effects--onomatopoeia or consonance, for example--

are likely to be effects preexistent in the language as it 

is ordinarily used. Its use of artifice is indeed 

minimal." 31 

A seventh influence, that of a deceptive simplicity, 

is present in Brooks's poems as well as in the spirituals. 

George Kent comments that, especially since the 1960s, 

Brooks has been committed to "the creation of a simplicity 

from which the man who pauses reflectively at his glass in 

the tavern may gain a sense of the depth and meaning of 

black lives."32 

The spirituals rank among the classic folk expressions 

in the world because of their simplicity, originality, and 

universality. DuBois interprets spirituals as "the 

peasant's instinctive distillation of sorrow and his 

spiritual triumph." 33 Spirituals merged into the American 

folk music trad i tion long before non-slaves recognized that 

often when spirituals seemed naively simple to outsiders, 

31 Donald B . Gibson , ed . Modern Black Poets (Englewood 
Cliffs : Prentice- Hall , 1973), p . 11 . 

32 Kent , p . 10 9 . 

33 Alain Locke , The Negro And His Music & Ne gro Art: 
Past and Prese nt (New York : Arno Press , 1969), p . 20. 
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they contained significant, private, and profound meanings 

for blacks. The first serious musical analysis of spiri-

tuals was done by Henry Krehbiel in his Afro-American Folk 

Songs at the turn of the century. According to Krehbiel, 

one of the great music critics of his time, spirituals were 

not only unique folk music but were to become the main 

strand in all of American folk song. 34 

Li ke the spirituals, Brooks's poetry often appears 

simple when it is not. Her poems illustrate Whitman's 

credo because they have "a perfectly transparent plate

glassy sty le, artless, with no ornaments or attempts at 

ornaments, for their own sake." Whitman commends writers 

whose work has "clearness, simplicity, no twistified or 

foggy sentences , at all --the most translucid clearness 

without variation [is the goal] ." 35 In Brook s's poem, "In 

The Mecca," St. J ulia cou l d not sound more naive theologi

cally , yet she portrays a very p ersonal spirituality when 

she cries aloud , "Isn 't our Lord the greatest to the 

brim? " (1 . 21). In the section o f Annie Allen called "The 

Womanhood ," Brooks wades into the universalities of being a 

mother of children who are not accepted b e cause of their 

race . "Sonnet 2" poses the question : 

34 
Locke , p . 20 . 

35 Gibson , p . 52 . 



What shall I give my children? who are poor, 
Who are adjudged the leastwise of the land, 
Who are my sweetest lepers . (11. 1-3) 
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Her simplicity of style is also evident in "Beverly Hills, 

Chicago," which continues the theme of the inequities black 

people experience daily: 

Nobody is furious. Nobody hates these people. 
At least, nobody driving by in this car. 
It is only natural, however, that it 

should occur to us 
How much more fortunate they are than we are. 

It is only natural that we should look and look 
At their wood and brick and stone 
And think, while a breath of pine blows, 
How different these are from our own. 

We do not want them to have less. 
But it is only natural that we should think 

we have not enough . . (11. 26-35) 

Brooks brings sharp focus also to a theme of death in "In 

the Mecca" : 

His wife she was a skeleton. 
His wife she was a bone. 
Ida died in self-defense . 
(Kinswomen! 
Kinswomen !) 
Ida died alone . (11. 35-40) 

The eighth connection between spirituals and Brooks's 

poetry is that both are intended to involve and include 

large masses of peop l e . Music critics state that although 

spirituals can be beautiful when sung as a solo or a 
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quartet, that is not the authentic spiritual. Authenticity 

comes when great numbers of people join in singing, clap

ping, and improvising to perform them as were the original, 

corporately composed spirituals. 

Brooks describes in her autobiography that she wants 

her future work to be new poems that will "deal with 

people . . and I won't be trying to prove something as 

I write. I want [the poems] to be pictures of black life 

as I see it today. This of course would include people who 

do not think they're about the great fight that's going 

on." 36 In an interview with editor George Stavros, Brooks 

explains that she feels qualified to write only poems for 

the "single multiplicity" and insists "I am in the black 

communi ty; I see what's going on there. I talk with these 

people . I know how many of them feel." She continues, 

declaring , "I am not in the banker's community . I'm not 

acquainted . . with any Wall Street high influences--

people who run the country, as they say . . I can't write 

about America inclusively . But that's all right--I'm not 

sorry ." 37 

The spirituals arose out of an agrarian lifestyle and 

the African ' s earlier kinship wi t h the earth a nd fields , 

3 6 Brooks , Report , p . 160 . 

37 Brooks , Report , p . 160 . 
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far from the urban sophistication Brooks writes about. 

Gibson says that the black poem is "the child of the city," 

but the similarity between black poetry and spirituals is 

that both begin with the proposition that the struggle to 

overcome oppression must go on and must be waged by all the 

un-sung heroes and ordinary people.38 

In 1922 James Weldon Johnson published The Book of 

American Negro Poetry. In a scholarly essay prefacing the 

book, Johnson stipulates that "What the colored poet in 

the United States needs to do is something like what Synge 

did for the Irish." He insists that the "colored poet" 

"needs a form that is freer and larger than dialect, but 

which will still hold the racial flavor." This form must 

be one that expresses "the imagery, the idioms, the 

pec u liar turns of thought and the distinctive humor and 

pathos, too, of the Negro, but which will also be capable 

of voicing the deepest and highest emotions and aspirations 

and allow of the widest range of subjects and the widest 

scope o f t reatment." 39 

One poet who h a s accomplished the gargantuan task out

lined by Johnson is the poet he met as a little girl at the 

38 Gibson , p . 16 . 

39 J . Saunders Redding , "The New Negro Poet in the 
Twenties , " in Modern Black Poets , p . 30 . 
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Carter Temple Colored Methodist Episcopal Church "at the 

northwest corner of our block." That little girl grew to 

be Gwendolyn Elizabeth Brooks, the Janus poet, with the 

ability to do for blacks "what Synge did for the Irish." 



CHAPTER IV 

MUSIC AND FORM IN BROOKS'S POETRY 

and the old women gathered 
and sang His praises 
standing 
resolutely together 
like supply sergeants who 
have seen 
everything 
and are still 
Regular Army: It 
was fierce and 
not melodic and 
although we ran 
the sound of it 
stayed in our ears 1 

Mari Evans 

Spirituals represent the beginnings of black American 

poetry, and their importance to black art in general has 

been articulated by W. E. B. DuBois when he asserts that 

much of the power which lies in the poetry and music 

created by black Americans come s from these "sorrow songs": 

Little of beauty has America given the world 
save the rude grandeur God himself stamped 
on her bosom; the human spirit in this new 
world has expressed itself in vigor and 

1 11 . And the Old Women Gathered (The Gospe l 
Singe rs," in New Ne gro Poets: U.S. A., ed. Langston Hughes 
(Bloomi n g ton: Indlana Univers i t y Pre ss, 1973), p. 71. 
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ingenuity rather than in beauty. And so by 
fateful chance the Negro folk-song [sic]-
the rhythmic cry of the slave--stands today 
not simply as the sole American music, but 
as the most beautiful expression of human 
experience born this side the seas. It has 
been neglected, it has been, and is, half 
despised, and above all it still remains as 
the singular spiritual heritage of the nation 
and the greatest gift of the Negro people.2 

Brooks clearly follows her black heritage when she 
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entwines the Negro spiritual into her poetry. In addition 

to the Negro spiritual, she also draws upon later musical 

developments principally from black American blues and 

jazz--both rhythms and lyrics. As might well be expected 

of this eclectic Janus poet, she also incorporates tradi-

tional metrical forms of ballads and hymns. These 

influences, both black and white, place her squarely within 

the poetic tradition because her poetry, like Western 

poetry throughout the ages, deals with the universal human 

conditions of love and hope , sorrow and dejection in simple, 

well-known, yet meaningful, forms of expression . 

To analyze Brooks's use of music and form in her 

poetry Stephen Henderson's critical analysis from his 

Understanding The New Black Poetry proves helpful. Bender-

son, a black critic, joins the ranks of other black critics 

2 Reported by John Rublowsky in Black Music in America 
(New York : Basic Books, Inc., 1971), pp . 55 - 56 . 
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of contemporary black literature such as Stanley Crouch, 

Addison Gayle, Clayton Riley, Larry Neal, and Ezekiel 

Mphahlele. The significance of black critics analyzing and 

evaluating the bla ck aesthetic stems from the theory that, 

according to Brooks, 11 Whites are not going to understand 

what is happening in black literature today. Even those 

who want to sympathize with it still are not equipped to be 

proper critics. 113 Addison Gayle explains the need for 

black critics graphically when he writes that 11 true 

'ob jectivity ' where race is concerned is as rare as a neck-

lace of Hope diamonds ... 4 Because Brooks's support of 

Henderson's work is evinced by her having selected his 

Understanding The New Black Poetry as one of the textbooks 

for her poetry courses taught in colleges and universities, 

it becomes a suitable criterion for measuring the poet ' s 

utilization of Henderson 's theories. 5 Specifically, 

Henderson theorizes that musical forms are the basis of 

3 Gwendolyn Brooks, Report from Part One (Detroit: 
Broadside Press , 1972), pp . 176-77. 

4 Gayle Addison , Jr., ed. The Black Aesthetic (New 
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. Anchor Books , 1971), p. 5 . 

5 Joan Kufrin, Uncommon Woman (Piscataway, N.J.: New 
Century Publishers , Inc., 1981), pp . 45-46. In her book , 
Kufrin cites Brooks who says that she used Henderson's 
Understanding The New Black Poetry as a textbook during her 
t eaching years beginning in the 1960s . However, Hender
son's book was copyrighted in 1972 and published in 1973. 
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much of black poetry, and he conveniently catalogues ten 

distinct types of usage: 

1. The casual, generalized reference 
2. The careful allusion to song titles 
3. The quotations from a song 
4. The adaptation of song forms 
5. The use of tonal memory as poetic structure 
6. The use of precise musical notation in the 

text 
7. The use of an assumed emotional response 

incorporated into the poem: the "subjective 
correlative" 

8. The musician as subject/poem/history/myth 
9. The use of language from the jazz life 

10. The poem as "score" or "chart"6 

Because the serious study of the black aesthetic began in 

the 1960s, Henderson recognizes that other scholars may 

discover additional ways that black poets have utilized 

musical elements . Of these ten categories, Brooks uses six 

in her poems. 

Henderson first acknowledges the casual, generalized 

reference to black music found in black poetry. In 

Brooks's conclusion of "We Real Cool," for instance, there 

appears the casual reference to jazz: II We I Jazz 

June. We I Die soon" (11. 10-12). In a poem about "The 

Leaders" of the Blackstone Ra-ngers , Brooks includes a 

young man with the nickname of " Bop ," the style of jazz 

6 Stephen Henderson , Understanding The New Black 
Poetry (New York : Will iam Morrow & Company, 1973), p . 47 . 
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characterized by complex rhythms and experimental harmonic 

structures. "Bop, 11 sometimes called "be-bop," developed 

during the decade from approximately 1945 to 1955. Another 

casual reference to black music is found in "THE THIRD 

SERMON ON THE WARPLAND" as Lillie's "underfed haunches 

jerk jazz" (1. 30). Earlier in the same poem, the persona 

declares that "You do not hear the remarkable music--'A I 

Death Song For You Before You Die.'" Because "if you could 

hear it I you would make music too. I The blackblues" 

(11. 12-16). Brooks 's "Queen of the Blues," where Marne 

sings her songs at the "Midnight Club" (a club for those 

as black as midnight) until the place is "red with blues" 

(11. 2-4) serves as an obvious reference to the blues. 

The second category in Henderson's list points care

fully to allusive song titles within black poetry. Brooks's 

work again reveals several examples and provides support for 

Henderson. In "The Sundays of Satin-Legs Smith," the juke-

boxes are "weeping" o'r rolling out a "restless glee" of 

such songs as "The Lonesome Blues," the "Long-lost Blues," 

and " I Want A Big Fat Mama." Brooks parallels her examples 

with composers from a European culture when she writes that 

neither "Saint-Sae"ns," nor "piquant elusive Grieg, " nor 

"Tschaikovsky 's wayward eloquence," nor "shaply tender 

drift of Brahms" belongs on "these sore avenues ," for 
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musicians can only write about what life has brought them 

in terms of cheap "mattresses" and "skipped desserts" 

(11. 105-17). In "I love those little booths at 

Benvenuti's" Brooks again lists the song titles played on 

the jukebox as the visitors play "They All Say I'm the 

Bigges t Fool" and "Voo Me On The Vot Nay" and "New Lester 

Leaps In" and "For Sentimental Reasons" (11. 38-40). 

Henderson does not suggest that musical titles and quota-

tions are used exclusively by black writers although he 

speculates that most black poets refer chiefly to black 

music. Similar features may also be observed in poems 

written by non-black writers. Sutton cites one classic 

example in American Free Verse where he suggests that even 

the most respected of the modern poets, T. S. Eliot, 

" lightened the anx iety-ridden verses of the 'Game of 

Chess ' section of The Waste Land with a s atirica l snatch of 

a "Shakespeher ian Rag." 7 

7 American Free Verse : The Modern Revolution in 
Poetry (New York : New Dire ctions Books , 1973), p . 45 . 
Eliot ' s " rag " brings unexpected humor into the middle o f 
" A Game of Chess ." In Nineteenth- century British 
university slang rag meant to· tease or play a joke on some-
one . The juxtaposition of " rag " (a l ittle thing of no 
value) and the name o f Shakespeare adds further humor : 
" 0 0 0 0 that Shakespeherian Rag-- I It's so elegant I So 
intelligent. "(11. 12 8 - 30) . Eliot ' s apparent syncope 
emphasizes the idiomatic and humorous , lilting and light
hearted rhythms and feminine rhyme . 
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Henderson describes how quotations from song lyrics 

are often woven into black poetry, a technique he lists as 

third in his analysis of black musical influences on black 

poetry.B One e xample is Brooks's use of "Swing low, sweet 

chariot," in "of De Witt Williams on his way to Lincoln 

Cemetery ." Brooks uses the same technique when she quotes 

the hymn "God works in a mysterious way." Interestingly, 

though, this quotation comes from a European, non-black. 

Fourth on the list of ways in which black music has 

served as a source from which black poetry has sprung and 

of major significance in understanding Brooks's poetry, is 

Henderson's insistance that black poets adap t song forms 

and often work these adaptations into the rhythms and 

meter s of black poetry . As seen in the following examples, 

Brooks's poetry clearly possesses the inf luence· of spirit-

ual s , jazz, and blues as well as English ballads and hymns. 

While a definitive coun t has not been made , a handcount o f 

Brooks 's p oetry surpr isingly indicates that she employs 

referenc e s and forms of traditiona l Western p oetry as 

8 Henderson , p . 49 . As an example Henderson reports 
that Nikki Giovanni 's poem "Ref l ections on April 4, 1968" 
supports his third point b e cause Giovanni adapts Thomas A. 
Dorsey ' s hymn "Precious Lord--Take Our Hands --Lead I Us 
On .n Giovanni most certainly knew that Martin Luther 
King , Jr . had requested this song shortly before he was 
assassinated . That the composer o f the hymn was once a 
famous blues singer and pianist before he experienced a 
religious conversion is also of interes t. 
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Ever willing 

to experiment with form and to listen intently to the 

cadences of angry young black poets, The Janus poet is a 

product of the rhythmical syntax of the King James Version 

of the Bible, of the meters of the gospel hymns and 

s pirituals sung at the Carter Temple Colored Method ist 

Episcopal Church, and of the rhythms of the street as well 

as the rhythms of traditional Western poetry. 

Hymns and spirituals are the most frequent musical 

influences. They are found in Brooks's poems "of De Witt 

Williams on his way to Lincoln Cemetery," "the old mar

rieds," "southeast corner," "when Mrs. Martin's Booker T.," 

"a song in the front yard," "Sadie and Maud," "the murder," 

"the vac a nt lot," "when I die," "the battle," "Maxie 

Allen ," "The Anniad ," "In Honor of David Anderson Brooks, 

My Father ," "Kid Bruin," "The Crazy Woman," "A Penitent 

Considers Another Corning of Mary ," and "Pricilla Assails 

the Sepulchre of Love." 

Ballads and sonnets are the second most frequently 

used influences in Brooks ' s poems . This usage is evinced 

by the poems, "the ballad of ·chocolate Mabbie," "GAY CHAPS 

AT THE BAR," "still do I keep my look, my identity ," "my 

dre ams , my works , must wait till after hell," "looking," 

"piano after war," "me ntors," "the white troops had their 
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orders but the Negroes looked like men," "firstly inclined 

to take what it is told," "God works in a mysterious way," 

"love note I : surely," "love note II. flags," "the 

progress," "the ballad of late Annie," "The Ballad of 

Rudolph Reed," "the sonnet-ballad," "the children of the 

poor: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. " 

The third and last category of Brooks's poems with an 

overt basis in musical forms includes those poems reflect

ing the street rhythms and blues such as "We Real Cool," 

"Queen of the Blues," "Steam Song," "patent leather," 

"Hattie Scott," "the end of the day," "the date," "at the 

hairdresser's," and "The Sundays of Satin-Legs Smith." 

Even though Brooks utilizes six of the ten ways that 

Henderson has catalogued in which black music serves as 

the basis of black poetry, it is surprising that she does 

not make use of tonal memory, a technique frequently used 

by many present-day black writers. Henderson lists as a 

fifth correspondence between black music and poetry, the 

use of tonal memory as poetic structure, by which he means 

"forcing the reader to incorporate into the structure of 

the poem his memory of a s pecific song or passage of a 

song , or even of a specific delivery technique. Surpr is 

ingly Brooks has not experimented with the tonal memory 

poem despite her willingness to adapt traditional forms 
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and create new ones. Throughout her work she uses the tra-

ditional poetic forms, yet she unreservedly modifies those 

forms in her unique way, building her improvizations on them 

by combining and rearranging and inventing her own poetry 

in the process. Although she has not yet written the tonal 

memory poem, she has created a form which she claims is her 

single contribution called the "Sonnet Ballad." 9 An 

example of tonal memory is the stylized allusion to the 

John Coltrane sound in Haki Madhubuti's (Don L. Lee) 'Don't 

Cry, Scream: " 

into the sixties 
a trane 
came I out of the 
fifties with a 
golden boxcar 
riding the rails 
of novation . (11. l-7) 

your music is like 
my head--nappy black I 
a good nasty feel with 
tangled songs of: 

we-eeeeeeeeeee 
WE-EEEeeeeeeeeee 
WE-EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

sing 
loud & 
high 
with 
feeling (11. 29-40) 10 

9 Brooks, Report from Part One , p . 186. 

10 Henderson , pp. 336 - 37 . 
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The poets who use this technique aim to recreate a musical 

experience which yet allows wide variety of style. Brooks 

has recognized the reasonableness of this technique and has 

admitted inadvertantly a certain short-coming of the 

printed word when she explains in Report from Part One how 

to read "We Real Cool" : "There's a reason why I set [the 

poem 'We Real Cool'] out as I did. These are people who 

are essentially saying, 'Kilroy is here. We are.' But 

they're a little uncertain of the strength of their 

identity ." Brooks continues her explanation by suggesting, 

"you're supposed to stop after the 'We' and think about 

validity; of course, there's no way for you to tell whether 

it should be said softly or not . . but I say it rather 

softly because I want to represent their basic un

certainty."ll Even so, she has not yet tried to control 

sounds the reader might produce when reading her poems by 

writing tonal memory poems . 

Though Brooks does not employ either the sixth or 

seventh categories in Henderson's list, instances of the 

eighth c ategory are easily identified in Brooks's poetry. 

In the eighth point the musician himself functions as sub-

ject , poem , history, or myth. The poetic recording of the 

11 Brooks , Report , pp . 155-56. 
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musician's name and of some of the history and myth about 

him not only honors the musician, but also reinforces all 

aspects of black art. In this regard Brooks's poems in-

elude the names of Martin Van Peebles and Al Green. Bing 

Crosby is also mentioned although Crosby's records are not 

among those stolen during the looting in "THE THIRD SERMON 

ON THE WARPLAND." 12 Brooks, one of the leading black poets 

of the middle generation, those poets writing after those 

of the Harlem Renaissance, has undeniably been influenced 

and encouraged by Langston Hughes, a product of the Harlem 

Renaissance. Her poem, "Queen of the Blues," is not vastly 

different in form or tone from "Jazzonia," and her In the 

Mecca and other poems on urban blacks also had a model in 

the work of Hughes . Brooks voices the gratitude and near

reverence so many black writers feel toward this man in 

Report from Part One where she writes "Langston Hughes: 

The words and deeds of Langston Hughes were rooted in kind

ness, and in pride. His point of departure was always a 

clear pride in race. Race pride may be craft, art, or a 

musi c that combines the best of jazz and hymn." Brooks 

further explains , "He helped ·and advised hundreds. On more 

than one occasion he devoted his column to work of mine, 

12 Brooks, Riot (Detroit: Broadside Press , 1970), 
p . 13 . 
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before and after my books were published." Perhaps the 

most important influence on Brooks is revealed by her state-

ment, "Mightily did he use the street. He found its 

multiple heart, its tastes, smells, alarms, formulas, 

flowers, garbage and convulsions. He brought them all to 

his tabl e -top. He crushed them to a writing-paste. He 

himself became the pen." 13 George Kent also expressed the 

13 Brooks, Report, pp. 70-71. In his poem "Jazzonia" 
Hughes creates the short-winded phrases and s entence s neces
sary to playing jazz on an instrument: 

Oh, silver tree! 
Oh, shining rivers of the soul! 

In a Harlem cabaret 
Six long-headed jazzers play. 
A dancing girl whose eyes are bold 
Lifts high a dress of silken gold. 

Oh, singing tree! 
Oh, shining rivers of the soul! 

Were Eve's' eyes 
In the first garden 
Just a bit too bold? 
Was Cleopatra gorgeous 

In a gown of gold? 

In a whirling cabaret 
Six long-headed jazzers play . 

Because the jazz poem lS a relatively new species of free 
verse , there is no fixed form for the genre although 
Onwuchekwa J emie speculates that it must capture that 
"instrumental vigor" and "dynamic energy" of jazz . Hughes, 
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impact he feels that Hughes had on Brooks's poetry by sug

gesting that the definition and approach to black life 

which has become a hallmark of her work was sparked by 

Hughes. Brooks concurs with Kent's supposition stating 

that she "read Langston Hughes's Weary Blues . . and 

got very excited about what he was doing. I realized that 

writing about the ordinary aspects of black life was 

important." Kent suggests Hughes's influence is particu-

larly apparent in "When Mrs. Martin's Booker T.," "A Song 

in the Front Yard," "Patent Leather," the five "Hattie 

Scott" poems, and "Queen of the Blues." Kent adds, how-

ever, that Brooks manages a "distance of perspective and a 

gentle satire and humor which have their source in her own 

sensibility and values." 14 

the earliest and primary experimenter in this regard, wrote 
Montage of a Dream Deferred in 1951, organizing it into 
sections and subtitles but conceiving of it as one con
tinuous poem depicting, like the newsreel t echnique of Dos 
Passes, a fragmentary, disjointed scene revealing a per
spective of what happens in a day and a night in Harlem. 
Regarding this poem Hughes wrote, "In terms of current 
Afro-American popular music and the sources from which it 
has progressed--jazz, ragtime, swing, blues, boogie-woogie, 
and be-bop--this poem on contemporary Harlem . . . is marked 
by conflicting changes, sudden nuances, sharp and impudent 
interjections , broken rhythms, and passage s sometimes in the 
manner of the jam session, sometimes the popular song, 
punctuated by the riffs , runs, breaks, and disc - tortions 
[sic) of the music of a community in transition." 

14 Blackness and the Adventure of Western Culture, 
(Chicago : Third World Press , 1972) , p . 108. 
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The penultimate item on Henderson's list, really a 

reiteration of Wordsworth's call for the use of "rustic 

language," states that the poet should use "language from 

the jazz life or associated with it, commonly called 'hip' 

speech." 15 This feature is the last among these ten iden-

tified to be found in Brooks 's poems. She has utilized 

"hip speech" in her poetry from her earliest published 

poems. In "the soft man," the poet describes the "soft 

man's" world where women are "chicks and broads," and men 

are "hep," or "cats," or "corny to the jive" (11. 3-4). In 

line six of the same poem, it is "Rhumboogie (and the joint 

is jumpin' Joe)." The idiomatic "chick" and "cat" meta

phors are conjured up again in "patent leather," where 

"That cool chick" had "a brand new cat" with a hair style 

slicked down until it looks like the "patent leather" of 

the title (11. 1-2). Another example of the language of 

the jazz world appears in "Queen of the Blues" as the 

singer croons about life's sad lessons that there "Ain't a 

true man left I in Chi" (11. 50-51). Even in the poem with 

the serious theme of a funeral, "the rites for Cousin Vit," 

those who knew the dead woman best suspect that "Even now 

she does the snake-hips with a hiss" (1 . 10). "We Real 

Cool" also fits this category because of the title as well 

15 Henderson, p . 60 . 
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as the first line, "We real cool," and additionally lines 

six and seven, "We I Jazz June." Brooks again follows 

Langston Hughes, who was a precursor in using language from 

the world of jazz and who enjoyed the aspect of the idiom 

of "hep " talking and "scat" singing. 

Of primary importance is Henderson's fourth point re

garding the adaptation of song forms in poetry which he 

state s includes "blues, ballads, hymns, children's songs, 

work songs, spirituals, and popular songs." 16 Brooks uses 

the musical forms of spirituals, jazz, blues, ballads, and 

hymns. Brooks 's work draws from a vast legacy of hymns as 

she builds her poetic form often upon the f amiliar and 

sturdy hymn meters using predominantly the three most com

mon ones: the Common Meter (C. M.), the Short Meter 

(S. M.), and the Long Meter (L. M.). In the case of hymnic 

literature the use of poetic meter and rhy thm results in a 

unique system of symbols and a terminology. Most hymnals 

will show a series of digits which indicate the number of 

lines per stanza as well as the number of syllables in each 

line , when the meter is not Common, Short, or Long . Com

mon Meter 1s a four - line stanza composed of 8 . 6 .3. 6 . 

syllables o r f our lines per stanza and alternately eight 

16 Henderson , p . 50. 
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and six syllables in the line. This traditional ballad 

meter was originally two septenary lines, each containing 

seven iambi c feet or fourteen syllables. Eventually it 

became known as a "fourteener." This couplet has been 

broken into four lines which alternate four and three feet; 

or eight and six syllables, with a rhyme scheme usually of 

abab. Isaac Watts's hymn, "0 God, Our Help in Ages Past," 

exemplifies the Common Meter: 

0 God, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come, 

Our shelter from the stormy blast 
And our eternal home. 

( 8) a 
( 6) b 
( 8) a 
( 6) b 

Short Meter is made up of 6.6.8.6., the number of 

syllables in a four-line stanza forming an unequal couplet 

by combining an Alexandrine and a septenary. This form was 

an early Tudor period meter and was called the "Poul ter's 

Measure ," because the poulterers had a custom of giving 

twelve for the first dozen eggs but then thirteen or 

fourteen for the second , similar to the expression "a 

Baker's dozen." So the first couplet is an even "dozen" 

of six and six syllables but the second couplet is eight 

and six , o r fourteen . John Fawcett's "Blest Be the Tie 

That Binds" illustrates the 6 . 6.8.6. Common Meter : 

Blest be the tie that binds 
Our hearts in Christian love 

The fellowship of Kindred minds 
Is like to that above . 

( 6) a 
( 6) b 
( 8) a 
( 6) b 
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Long Meter is a four-line stanza where each line has 

eight syllables or 8.8.8.8. The traditional formula was 

that melodies were constructed with one note to each syl-

lable which resulted in ''a plain easily remembered tune, 

quite similar to the popular tunes of later antiquity. In 

short, the hymn may be called a spiritual folk song, and 

the Ambrosian hymn (named for Ambrose, Bishop of Milan from 

340 to 397) became, a thousand years later, the model for 

the chorale of the Protestant Church." 17 The rhyme of the 

Long Meter is abab, and "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross" 

by Isaac Watts is an example: 

When I survey the wondrous cross 
On which the Prince o f Glory died 

My richest gain I count but loss, 
And pour contempt on all my pride . 

( 8) a 
( 8) b 
( 8) a 
( 8) b 

The most prevalent poetic f orm in the English language 

is the iambic foot , an unstressed followed by a stressed 

syll able . This pattern serves as the b asi s of all the 

hymn meters delineated here and for their double s, such as 

CMD 86 . 86 .8 6 (Common Meter Double), which doubles or r epeats 

the established pattern . Austin Lovelace in his Anatomy 

of Hymnody points to the real differences in mood and 

17 William Jensen Reynolds and Milburn Price , A Joy
ful Sound : Christian Hymnody (New York: Holt , Rinehart 
and Winston , 1978), p . 7 . 
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emotional impact which bind the text to the meter: "The 

upbeat pattern [anacrusis] before each accent allows time 

for an idea to start development and to reach its climax 

in a towering peak [cadence] . . . its basic usage is 

exposition: "0 God our help in ages past." One sings the 

word "0" as the anacrusis; the line continues until it 

comes to rest on its "towering peak"--its cadence--"past." 

Lovelace suggests that the reverse of this, or the trochaic 

pattern , "is more direct than iambic and is used where 

directness of thought and excitement are desirable. It is 

not by chance that Charles Wesley used trochaic for 'Hark! 

the herald angels sing' and 'Christ the Lord is risen 

today' for the two great festivals of the Chri stian 

year ." 18 Scansion shows , however, that the iambic foot 

domina tes hymns, just as it does other poe try in the 

English language while the trochaic foot follows in the 

s e cond position. 

In their book, Hymns Unbidden, England and Sparrow 

propos e that the hymn movement of the eighteenth century 

gained much of its early power from such seventeenth-

century poets as John Donne, George Herbe rt, William Blake , 

and Richard Crashaw . Th e immense power and range of hymn 

18 The Anatomy of Hymnody (New York : Abingdon Press, 
1965)' pp . 13 - 14. 
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writers such as Isaac Watts and John and Charles Wesley 

exerted a strong influence on the modes and tunes of subse-

quent English and American poets. 

Emily Dick inson's assimilation of the words and 

meters of hymns foreshadows Brooks's redirection also of 

this almost unbidden influence. "Thus Watts and the 

Wesley s are the unacknowledged legislators of more poetic 

law than e ithe r Dickinson . [or Brooks] can have felt 

comfortable with." 19 A compa rison of Watts's "Hymn No. 27" 

and Broo ks 's "Pricilla As sails the Sepuchre of Love" is 

interes t ing for both follow the Common Meter of 8.6.8.6. 

and both are set in three quatra ins. These two poems fol-

low with their meter , rhyme , and prosody indicated. Watts's 

"Hymn No. 27" is plac ed first so that Brooks ' s use of 

similar elements found in this hymn may b e more easi ly dis -

c erned. Each poem has Common Meter, 8.6.8.6., iambic fee t, 

and three quatrains: Watts 's hymn rhymes abab , cdcd, and 

efef ; Brooks ' s poem rhymes abcb , defe , ghih . She modifies 

the pattern by a l tering the rhyme scheme in the third line 

of all quatrains . (AU marks the unstressed, and a I marks 

the stressed syllables in both poems . The scanning of 

the hymns is based on the spoken language and does not 

19 Hymns Unbidden (New York : The New York Public 
Library , 1966) , p . viii. 
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necessarily conform to syllabification imposed by a tune.) 

Watts's "Hymn No. 27" follows: 

v /v I v / v/ 
There is a land of pure delight, ( 8) a 

v /. u I u I 
Where sa l nts immortal reign ( 6) b 

u /v 1 u I u I 
Infinite day excludes· the night ( 8) a 
v lv lu 1 

And pleasures banish pain. ( 6) b 

v I v I u I u / 
There everlasting Spring abides ( 8) c 
\.) I u I v I 

And never-with'ring flowers: ( 6) d 
v I u I v I v I 

Death , like a narrow sea divides ( 8) c 
u I (.) I u I 

This heav'nly land from ours. ( 6) d 

u I v/ u I u 
Sweet fields beyond the swelling 

I 
flood ( 8) e 

u I v lu I 
Stand dress'd in living green; ( 6) f 

u I vI u lu / 
So, to the Jews old Canaan stood, ( 8) e 

u I L.J I u I 
While Jordon roll'd between . ( 6) f 

Brooks's "Pricilla Assails the Sepulchre of Love" follows: 

u I u I u I u I 
I can't unlock my eyes because ( 8) a 

(.) / u I l.l I 
My body will come through ( 6) b 
u I u I (...1 I u / 
And cut her every clothing o ff ( 8) c 
u I u I u / 

And drive herself to you ( 6) b 



v I v I u I u I 
Who want no sort of gift outright (8) d 

u I v I '-' I 
Nor one that simpers back (6) e 

u I u I u I u I 
Nor one that sorrows off, but none ( 8) f 
v I v 1 u 1 
And laughs above your lack. (6) e 

vI vI ul u 1 
I keep my keys away that she (8) g 

u I u I u I 
May never have to find (6) h 

uulu I (..)I u 1 
The enameled winter of your heart (8) i 

u I u I u I 
The pastels o f your mind. (6) h 
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The next comparison illustrates Long Meter, 8.8.8.8., 

found both in Isaac Watts's "When I Survey the Wondrous 

Cross" and Brooks's "Maxie Allen" (11. 1-10). These two 

poems differ in their rhyme schemes, for while Watts 

employs the rhyme scheme abab, Brooks modifies hers to 

rhyming couplets. Another difference is that Watts's hymn 

is written in quatrains, in order to be sung, and Brooks 

again modifies "Maxie Allen" by writing ten-line stanzas. 

It should be noted though that both poems show concord in 

meter and prosody with the exception of the first and 

fourth couplets of Brooks's poem . The first couplet is 

set in trochees with the exception of the word "stipen-

diary " which begins an iambic pattern continued throughout 

lines three through ten. The word "stipendia ry" also 

adds a ninth syllable to the second line. The fourth 
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couplet incorporates one extra unstressed syllable because 

of the words "penny" and "any ," breaking the basic 8 . 8.8.8. 

meter into 8.9 . 8 . 8., 8 . 8.9.9. , 8 . 8. (A u marks the un-

stressed, and a I marks the stressed syllables in both 

poems. The scanning of the hymns is based on the spoken 

language and does not necessarily conform to syllabifica-

tion imposed by a tune.) Watts's "When I Survey the 

Wondrous Cross" follows: 

v I u I u I LJ I 
When I survey the wondrous cross ( 8) a 

L) I L) I u I u I 
On which the Prince of Glory died, ( 8) b 

u I u I v I v I 
My richest gain I count but loss, ( 8) a 

u I u I u I Ll I 
And pour contempt on all my pride. ( 8) b 

v I u I l,) I u I 
Forbid it , Lord, that I should boast, ( 8) c 

l) I u I u I (..I I 
Save in the death of Christ, my God: ( 8) d 

u I v I u I (..1 I 
All the vain things that charm me most, ( 8) c 

v J ll I v I u I 
I sacrifice them to His blood . ( 8) d 

Brooks's poem, while differing from Watts's hymn in 

rhyme scheme and stanza length, is ' identical in meter and 

prosody with the exception mentioned in lines seven and 

eight where Brooks adds one extra unstres sed syllable . 

(A U marks the unstressed syllables and a I marks the 

stressed syllables .) Brooks's "Max ie Allen" follows: 



/v/v/lJ) u 
Maxie Allen always taught her 

u I ul u I v ) v 
Stipendiary little daughter 

u I lJ I u I v I 
To thank her Lord and lucky star 
U/ u I u/u/ 

For eye that let her see so far, 
v / vi v I u/ 

For throat enabling her to eat 
v luI v / u I 

Her Quaker Oats and Cream-of-Wheat, 
u J v I u I u I u 

For tongue to tantrum for the penny, 
u I u I u I l.J 1 u 

For ear to hear the haven't-any, [sic] 
u I v I u I l..l I 

For arm to toss, for leg to chance, 
vI u I u 1 u/ 

For heart to hanker for romance. 

( 8) a 

( 9) a 

( 8) b 

( 8) b 

( 8) c 

( 8) c 

( 9) d 

( 9) d 

( 8) e 

( 8) e 

To show the use of Short Meter as an influence in 

Brooks's poetry comparisons can be made between Timothy 
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Dwight's hymn "I Love Thy Kingdom Lord" and Brooks's poem 

"In Honor of David Anderson Brooks." Brooks again follows 

the influence of the hymn meter, yet she chooses her own 

placement of lines, which consist of either six or eight 

syllables with the exception of line four which contains 

seven syllables. Her other substitutions are her placements 

of eight-syllable lines in the initial position in the first 

quatrain and a six-syllable line in the third line of the 

second quatrain . The hymn and the poem are alike because 

neither employs the traditional abab rhyme scheme ; nonethe-

less both use iambic meter and are written in quatrains . 

(Au marks the unstressed, and a I marks the stressed 
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syllables in both poems. The scanning of the hymns is 

based on the spoken language and does not necessarily con-

form to syllabification imposed by a tune.) Dwight's ''I 

Love Thy Kingdom Lord" follows: 

v I v I v I 
I love Thy kingdom, Lord, ( 6) a 

u I (..) I u I 
The house of Thine abode, ( 6) b 

l.J I u I u I u / 
The Church our blest Redeemer saved ( 8) c 

u I u I (.J I 
With His own precious blood. (6) b 

v I v I u I 
I love Thy Church, 0 God! ( 6) d 

u 1 u/ v I 
Her walls before Thee stand, ( 6) e 

u I vi ul u I 
Dear as the apple of Thine eye, ( 8) f 
v luI vI 
And graven on Thy hand. ( 6) e 

Brooks's "In Honor of David Anderson Brooks" follows: 

u I v J u I LJ I 
Now out upon the wide clean air ( 8) a 

u I u / l.l I 
My father's soul revives, ( 6) b 
u I vI u / u I 
All innocent of self-interest ( 8) c 
u l) I u I v I 
And the fear that strikes and strives. ( 7) b 

v I (.) I u I v I 
He who was Goodness, 
u I u I u I 

Gentleness, ( 8) d 

And Dignity is free , ( 6) e 
u I v / v I 

Translates to public Love ( 6) f 
v lu lu/ 
Old private charity. ( 6) e 
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Another comparison can be made between Charles Wesley's 

hymn "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing" and portions of Brooks's 

"The Anniad." Both hymn and poem are written with seven 

syllables to the line which make the hymn Irregular Meter 

because it is other than . Common, Long, or Short Meter. 

Both hymn and poem are trochaic. Wesley breaks the abab 

rhyme scheme with rhyming couplets. While Brooks begins 

her seven-line stanza with a quatrain rhyming abcb, she 

completes her rhyme with ddc. Another possibility regard-

ing Brooks's rhyme scheme depends on the poet's choice of 

pronunciation for the words "chocolate" and "forgot." If 

the poet places an idiomatic pronunciation on those words 

then [ t S :> k 1 a. t] could rhyme with [f oj" 9 Q t ] or another 

pronunciation could rhyme [{) ::> K II T] with [-f'1' gi TJ . If 

the first instance is correct the rhyme scheme becomes abab 

and cca, or if the second instance is correct then the 

rhyme scheme becomes abab but ends in ccd. (A lJ marks the 

unstressed, and a / marks the stressed syllables in both 

poems. The scanning of the hymns is based on the spoken 

language and does not necessarily conform to syllabifica-

tion imposed by a tune.) Wesley's "Ha rk! the Herald Angels 

Sing" follows : 

I v /v I u 1 
Hark ! the herald angels sing , 

Jv I u I u I 
"Glory to the newborn King; 

(7) a 

( 7) a 



/ v/ v /vi 
Peace on earth, and mercy mild, 
/v /u /vi 

God and sinners reconciled!" 
I u I v /u 1 

Joyful, all ye nations, rise, 
I v /u I u I 

Join the triumph of the skies; 
I uv I u I u / 

With the angeli c host proclaim, 
I v I u I v I 

"Christ is born in Bethlehem!" 

(7) b 

(7) b 

(7) c 

( 7) c 

( 8) d 

(7) d 
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Brooks uses the Irregular Meter of "Hark! the Herald Angels 

Sing" when she writes her forty-three stanza poem "The 

Anniad" in trochaic meter predominantly using seven-

syllable lines. Both the hymn writer and the poet allow 

themselves slight freedom from the rigid seven-syllable 

meter as seen in Wesley's use of eight syllables in line 

seven and Brooks's use of six syllables in line one and 

eight syllables in line six. (AU marks the unstressed , 

and a/ marks the stressed syllab~es in the opening stanza.) 

Brooks's "The Anniad" follows: 

I v I v lv! 
Think of sweet and chocolate, 

/ u/v/u/ 
Left to folly or to fate, 

/ ulu I vi 
Whom the higher gods forgot, 

1 v /u I u! 
Whom the lower gods berate ; 

!vi v I v I 
Physical and underfed 

I u I v I L.J I 
Fancying on the featherbed 

I LJ /v / u I 
What was never and is not . 

( 6) a 

( 7) b 

( 7) c 

(7) b 

( 7) d 

( 8) d 

( 7) c 
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One last comparison of a hymn with Brooks's poetry 

shows another Irregular Meter of 7.6.7.6. In Reginald 

Heber's hymn "From Greenland's Icy Mountains" and in 

Brooks's "The Crazy Woman" from The Bean Eaters (11. 1-12), 

the meter, rhyme scheme, and prosody vary from the hymn 

meter of 7.6.7.6. rhyming abab in two ways. Specifically, 

the first and third lines do not rhyme in Brooks's poem, 

and i n the second stanza Brooks extends the third line to 

eight syllables instead of the usual seven. (A V marks 

the unstressed, and a / marks the stressed syllables. The 

scanning of the hymn is based on the spoken language and 

does not necessarily conform to syllabification imposed by 

a tune.) Heber 's "From Greenland's Icy Mountains" follows: 

u I U lv J V 
From Greenland 's icy mountains, (7) a 

u I u lv I 
From India's coral strand; ( 6) b 

v lu lvlv 
Where Afric's sunny fountains ( 7) a 

v I LJ I u I 
Roll down their golden sand; ( 6) b 

u /uu I u lu 
From many an ancient river, (7) c 

v lvu/ vI 
From many a palmy plain, 
vI u I ulv 

They call us to deliver 

( 6) d 

( 7) c 
v I v I u I 

Their land from error ' s chain. ( 6) d 

Brooks ' s "The Crazy Woman" follows : 



vI vI v i v 
I shall n o t sing a May song . 
v I u I u I 
A May song should be gay . 
u I u I vlu 
I'll wait until November 
v I v I u I 

And sing a song of gray. 

u I v I u I u 
I'll wait until November. 

l.J I I./ I v I 
That is the time for me. 
v I u I v I v / 
I'll go out in the frosty dark 
u I v I u I 
And sing most terribly. 

U I vlvlu 
And all the little people 

u I u lv / 
Will stare at me and say, 
ul u lulu 

"That is the Crazy Woman 
u I v I u I 

Who would not sing in May." 

(7) a 

( 6) b 

( 7) c 

( 6) b 

(7) c 

( 6) d 

( 8) e 

( 6) d 

( 7) f 

( 6) b 

( 7) g 

( 6) b 

These five examples demonstrate that whether these 
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hymn meters influenced Brooks in an unbidden way, or whether 

they represent a deliberately chosen technique, the influ-

ence of the Protestant hymns unmistakably dominates many of 

her poems. Even though the form of Brooks's poetry has 

been influenced by spirituals, jazz, and blues (all styles 

of black music which W. C. Handy believed were one con-

tinuous sequence), she also utilizes the hymnic tradition 

of meter , rhyme, and prosody. 
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This analysis has uncovered four additional ways that 

Brooks has borrowed musical sounds and rhythms for her 

poems that Henderson does not mention. One obvious addi-

tion is Brooks's references to white musicians as well as 

to black ones in her poetry. She names Bing Crosby as well 

as Martin Van Peebles and Al Green; and although Crosby is 

used as a touch of irony when the black looters leave his 

records behind, still he is b a lanced with Van Peebles and 

Green. 2 0 Brooks also mentions the European Romantic and 

Post-Romantic composers of serious classical music when she 

names Saint-Sa~ns, Grieg, Tschaikovsky, and Brahms. 21 

Another similarity between music form and Brooks's 

poetry may be observed in the waltz-step rhythm of "We 

Real Cool." The poem's circular structure contains a 

three-pulse rhythm which suggests the repetitive three-four 

meter of a waltz. This monotonous, mesmerizing movement 

symbolizes the entrapment of the black teenagers who find 

themselves on a treadmill void of hope, a world without 

schooling and opportunity, a treadmill which rotates end

lessly like a merry-go-round spins, or like couples who 

turn repeatedly to a Strauss waltz. 

20 Brooks , Riot, p . 13. 

21 Brooks, World, pp. 29-30 . 
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Also, Brooks captures the ugly, stressful, inner-city 

rhythms and sounds by orchestrating cacophonous music 

created by the agitation and confusion of people moving in 

massive numbers through the city, particularly in those 

poems which comprise In the Mecca. At other times she 

startles the reader with ear-jolting musical sounds of 

screams from the sirens of authority which answer the 

defiance of broken glass, i.e., "Riot." At other times her 

insistent, staccato sounds parallel the fragmentation and 

frustration of interrupted copulation of a ghetto couple 

in "A Lovely Love." These lovers live in a world which 

allows them intimacy only in alleys, halls, and stairways. 

Intruders force these desperate lovers to "Run. I People 

are coming." 22 As T. S. Eliot give:s the reader the musical 

sounds and rhythms of London, so has Brooks recorded those 

of Chicago, particularly those indigenous to Bronzeville. 

Henderson also ignores the black poets' frequent use 

of the King James Version of the Bible with its lyrical 

cadences and musical Psalms. Brooks uses most effectively, 

for example, David's twenty-third psalm in In the Mecca to 

describe the victims of Hitler's Holocaust: " . The 

Lord was their shepherd. I Yet did they want. I Joyfully 

would they have lain in jungles or pastures , I walked 

22 Brooks, World, p. 347. 
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beside waters. Their gaunt I souls were not restored, 

their souls were banished" (11. 319-23). Even the militant 

Alfred of In the Mecca merits description of Biblical ca

dences: "No, Alfred has not seen Pepita Smith. I But he 

(who might have been a poet-king) I can speak superbly of 

the line of Leopold. I The line of Leopold is thick with 

blackness and Scriptural drops and rises. I The line of 

Leopold is busy with betrothals of royal rage and condi

tional pardon and with I refusal of mothballs for outmoded 

love" (11. 447-54). Similar to the philosophy and music 

of the Psalmist are the lines from In the Mecca: "Death is 

easy. I It may come quickly. I It may come when nobody is 

ready. I Death may come at any time" (11. 482-85). Amos's 

sarcastic prayer in the same poem contains the Biblical 

rhythms and music of an Old Testament prophet: "Bathe 

her in her beautiful blood. I A long blood bath will wash 

her pure. I Her skin needs special care. I Let this good 

rage continue out beyond I her power to believe or to sur

mise. I Slap the false sweetness from that face. I Great

nailed boots I must kick her prostrate, heel-grind that 

soft breast. I outrage her saucy pride , I remove her fair 

fine mask" (11. 525-34). The well-known rhythmic syntax of 

the King James Version of the Bible arises also in In the 

Mecca with the lines, "Hateful things sometimes befall the 
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hateful I but the hateful are not rendered lovable thereby" 

(11. 800-01). 

Brooks has learned how to simply suit the sound to the 

sense, as Alexander Pope urged in the eighteenth century. 

While she does use six of Henderson's ten items of musical 

influence s on black poetry, she in no way limits herself to 

that list; rather she borrows from the literary tradition 

developed through the ages. 

Critics express a certain discomfort when Phillis 

Wheatley fills her verses with heroic couplets in imitation 

of the neo-classical style, when Countee Cullen decides to 

use the sensuous style of John Keats and writes more like a 

nineteenth-century Romantic poet than a twentieth-century 

black poet, and when Claude McKay mimics Byron and Shelley. 

Brooks, however, creates rather than mimics, her poems 

being examples of poesis and not merely mimesis . Her 

poetry, like the mainstream of Western poetry, has been fed 

by many tributaries. Her uniqueness coalesces the black 

experience with the Western poetic tradition, and she 

brilliantly joins them. In doing so she frees herself from 

the possible bondage of a microcosmic universe and embraces 

a macrocosmic one. By joining her familiar inner-city 

black world with the worlds of all mankind , she transcends 

parochialism and achieves the magnitude and universality 

necessary for a great poet . 



CHAPTER V 

AFTERWARD 

What is Africa to me: 
Copper sun or scarlet sea, 
Jungle star or jungle track, 
Strong bronzed men, or regal black 
Women from whose loins I sprang 
When the birds of Eden sang? 
One three centuries removed 
From the scenes his fathers loved, 
Spicy grove, cinnamon tree, 
What is Africa to me?l 

Countee Cullen 

In the new black writers Brooks sees a shift away from 

the "We are equal!" cry of earlier black American writers 

to a position of pride in an African heritage. Brooks 

writes "the new black ideal italicizes the black identity, 

black solidarity, black self-possession and self-

address. . the essential black ideal virtually 

acknowledges African roots. To these roots the new black 

literature cooperatively subscr ibes." 2 Brooks chooses to 

accompany the proponents of this "essential black ideal," 

for suddenly the Janus poet turns from the Western 

1 Countee Cullen, "Heritage ," in Understanding the New 
Black Poetry by Stephen Herderson (New York : William Morrow 
and Company, 1973), p. 120. 

2 Gwendolyn Brooks, A Capsule Course in Black Poetry 
(Detroit : Broadside Press , 1975) , p . 3 . 
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tradition and faces Africa. Her locus amoenis, no longer 

white, is clearly black. Drastic changes in philosophy and 

work during an artist's lifespan are not unusual. Certainly 

William Wordsworth makes dramatic changes in his critical 

and creative stance as he moves from his neoclassical 

apprenticeship to a key position in Romanticism through an 

advocacy of the French Revolution to supporting the estab

lished monarchical order which bestowes on him the honor of 

being Poet Laureate of England. Gwendolyn Brooks, honorary 

Poet Laureate of the State of Illinois, has also made radi

cal changes diametrically opposed to her earlier thought 

and work. Unlike Wordsworth, however, who traveled the 

well-worn path from a liberal youth to a conservative old 

age, Brooks takes the road "less traveled" following tradi

tional and European methods in her youth and moving con

sistently toward an increasingly liberal philosophy and 

increasingly experimental poetry. 

Since many black American writers face a dilemma 

determining what "world" to present to the reader, a poet 

of Brooks's stature might be expected to encourage younger 

black writers to be experimental in poetic forms and to 

utilize their experiences for subj ect matter , to be angry , 

and to search Africa for new inspiration. Surprisingly , 

it is the younger poets who pull Brooks toward their 
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philosophical "camp." Many critics, both black and white, 

express surprise over how long it takes Brooks to write 

under the aegis of her blackness rather than under the 

stars and stripes of her American-Christian someday-they-

will-recognize-us upbringing. Onwuchekwa Jemie asserts 

that Brooks's "voice is sure, fresh, original" for the 

first time in In the Mecca because Brooks "strains neither 

for imita tion nor for parody" and because "the ghosts of 

Western literature have receded, been exorcised"; because 

in her work following the Black Writers' Conference at 

Fisk University in 1967, "there are no equivocations, no 

c autious hide-and-seek." 3 

By any reckoning, c e rtainly by hers, Brooks must be 

counted fortuna te to have had both the strength and the 

humility to part ic i pate as a key creator in the black 

renaissance of the '60s and ' j os . Brooks readily admits 

her shift: 

I--who have "gone the gamut" from an almost 
angry rejection of my dark skin by some of 
my brainwashed brothers and sisters to a 
surprised queenhood in the new black sun--am 
qualified to enter at least the kindergarten 
o f the new conscio~sness now . New 

3 Onwuchekwa Jemie, An Introduction to the Poetry of 
Langston Hughes (New York: Columbia University Press , 
1976) ' p . 170 . 



consciousness and trud4e-toward-progress. 
have hopes for myself. 

I 
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DuBois, so often on the cutting edge of clarification 

between the races, writes as early as the nineteenth cen-

tury that the black American does not want to "Africanize 

America, for America has much to teach the world and 

Africa," nor does he want to "bleach his Negro soul in a 

flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro blood 

has a message for the world." According to DuBois, the 

wish is simply that a man can be both a Negro and an 

American "without having the doors of Opportunity closed 

roughly in his face." 5 

In addition to the conflict DuBois writes a bout, that 

of being both the American Negro and the African, a further 

dichotomy presented to the modern black writer has to do 

with choices between religion and secularism. Enough evi-

dence exists to state unequivocally that religion was 

pivota l to black American life. The religious experience 

brought from Africa to the American shores allowed and 

expected personal creativity to emerge within the group . 

4 Gwendolyn Brooks , Report from Part One (Detroit: 
Broadside Press , 1972), p . 86 . 

5 Katherine Juanita Starke, Black Portraiture in 
Ameri can Fiction : Stock Characters, Archetypes , and 
Individuals (New York : Basic Books, Inc ., 1971) , p . 14 . 
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In America religion became the very life's blood of the 

slave; a belief in an eternal kinship with the divine made 

it possible to "keep on keeping on." The rejection of 

re ligion that many black writers feel compelled to advocate 

since the sixties, stems from a social criticism of secular 

ideals which fell hopelessly short of the promises of 

religion and the religious. Brooks's "new consciousness " 

poems reflect that she finally agrees with this compulsion 

to reject established religion and to supplant it with a 

new one of affirmation and celebration of blackness. 

Racial and religious feelings in black American poetry 

are so obviously interdependent that the two seem joined in 

a symbiotic struggle. The spirituals most eloquently 

illustrate this symbiosis, for in this music the slave's 

desire for freedom in this world and his hope for salvation 

in the next are closely intertwined. An extension of the 

intertwining found in the spirituals also permeates modern 

poetry written by the angry black poets , most of whom have 

long since abandoned their religious heritage . 6 This aban-

donment of religion by black writers has resulted because 

Christianity became so closelj associated with the 

6 Jean Wagner, Black Poets of the United States : from 
Paul Laurence Dunbar to Langston Hughe s , trans . Kenneth 
Douglass (Chicago : University of Illinois Press , 1974), 
p . XV . 
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submissive attitudes and bitterness of slavery that black 

writers often have felt a necessity to choose between God 

and their race. 

Paul Lawrence Dunbar, considered the first black 

American poet to emancipate himself from his Protestant 

religion and turn to his folk tradition for inspiration, 

led the way for the following generation's apostasy, which 

became a commonplace among black writers , until it appears 

that religious subjects have yielded almost entirely to 

political concerns from the pens of black writers after 

the 1960s. 

Despite her determination to join the militant young 

black poets, Brooks's anger does not explode on the page 

with the same kind of disdain for control displayed by true 

"protest poets," nor does her vocabulary ever reach the 

scatological levels of her younger contemporaries. Like 

Brooks 's poetry , Biblical allusions are still prevalent in 

the black poetry of the ' 60s and '70s, but they often t ake 

on the poisonous purpose of satirizing both the gullibility 

of religious blacks and the absurdity of pseudo-religious 

whites . Nikki Giovanni for example lashes out with a 

militantly irreverent paraphrasing of John 1 . 1 in her poem 

"The Great Pax Whitie," which opens with 



In the beginning was the word 
and the word was 
Death 
And the word was nigger 
And the word was death to all niggers 
And the word was death to all life 
And the word was death to all.7 
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The word Giovanni hears from the white world is death; and 

like her contemporary "protest poets," she wars with the 

American society. She wars with the solace that religion 

brought her ancestors at such high cost. 

Giovanni's prose poem "Thursday Night Weak Club" ex-

plores ways in which religion entraps the strong: 

Jesus on the cross knew the weak have a 
league, a Thursday Night Weak Club, where 
they devi?e new and exciting ways to trap 
the strong . . The weak worship 
weakness. . . God is dead. Jesus is dead. 
Allah is dead. King is dead. Evers is 
dead. Coltrane is dead . Do lphy is dead. 
Evers is dead. And we write p o ems to them. 
Sings songs to them ... Miss them . [sic] 
Quote them.8 

Brooks in "Young Heroes--I" also lists some of the 

strong leaders who have died, and she names as well 

7 
Nikki Giovanni in We Speak As Libera tors: Young 

Black Poe ts, ed . Orde Coombs (New York: Dodd, Mead and 
Company , 1970), p. 51. 

8 Nikki Giovanni, Gemini (New York : The Viking Press, 
197 1) ' p . 133. 
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ordinary people who are dead because of racial conflict and 

bigotry. In the words of the "Young Hero" Brooks calls 

these deaths a "scientific thinning of our ranks": 

He teaches dolls and dynamite. 
Because he knows 
there is a scientific thinning of our ranks. 
Not merely Medgar Malcome Martin and 
Black Panthers I but Susie. Cecil Williams. 
Azzie Jane.9 

The poet 's response to two hundred years of inequity comes 

clearly through this poem where she makes of the angry 

young black man a hero vast enough, strong enough, and 

magnificent enough to take the name of "Afrika." Signifi-

cantly, Afrika is spelled with a k as the Africans them-

selves spell it, indicating an authenticity to his black 

leade rship. He knows where he has come from and is "no 

poor Knower of himself" : 

9 

He teaches 
strategy and the straight aim; 
black volume: 
might o f mind, black flare -
volcanoing merit, black 
herohood. 

Black total. 

He is no kitten Traveler 
and no poor Knower of himself. 

Gwendolyn Brooks , Family Pictures (Detroit: Broad-
side Press , 1970), p . 14 . 
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Blackness 
is a going to essences and to unifyings. 

"MY NAME IS AFRIKA! "10 

Another Brooks poem titled "YOUNG AFRICANS" with a 

sub-title "of the furious," presents antithesis between the 

black and white worlds and sounds the call for young blacks 

to join the new voice. In this poem Brooks uses experi-

mental language and free verse form, fights apathetic 

attitudes, and makes her strongest, most "furious" 

statement. 

An experimental aspect of the poem can be seen in the 

usage Brooks makes of the title, which must be pulled 

directly into the first two lines of the peom to complete 

the sentence. "YOUNG AFRICANS" I "Who take Today and jerk 

it out of joint I have made new underpinnings and a Head ... ll 

Brooks also elides word separations in a way reminiscent of 

e.e. cummings . Brooks writes, "The milkofhumankindness 

must be mindful I as wily wines. I Must be fine fury. I 

Must be mega, must be main (11. 14-17). So freely experi-

mental does Brooks become that Onwuchekwa Jemie, perhaps 

her severest critic to date, ·rejoices that Brooks now 

10 
Brooks, Family Pictures, pp . 14-15. 

11 Brooks , Family Pictures , p . 18. 
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"speaks ln tonues" and that "her utterances are oracular-

controlled, but controlled within an immense poetic uni

verse, not within the claustrophobic cubicles of her 

earlier work."12 

The poem "YOUNG AFRICANS" tackles further the 

apathetic attitudes of the young. Ordinarily, the poet 

affirms, "Blacktime is time for chimeful poemhood," but 

the "chimeful" becomes a "Jagged chiming now" because "they" 

decree it must be so. The didacticism intended aims 

against apathy because "they" (the whites) will make the 

decisions otherwise and will "decree" what happens to 

black lives. Therefore, the blacks must be "Rowdy!-- I 

knowing where wheels and people are, I knowing where whips 

and screams are, I knowing where deaths are, where the kind 

kills are" (11. 8-11). 

In addition to being experimental and fighting apathy, 

the poem importantly shows Brooks's angriest voice. The 

subtitle "of the furious" quite literally italicizes the 

point that it is time for fury. The poem, however, dis

plays the fury over injustice which has always been hers 

and does not exemplify a new development in Brooks's 

poetry . The poet also calls for a "black revival ," "black 

12 Jemie, p. 170. 
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vinegar," and "hot blood," which can bring about retribu-

tion against the "leechlike-as-usual" whites who "use," 

"adhere to," "carp," and "harm." The poet would not have 

the young forget the "whips and screams" of slavery nor the 

"kind kills" of more subtle and more modern days. If the 

young blacks would be heroes, they must be hard enough to 

"maim"; for the poem ends with the challenge, 

Taking Today (to jerk it out of joint) 
the hardheroic maim the 
leechlike-as-usual who use, 
adhere to, carp, and harm. 

And they await, 
across the Changes and the spiraling dead, 
Our black revival, our black vinegar, 
our hands, and our hot blood.l3 

The black nationalism of the 1960s can be a religious 

as well as a political phenomenon. Jean Wagner demonstrates 

in his Black Poets of the United States a fundamental impor-

tance of theology in exploring a history o f Afro-American 

poetry . Political disaffection will be reflected at a 

deeper level of consciousness in the art forms of an 

oppressed people. Wagner's ~hesis states that religion has 

been and will continue to be important in black art and 

that in fact "cultural nationalism . . opens a fissure 

13 Brooks, Family Pictures, p. 13. 
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extending to the throne of God." 14 The poets of the pro-

test movement must be approached in religious terms after 

all; for although they may conceive of themselves as 

secular in outlook, actually they are embarked on a 

religious quest because they are responsible for creating 

the mythology of the movement and a movement progresses on 

the power of its poetry and song. 

A clos e inspection reveals that beneath the surfac e 

o f much revolutionary bravado lies a ruthless search for 

something to believe in, for something to replace the 

silent vacuum created by the rejection of religion. For 

Brooks these new gods may be found in the words "community" 

and "faith, " words which are used prolifically in her poems 

of the late '60s and early '70s. This call for a secular 

black community strongly affects Brooks, who told Joan 

Kufrin in an interview that she really thinks people often 

influence trends in both bad times and good times. 15 One 

of the poems created out of a "bad time" for Brooks is one 

o f her most powerful poems of recent years, "A Boy Died in 

My Alley ." The event from which the poem evolved occurred 

in 1975 when a young black man was killed near Brooks's 

14 Wagner , p. xvii . 

l5 Joan Kufrin, Uncommon Woman (Piscataway , N.J . 
New Century Publishers, Inc ., 1981) , p. 49. 
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home; and although the youngster was a stranger, the poet 

accepted the universal responsibility for what happened to 

him. She met with teenagers on her block every Saturday 

morning for four years after that murder. Brooks explains 

that "wha t I wanted for them was a forum where they could 

say anything that popped into their heads. Tell anything 

before the group that disturbed them, that they wanted out 

in the o pen ." This young man's death moved Brooks to 

action even though she had not known him: "The reason I 

started this club was because when the police came and 

asked us if we had known the identity of this boy found 

dead in our alley, we had not. It was quite a shock ." 

Brooks further laments, "I don't know what cuased his death, 

but it made me think that somebody should be in touch with 

the rest of the kids, get them together, get them to liking 

each other. Because in those days, they were just passing 

each other, maybe saying hi and maybe not." When the 

neighborhood " forum " graduated from high school, Brooks 

o ffered each one a c ash scholarship for college or a trip 

to Africa . 

"A Boy Died in My Alley". blends religious and s ecular 

ideas together artfully. The poet accepts a portion of 

16 Kufrin , pp . 49-50 . 
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guilt for not helping the unknown boy: "I never saw his 

futurefall. I But I have known this Boy." 17 The poet moans 

that "I have closed my heart-ears late and early. I And I 

have killed him ever" (11. 25-26). The Boy is an Every-

child in the same sense Pepita is an Everychild in In the 

Mecca. Although this youngster represents an older, more 

streetwise and less innocent sacrifice than Pepita, the 

sacrifice of children to an uncaring society is Brooks's 

theme; and the murder represents a crucifixion. This 

crucifix ion image can be seen in the use of a majescule 

for "Boy," as well as in the allusions in the lines, "I saw 

him Crossed. And seeing, I I did not take him down" 

(11. 29-30). The sense of community Brooks wishes to 

achieve in her forum would prevent disharmony described in 

her peom when she paraphrases the Biblical account of the 

Crucif ixion according to the Gospel of Luke: "And Jesus, 

crying with a loud voice, said, Father, into thy hands I 

commend my spirit" (Luke 23.46). The Boy's crucifixion in 

the alley culminates as he calls out to his family, "He 

cried not only 'Father!' I but 'Mother ! I Sister! I 

Brother '" (11. 31-34). The poet calls out for a family , a 

community, that could care about this young man and the 

17 Gwendolyn Brooks, Beckonings (Detroit : Broadside 
Press , 1975), p. 5. 
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thousands like him who are lost in the big city, lost with-

out family or community. 

This experience brought about significant changes for 

Brooks. This tragedy and her founding the neighborhood 

forum drove her beyond the boundaries of America. Her 

restlessness forced her to explore the possibility that 

Africa held answers for the dispossessed black American. 

Just as Marcus Garvey hoped black Americans would sail 

for "home" on his Black Star Line of ships, resettling in 

Africa, just as Alain Locke urged black artists to look to 

African sources to increase their self-respect by an 

identity with a rich heritage and to discover new sources 

and new materials for their work, just as Langston Hughes 

praised "Mother Africa" in contrast to the cruel stepmother 

America has been to her dark-skinned children, so does 

Brooks determine to reestablish a vital artery between the 

land inherited but tainted by slavery and the true land of 

her heritage. At age fifty-four, Brooks leaves for Africa. 

When the poet arrives in Nairobi, she celebrates with the 

words, "I notify myself 'the earth of Africa is under my 

feet! '" But the relationship· the American black perhaps 

always longs for does not happen automatical ly upon arrival 

in Africa . Of Mother-Africa's welcome, Brooks writes, 

The people here carry on their lives with--i t 
seems--scarcely a thought of their stolen 



brothers and sisters over the way there, far 
over the way. They have their home problems. 
I think if all of us up and packed and CAME, 
some very careful explaining would have-so-be 
done. Some mighty sure lessons would have to 
come through. Otherwise their widening eyes 
and ears might EXPLODE.l8 
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Maya Angelou has described her emotion upon arrival in 

Africa, one not unlike Brooks's , a s e lectrical power which 

charged through a black visitor just to see black people in 

every job and profession. 19 That bond of blackness strikes 

Brooks as she begins her quest for community in Africa. 

She writes, "I stride erectly. I tell myself, 'I 

don't care what anybody says; this is BLACKland--and I am 

black. '" 20 This blackness, initially startling, impresses 

the visitor as the single most important feature o f Africa , 

and for Americ an blacks it serves initially as a common 

bond to the continent. 

Shared blackness and shared anger prove not to be 

enough of a base on which to build a black community of 

understanding and caring. When Brooks turns to Africa to 

join the procession of the new black voices, she does not 

18 Brooks, Report from Part One, p . 89 . 

19 Maya Angelou in a lecture at Brookhaven College , 
Dallas, Texas, February, 1982. 

20 Brooks, Report from Part One, p . 87. 
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carry the standard of the movement at the head of the pro

cession, but joins the procession joyfully and vigorously, 

marching in step with younger artists. And yet Africa does 

not turn out to be her inspiration. She is American. It 

is her poetry which can teach the younger writers valuable 

lessons about universality in literature. If grief or 

love or poverty or wealth is universal, then it can be 

written about in such a way that it can be understood by 

all human beings who have the sensitivity to understand. 

The proof of Brooks's strong ties to Western literary 

tradition may be seen in this completed study. First, 

Gwendolyn Brooks is referred to as a Janus poet for her 

ability to look backward and forward simultaneously. The 

poet looks back to the history of slavery and forward to a 

time of liberty and acceptance which remains in the "yet

to-come" for black Americans. 21 The poet looks back to 

the yoke of Christianity given her slave ancestors and 

proves the depths of the question whether or not freedom 

from Christianity will be a racial freedom. 

The interrelationship of religious and racial feeling 

forms such a tangled knot throughout the history of black 

Americans that, like the Gordian knot , it becomes tempting 

to cut through it with a sword rather than untangle the 

21 Brooks, Beckonings, p. 16. 
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separate pieces. Paradoxical indeed was the message of 

Christianity and a just, kind God when that message was 

delivered to Africans as they entered the American slave 

world. How different, then, for a black poet to exorcise 

the strong impact of religion that wells up in the poetry. 

The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gwendolyn Elizabeth 

Brooks has the courage to come to terms with this religious 

dilemma in her poetry. In her first four published volumes 

A Street in Bronzeville, Annie Allen, The Bean Eaters, and 

Selected Poems, Brooks's incorporation of religious words, 

phrases, and themes, Biblical allusions, and orthographic 

techniques provides a major Christian motif. 

A count of religious phrases utilized both denotatively 

and connotatively reveals that fifty-four religious phrases 

are found in A Street in Bronzeville, forty-six in the 

Pulitzer Prize-winning Annie Allen, forty-five in The Bean 

Eaters , and sixteen in the new poems included in the volume 

Selected Poems, making a total of 161 phrases in these first 

four volumes of poetry. 

Next Gwendolyn Brooks responds, in 1967, to the shouts 

of the angry black "protest poets," whose motto was that 

black p oetry must be poetry written by blacks about blacks 

to blacks. Brooks quickly admits that from 1940 to 1967 

her "integration-favoring stage" was in charge, a stage 
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which is refected in the traditional approach to the poetry 

written during those years. The pivotal point comes for 

Brooks with the publication of In the Mecca. In this book 

more than in any other volume of her poetry Brooks balances 

the two aspects of ingrained religion and racial pride, and 

she balances this heavy load as adeptly as an African woman 

carries a heavy water pot on her head without spilling a 

drop. In the fifteen separate poems there are eighty-six 

religious phrases, yet the Janus poet looks toward both the 

political and spiritual significance of the word "Mecca." 

In order to emphasize the over-populated masses of humanity 

living in close proximity in the Mecca, Brooks incorporates 

fifty names and nicknames of inhabitants of this Chicago 

ghetto . The poet chooses an omniscient point of view by 

entering into the thoughts of several of these characters. 

This volume is the turning point for Books, and the three 

volumes which f ollow incorporate religious phrases and 

Biblical allusions on a rapidly descending scale. 

Also of major significance lS Brooks's decision to end 

her long association with Harper 's and move her support to 

a friend , Dudley Randall, and the Broadside Press . Brooks 

explains that Randall "was giving a platform to a lot of 

young black poets , people who were not being accepted by 

Doubleday, Random House, Harper . I was urging young 
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writers to favor this black press." She reasons that "it 

didn't seem right to me to stay nicely, neatly in the 

Harper harbor while I was urging others to go to Broadside. 

It was something I had to do. Harper understood that, has 

always understood that."22 The move from Harper's was more 

than a symbolic one, Brooks's style, imagery, and main 

motif of Christianity change from this point on, and she 

begins modern experimentation and acquires a militancy 

with the emergence of a political motif. 

Then, one sees ways in which Gwendolyn Brooks has 

woven threads from the spirituals into the fabric of her 

poetry. Traditionally Africans literally are born with 

music, live with music, and die with music. This heritage 

of music rose above even the degradation of slavery to 

create work songs and eventually religious songs known as 

spirituals. The influence spirituals have had on the 

literature of America, particularly on black American 

22 Kufin, p. 47. In a talk given by Brooks in Dallas 
at Southern Methodist University February 25, 1982 and 
reported by Jennifer Bolch in the Dallas Times Herald, 
February 27, 1982, the poet announced her new direction: 
[She is writing poems with "a song-like nature" about 
such leaders as Harriet Tubman, Sojourne r Truth, and Nat 
Turner .] When questioned whether or not her new book will 
speak to nonblacks, Gwendolyn Elizabeth Brooks, the Janus 
poet , perhaps having moved full circle to a belief that 
universality in poetry trans cends race, responded, "The 
story of a human being going up against strong circum
stances and triumphing is of interest to everybody." 
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literature, is perhaps impossible to overemphasize. The 

Afro-American tradition of poetry merely reinforces the 

melodic and rhythmic heritage of a genre originally com

posed to be read aloud to a musical accompaniment. Like 

those spirituals, Brooks's poetry reflect~ simplicity, 

originality, and universality. Although the spirituals 

arose out of an agrarian life and even though Brooks is 

the voice of the black urban resident, the similarity 

between the two is retained because both the spirituals 

and Brooks's poetry begin with the proposition that the 

struggle to overcome oppression must go on and must be 

waged b y all the un-sung heroes and all the ordinary 

people. Brooks incorporates elements of the spirituals in 

her poetry in at least eight ways. 

In addition to the Negro spiritual Brooks also entwines 

the later musical developments from black American blues 

and jazz. This eclectic Janus poet utilizes traditional 

metrical forms of ballads and hymns as well. These influ

ences , both black and white, place Brooks squarely within 

the poetic tradition because like Western poetry throughout 

the ages , her poems deal with the universal human condi

tions o f love and hope , sorrow and dejection. Because t he 

serious study of the black aesthetic began in the 1960s, 

Stephen Henderson in Understanding the New Black Poetry 
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recognizes that other scholars have much yet to discover 

about black poetry and the ways black poets have utilized 

musical elements in their work. Henderson conveniently 

catalogues ten distinct types of usage from black music to 

black poetry. Of Henderson's ten categories, Brooks uses 

six in her poetry. Yet in four additional ways, Brooks has 

borrowed musical sounds and rhythms for her poems that 

Henderson does not mention. 

As T. S. Eliot gives the reader the musical sounds 

and rhythms of London, and Langston Hughes the music of 

Harlem's days and nights, so has Brooks recorded the musi

cal flow of the "Bronzeville" section of Chicago. Brooks 

thus does not limit herself to any list Henderson creates, 

rather she proves to have incorporated many of the elements 

on Henderson's list as well as to have developed her own 

musical borrowing from the literary tradition developed 

through the ages . 

History has placed Gwendolyn Brooks in the middle of 

two vastly creative periods of black American literature . 

Born too late to be a part of the Harlem Renaissance and 

born too early to provide leadership in the movement of 

black protest poets, the Janus poet , as a Midd l e Generation

ist , claims an important position as one who witnesses the 

best of both worlds and whose poetry reflects her strength 
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in interpreting the aspirations of the racial community 

even though that community's needs change with the swing of 

the sociological pendulum. Brooks writes, 

Much of the work that preceded the days of con
siderable black fire belongs in a category I 
call "condition literature." You remember, in 
"Song of Myself," vlal t Whitman loves animals 
because they do not tirelessly "whine about 
their condition." A good many of us who pre 
ceded the pioneering influence of Baraka did a 
lot of poetic, dramatic, and fictional whining. 
And a lot of that lot wa s addressed to white 
people . We sensed ourselves crying "UP" to 
them. . We were fascinated by the sickne ss 
of the black condition. One of my own twenty 
year old poems semi-begs: "Grant me that I am 
human, that I hurt, that I can cry."23 

In her "Prologue" to A Capsule Course in Black Poetry 

Wr iting . Brooks joins herself to a caravan of her black 

predecessors including "the cautious imi t ations of Phillis 

Wheatley , the burning braveries of George Moses Horton, the 

wide vision of Benjamin Banneker, the anti -slavery inton-

ings of Frances E . W. Harper, the grand and clarifying 

prose reaches of William Wells Brown." Brooks specifies 

an indebtedness to black writers who have made their 

artistic journey ahead of her~ writers such as Charles W. 

Che snutt , Booker T . Washington, W. E . B . DuBois, Jean 

Toomer , Marcus Garvey, and especially to Paul Lawrence 

23 Brooks , Capsule Course, p . 3. 
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Dunbar, "to whom the young poets of this day are more 

indebted than they at first realized." Brooks continues 

her enumeration with an appreciation for Zora Neals 

Hurston's contribution in folklore, James Weldon Johnson's 

scholarship and "limber poetics," Alain Locke's insistence 

on African culturalism, Countee Cullen's lyrical mastery, 

Claude McKay's "hard and heady" contributions during the 

Harlem Renaissance, and Langston Hughes's "pioneering 

. 1' 1124 genla lty. 

Brooks graciously credits the "protest poets" with 

having inspired her to add new fire to her poetry and 

freedom to her verse form. Those who are a part of the 

second black renaissance are equally grateful to Brooks 

f or her avid support o f their aspirations as militant 

poets . To Gwen With Love, a book dedicated to Brooks, 

anthologizes art and poetry from contemporary black 

artists who greet the older woman as one who has "seen the 

light" asd escaped the traditional bonds of Western 

literature. 

Although Brooks takes great pride in the talent of 

the "new renaissance," as she calls it, she does not adopt 

their lack of poetic control, abandonment of lyri cism, 

24 Brooks , Capsule Course , p . 4 . 
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often scatological vocabulary, or irreverent usage of 

Biblical and religious terms and symbols. Her recent fal

low years may indicate that in her desire to transform her 

poetry and conform her style, she seems to have lost 

her muse. 

Brook s, like Robert Hayden and Margaret Walker, 

represents a middle generationist, whose greatest produc

tivity occurred between two periods of rebirth and blossom

ing in black American literature. The Janus poet captures 

and embraces both an old voice and a new voice in her 

poetry. The religious allusions remain, the s ociological 

didacticism remains, the Wordsworthian role o f teacher 

remains, and even a touch of humor remains; and humor 

exists only where there is a glimmer of hope for change. 

Gwendolyn Brooks's poetry holds to the universalities of 

the people of her own world, and thus depicts society as a 

whole. As the Janus poet faces the past as well as the 

future , she alone of all black poets treads the via media 

and "keeps the faith" with both worlds. 
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